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Ottawa

Times.
HOLLAND, MIOHIGi

VOL. XI.
ORATORICALCONTEST.
The

ADDITIONAL LOCAL.

oratorical contest at the high

edding

Invocation— Rev. A. Clarke.

List of advertised letters at

at

.'1

Mrs. Will Walters,
Ireet, on Tuesday— a

o’clock.

SILVERWARE, in-

cluding Tea Sets from $10.00 up;
tatter Dishes,

Cake Daskets, Nut

tawls, Salad Bowls, Bake Dishes,

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Zylstra will
move to a farm near Zeeland. Henry
Rottschaffer;"The Ride for WashingVan Ry has taken charge of the groton and Oregon." Robert Van Houten.
cery business which ho bought of Mr.
Vocal duet— Gertrude Taylor and
Zylstra.
Margaret Dykema.
John DeWitt of Fillmoretownship,
Orations — " Cardinal Richelieu. "
who had his right leg amputatedat the
Daisy Davidson: "The Anglo-Saxon."
U. B. A. hospital at Grand Rapids,
Harry Brown; "Joan of Arc." Gertrude
returned home Monday. He is doing

it

ibtbly decide it next

Jeweler and Optician,
Cor. Eighth Si. ami Central Ave.

Vice President— Henry Pelgrim.

'

i

Goods

;

quested to be present on time.

l

—

atw

—

i/lhe .appropriations reportedfor

The Circle of Friendship, W. U. C.,
will meet with Mrs. Nick Bosch next
Thursday afternoon.Businessof imDUTCH SOCIETY.
At a meeting held at Hope church portance is to he transacted and a full
Monday evening a branch of the Neth- attendance is« requested.
erlands society."Algemeen Neder- Major Scranton Circle, ladies of the
landsch Verhond" was organized.Dr. G. A. R , will hold their regular meetKollen presided. Officers were elected ing Friday, March 21, in K. I*, roomi.
as follows:
The meeting will be called to order at
2:20 p. m.t sharp. All members are rePresident— Mr. Van Zweeden.

an waters $5,000 may be used for

Selections.

HARD1E

Easter

j

loblone* Preriks and Henriit of Vriesiand,Jan Klystra
Me Wittengen of Blendon and
Shippers and Hattie Gosen of
Haven.

well.

Instrumental solo— l/?ah Wise.

week,

i

licenses were issued this

Iread Trays, and in fact all the McKay.
[oew things that are selling.

Of who is to be presivillage was to have
last night by drawing
was not done. The four-

And

Instrumental solo— Maud Kleyn.

jsortment of

NO. 9

every way.

ijfi

Orations— "The Boer War," Bernard

We have an elegant new

14, 1902.

Wednesdayeven-

rl

the Holschool rooms tonight promises to be land postoffleefor tho week ending
very Interesting. An admission of ten March 14: Prof. Mullob, H. Vlosveld.
cents will he charged to pay expenses.
Rev. J. Schriver will preach in the
The program will he as follows:
German church next Sunday afternoon

the

JFor

jH

ng the channel through the bur
k lake, near Holland, and $2,000
redging

at Grand Haven up
is

little

earlier than usual this

year. Your

Easter hat will look all the prettier if you get one of our

to

Spring Lake harbor.
Holland harbor

Easter conies a

WAIST PATTERNS in IMPORTED GINGHAM*
MERCERIZED or SILK PATTERNS. As good a vanew

clear of ice and the

Graham A Morton Co., expect to start
thalr boats about April first. Agent F.
Zalman made soundings yesterday and

j

found 9 feet and 2 inches of water at tho

from

riety to select

Then

as

you

will find in larger cities.

don’t forget that we are right up to date on

J

i

•ballowest point on the bar outside.

Secretary— A. J. Van hummel.

DRUGS
—AND—
3 BOOKS
3
OF ALL KINDS AT

S. A.

MARTIN’S

Cor. Eighth ind River Sts.

PRESCRIPTIONS
Quickly,carefullyand economically

DR.

ten per cent, will be paid to the stock- give a concert
Friday evening.
holders this year. This is very en- March 21. The union consists of forty

dental

y^PARLORS.

F. M. GILLESPIE*
DENTIST.

R. A. C.— August Breyman.

company, l^st year the dividend
was seven per cent, and the first

M. of 2d

Rinck & Co. have moved into their

year it was five per cent. The Holland new furniture store at 58-60 East
Sugar Co. can he considered one of Eighth street. They will carry one of
the most successful in the state.
the most complete and up-to-date
stocks, and their prices will he found

'

DR.

JAMES

of people are taking

—

V.-H. W.

t
t

t
Lace Curtains!
stock ready for your inspection. Don’t

you

a curtain till

mean

Hardie.

l

styles and taken

advantage of the low prices?

see our line

and

g^et

our prices.

We

business.

t
t

M. of 1st V.-O. E. Byrnes.

Extra Special!

Sentinel— Peter Brown.

#

We show

PERSONAL.

•

the best Brass ExtensionRod, with white ends,

for 10c, to be

found in the United States. That’s sayingwe can back up our statement.

a great deal, but

1

f

t

John Vanderslu

j A Bargain

Florists

advantage of our Muslin

Underwear Sale. Have you seen the

buy

M. of 3d V.— Will Botsford.

SCOTT

Son

yard to $2.00 per yard.

ww»§w -

BROUWER

Hancock

*

Hundreds

A complete new

lotte.

%

—

per

P. S.— E. B. Standart.

couraging and reflects great credit up- of the best trained voices and have
on the able management of the been under the instruction of Prof J.
B. Nykerk.

Anything you want from 10c

C. of H.— Peter Jensen.

Jacob Weauntas was in Muskegon
18 East Eighth St., Holland. Mich.
ZEELAND ELECTION
right.
Tuesday on bolinei* for tjfe Buss Mav
The result at Zeeland’s election.Mon/. .. . ^
FIRST -CLKStt DENTISTRY
Mrs. Lillie Jones died Friday night, chine Works*
day was mixed. The vote on president
AND PRICES RIGHT.
Henry Takken «fa» in Gram? R^its
was a tie, each receiving 198 votes. aged 31 years, at the home of her
brother,
Eugene
Young,
West
Eighth
JfQW. 1:19 to 12 a. K.; l:»)tot:S0r.a.
The trustees are Republican.
firehlhgsby Appointment
visited in Allegan
The Democrats elected clerk, treas- Rtreet. She leaves a htfsfiind and one JWis. M. J. Cook visi
Ottawa Phone 33.
child. The funeral took place Monday Tuesday.
urer and assessor, the result on these
afternoon, Rev. A. Clark officiating.
offices being as follows: Clerk— M. A.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McBride enterOn Thursday, March 27. the Young tained Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins of DeSooey, r.. 185; D. Boonstra.d.. 209;
treasurer— Jacob Schipper, r., 192; J. People’s society of the Central Avenue troit Tuesday.
READ AD OF
P. DePree. d.. 205; assessor-C.Rooz- Christian Reformed church will hold
Peter Nienhuis of Crisp was here
enraad. r., 195; J. D. Everhard. d., 198. its annual festival. A good program Monday on his way to Allegan.
Tlie vote on trustees was as follows: will he rendered. Delegateswill ho
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Walsh enterWilliam Wickers, r., 205; J. D. I)c- present from other societies.
ON PAGE 4.
tained Prof. P. A. Latta of Saugatuck
Piee, (i., 195; John Vencklaascn,r.,
A machine shop wil he opened in the
Sunday.
20.*{; Jacob VanHoeven. d., 195; Henry building formerly occupied by Henry
.Mrs. H. Hayes of Joliet, ill., returned
Bouwens. r.. 199; H. Van Eenenaam d
Vissers as a blacksmith shop on South
home
Monday after visiting Mrs. 1,.
196.
0.
Elver street. Henry R., Jacob, John
S..Sprietsnm.South River street.
and
A.
H.
VanEyck
will
own
it.
The
DENTIST.
A NEW BUSINESS
Tony Nienhuis visitedhis uncle. I\
latter two will run tlie shop. They are
All dental operations carefully and
The Michigan Publishing House has
M.
Nienhuis at Crisp Sunday.
experienced
machine
builders
and
will
thoroughlyperformedand rendered as ope.-ed offices in the Van der Werp
i
painlessas possible.
do repair work and machine building Mrs. J. G. Kamps is visiting in Char- }
Block. This house handles the publiCitizensphone No. ill.
L
in a first-class way. They expect to
cations of large eastern book manuCorner Central Avenue and Kighth Street.
be ready for business in about a
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Sterken of Hudfacturing houses and has agents
month.
sonvilie visited friends here this week.
throughout Michigan, Wisconsin and|
Geo.
&
John \ enhuizen has another .scheme.i •'Ir- and Mrs. J. H. Raven visitedin
tlie adjoining states. The branch is
Wholesale and Ketaii
under the managementof Henry Van This time it’s a creamery. He .-aysi Chicago this week,
der Ploeg who has full charge of all the that an interestingmeeting of farmers
John Streur was in East
Saugatuck
-------Cut Flowers for All Occa*ions.
work. He is the right man for the wa» held at the Holland Center school Tuesday in (he interestsof the H. .1.
Order* by mail, telephone or telegraph
place being thoroughlycompetent and house Tuesday night, for the purpose of Heinz Co.
promptly tilled.
UltAND II.WKN. MICH. reliable. The local branch will be ready organizing a creamery stock company.
Fred DeGroot left Tuesday for Perfor business by next Monday and will •John says they decided to build a big
kins. Iowa, for his health.
La Grippe Quickly Cured.
then engage several trustworthyand one and arks that ail subscribers of
Justice C. H. McBride was in Grand
"In the winter of 1898 and 1899 l energetic men and women a* agents. stock and others who wish to take stock
Haven Tuesday.
should
meet
nextTuesday,
March
18,
at
was taken down with a severe attack Mr. L. R. Holloway, assistantmanager
Attorneys Dlekema and Kollen atof what is called La Grippe," says F. of the eastern manufacturinghouse, 2 p. m , at the Holland township hall.
(ended
Allegan circuit court (his week.
was
in
the
city
this
week
and
closed
arL. Hewett, a prominent druggistof
The ladies of Major Serauton Circle,
rangements
with
Mr.
Van
der
Ploeg
Winfield. HI. "The onH' medicine
•Mrs. H. K. Stanley of Allegan reL. G. A. R., will observe St. Patrick’s
used was two bottleso' Chamberlain’sfor the Michigan branch. The Times day by an evening's entertainmentat turned home Friday after visitingMrs.
Cough Remedy. It broke up the cold wishes the manager the greatestsuccess K. J*. hall, Monday, March 17, from 5 F. C. Hall.
and stopped the coughing like magic, in his new position.
to 10 o'clock. A fine program has been
Miss Nellie Ver Sehure visited reland 1 have never since been troubled
prepared by the committee in charge, atives in Grand Haven a few days ago.
MitrrlHK« Llc«u*e».
with Grippe.” Chamberlain’sCougf
consistingof music, recitations,toasts,
OTTAWA COIWTV.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Hahlng visitedrelaRemedy can always he depended upon
etc. Refreshment* will be served for
Homer
J.
Hanchett,
31. Dennison:
tives
in Kalamazoo over Sunday.
to break up a severe cold and ward off
10 cents. A general invitation is exElla M. Cooney, 27, Dennison.
any threatenedattack of pneumonia.
tended to the public. Old soldiers arc
Mrs. 1*.^ Jensen of Macaluwa Park
John Tresenga, 27, Jamestown; Cor- especially invited. This promises to lias returned from an extended visit at
It is pleasant to take, too, which
makes it the most desirableand one of nelia DeKleine, 18, Jamestown.
excel all other enterlainments given by Hesperia.
the most popular preparations in use
Johannes Vender Waud, 30, Holland; this society.
Mrs. Rev. H. M. Bruins of Pekin,
for these ailments. For sale by H Peternella Van Lengewelde, IS, HolThe local Woman's Christian Tem- III., in visiting her parents, Mr. and!
Walsh, Holland; Van Bree & Sons. land.
perance Union was ^reorganized by Mrs. G. T. Huizinga,West Twelfth
Zeeland.
(.eopoldW. Hubert, Chicago; Amau- Miss Margaret J. Bilz a few days ago 8tre< t, for a couple weeks.
at a meeting held at tlie home of Mrs.
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste- de H. Moli, Grand Haven.
John Lam pen Is visiting hi* parents
venson, the Jeweler.
Win. H. Erkes, 42, Grand Haven; J. T. Bergen, East Twelfth street. Mrs. at Overisel.
H. 1). Post and Mrs. Van O’Linda, two
Jane Metysen, 41, Grand Haven.
Would SiiiimIi till! Club.
Dr. H. E. Dosker was in Grand Rapof the charter members when the soJos. Karle. 20. Holland; Jennie VanIf members of the “Hay Fever Asciety was organized in 1877. were pres- ids on businessyesterday.
sociation” would use Dr. King’s New dor Bosch, 18, Allegan county.
ent. A meeting will lie held next
GerritVan Anrooy visitedfriends in
Discovery for Consumption, the club
Bernhard Volght, 28, Kiel, Wis.;
Thursday.
March 20. at the home of Grand Rapids Sunday.
would go to peces, for it always cures
Louise Stemper, 23, Kiel, Wis.
this malady, and Asthma, the kind that
Mrs. St. Clair, 18 West Twelfth street.
bailies thedoctors it wholly drives from
Wm. Ulhurg, 23, Georgetown; Mertie Officers were elected as follows: J. C. Post was in Chicago on business
yesterday.
the system. Thousands of once home- Barton, 19, Georgetown.
President, Mrs. Clayton St. Clair; secless sufferers from Consumption,PneuW. H. Sutphen was in Grand Rapids
retary. Mrs. S. Hailing; corresponding
monia, Bronchitis owe their lives and
on business yesterday.
Letter File*.
health to it. It conquers Grip, saves
secretary, Mrs. J. C. Post; treasure*,
littleones from Croup and Whooping
A. H. Meyer and C. St. Clair were in
For a good letter file at a reasonable Mrs. John Klferdiuk; vice president
Cough and is positively guaranteed for price come and sue my stock.
from First church, Miss Maud Zwem- Allegan on businessyesterday.

JAS. A.

(Ms. I

Spring Kress

•

on

Fine Line of Cigar*.

fWral

Charles Hopper, general passenger
Greenleaf C. Jones, who formerly re
Treasurer— D. Te Roller.
and freight agent of the Graham & aided in Olive township,died at LanTrustees— Dr. J. H. Karsten. Rev. J. Morton Co., was in town a few days •logon Wednesday, aged 8." years., He
F. Zwemer, A. C. Rinck. A. Rosbach ago. He stated navigation will open was a prominent citizen of the county
and E. S. Holkeboer.
here April 1.
in the early days. He moved frora’.Olive
Addresseswere made by Dr. H. E.
Mrs. Fred Groncveltof Washington toJenison where he opened a hotel. He
Dosker and Rev. H. Beets of Grand avenue entertained friends this after- was an uncle of J. C. Post of this city.
Rapids. The promotion of interest in noon in honor of her sister. Mrs. A.
OFFICERS INSTALLED
Dutch literature and principlesare ob- Borgman of Holland.— Grand Haven
The
officers installed by the newly
jects of the society.
Tribune.
oiganizedHolland Chapter No. 142.
A check of $500. being the insur- Royal Arch Masons, are:
TEN PER CENT
ance carried by the late Mrs. C. HatE. H. P.-R. C. DeVries.
tersley, lias been received by Miss Eva
That I* the Dividend Declared hy the
K.-F. M. Gillespie.
Holland Sugar Co.
Anderson, record keeper of Crescent
S.- 1. Goldman.
The directors of the Holland Sugar hive, L. O. T. M.
Trees.— W. H. Horning.
Co. have decided that a dividend of
The Hope College Choral I'mon will
Secy.— O. Breyman.

in
Castile

*
5

Soap

2

A large double bar weighing nearly one pound, finest
quality, imported.

15c a bar.

!

s

'

i

CON. OE FREE’S DRUG STORE.
Cor.

j

e-

Eighth St. and Central

Ave.

i
9

j

1

I

DIAMONDS

!

I

.

WATCHES!
AND A THOUSAND OTHER ARTICLES
TO SELECT FROM, AT LOWEST

1’OS-

StBLE PRICES.

i

|

C. A.

STEVENSON
JEWELER.

'

24 East Eighth Street, Holland.

j

I

all Throat and Lung troubles. 50cts.,
$1.00. Trial bottles 10 cents, at Heber
Walsh’s drug store.

S. A. Martin’s

er; from Hope church, Mrs. Jennie
j.coh Nautu or Grand ittipiiidcalled
Vos; from the Methodistchurch, Mrs. on friendshere yestorday.
“1 suffered for months from sore L. Chase. Delegates to the CoopersRalph Wm. Brouwer and Cornelius
Are you going t« build? Do you need
throat. KcleetrlcOil cured me in twen- ville convention to be held in April
money? Call and examine our system
Brouwer of New Holland were in town
ty four hours.” M. S. Gist Hawesvtlie,
of loaning money. The Ottawa County
were elected as follows: Mrs. Hahlng on business Monday.
KyBuilding and Loan Association, 17 E.
and Mrs. St. Clair; alternates.Mrs.
J. Sluitof Overisel was 1 ere on busiEighth St.
Call for F. M. U. Coffees.
Eiferdink ami Mrs. Kamps.
Drug and Book Store.

ness

Monday.

•

Something

to

cheer the sick.
A

beautiful plant in bloom or one of our fancy

baskets of assorted fruit.

WILMOT
BROS.
motto.

purjty jn Confection!our

20* River St.

TIME TABLE

Ottawa County

lortni by Lord ‘Uejfeii
to clone oo the ox ebovo^'
The disorder h motif the
eninleated Itself to the
nnd the I oew, dretned

Times.

-!

M.Q. MAVTIKO. k'ublUber.

ttM+Mt'nn rrtdty, ti

HoliMfl,MkjWfta.

UCBSTUtY LOYQ B1SIGVS

Free Consultation

CsMfVMMMn W. H. Moody of MoMoehn, aotta Mm Moon ChoMii m HU

-BY-

RAILWAY

G* R. H. k L. M.

Cars leave waiting room at Holland
for

Grand Rapids and

Intermediate

point*:0:27, 7:27, 8:27, 0:27, 10:27, 11:27

SureeMor.

a. m.; 12:27, 1:27, 2:27, 3:27 , 4:27, 5:27,
riding alongside the wi
BLOCK, MJGHTH ST. Distinguish#d British Command- trated all the attempts of
Washington, March 11.— Secretary
0:27, 7:27, 8:27, 9: 27and 10:27 p. m.
officers to rally their l
Long
has handed his resignation as
Cars leave Grand Rapids from the
Dsfeatsd by a Distinconfusion ensued among
o» •»
secretary of the navy to the president.
waiting room 70 Ottawa street at 7, 8,
of the mounted troops, t
guished Burgher.
It Is to take effect May 1.
AtTWtUlBC S*tM «lAd« kDOWD OB APpllOtUOO
9, 10, 11 a. iu.; 12 noon and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
mule wagotm galloping thrsil
Congressman W. H. Moody of Mnsyond the ox wagons, wbers
0,7, 8,9, 10, 11 p. m.
«V" Bstartd At the post offle* *t Holland,
sachnetts will be SecretaryLong's
Cars leave Holland for Macatawa
Mm., tor iiuoiMob throufb tbo nail* m PUTS A VERT AGED GAME OV HIM cut off. Sections of tht
Thirty-eighthhntterimt Kt
in— 4 elm aitor.
successor. He was offered the portPark and Saugatuck: 7:55, 9:55,11:55
fought with great gi
folio hy President Roosevelt nnd aca. m.; 1:55, 3:55, 5:55,7:55,9:55 p. m.
HUmprdcw HI» Mules and Oven and men composed of the
towed cepted it at once.
Fusiliersand
Cars leave Holland for Macatawa
Breaks Him %l! Up- Methuen
conspicuous courage ID pmlCglaf the
This change has laieii expectedfor
Park,
only at 0:20 a. tn.
Wounded In the Thigh—
wagon and refusing to MirreMMt un- a long time. Secretary Long had InSEES HOPE FOR BOERS.
Cars
leave Saugatuckfor Holland at
and a Prlwmer.
til resistance was useless,
0:20,9:02,11:02a. m.; 1:02, 3:02, 5:02,
The force under General Morey tended to retire at the Iteglnningof the
was almost entirelydressed in.Mdtish late President McKinley’ssecond
Envoy WmmIo In Washington Gives
7:02, 9:02, 11:02 p. m.
London. March 11.— It was an- uniforms.This made it Imposgtbje to term, hut consentedto remain until
Opinion of Victory.
and certain lines of policy In which he was
nbu need yesterday that General Lord distinguishlietween their
Washington, March 10.— "The cap- Methuen and four guns had lieen cap- the enemy when the mounted1;troops involvedwere more satisfactorilyarture of General Methuen by General tured by the Boers commanded by were driven in on them. Tbs snemy ranged. Then when President RooseDelarey will greatly encourage the General Delarey. The news came like mimlwred l.fiUO nlen. They had one velt succeeded, though anxious to re15- pounder nnd a pompom. Dslarey.
Boers in their struggle against the a thunderbolt to liondon. The extra Celliers,Kemp, Verraso, Troup and turn to private life— for Secretary
/
British,"said Mr. Weasels, one of the editionsof the evening pniiers giving other commandant* were present.Gen- tang will never again enter public life
—a
strong
feeling
of
loyalty
towards
A FAIR OFFER.
Boer envoys who recently saw the an account of the disaster were eager- era! Methuen was seen hy an agent of
Mr. Roosevelt Induced the secretary to
ly bought up. and their renders hurried the IntclligeiHvdepartment.Bn was
We
will
give the Intending student ONE
president in the Interest of his people.
defer his retirement until it was conYEAR'S tuition FREE If we cannot show him
through the streets with anxious faces, being well cared for In bln own
venient for the president to make s
Mr. Weasels was in the war office In
more students placed in permanentpositions as
and bitter remarks were passed on the wagon.
change.
the Orange Free State during the early
In a private telegram Just received
Kook-keepers and Stenographera during the pas!
subject of the government's declaration
The Specialist.
year than any other Two BusinessColleges
part of the war and is well acquainted that the war In South Africa was here I,ord Kitchener adds: *T Sni MeC0VGHI88 IV B&IBF
COMBINED in Northern or Western Michigan.
with Genera] Delarey. Hf says he is over. The news came too late to af* thuen has a fractured thigh, bnt he is
rcimrtedto he doing well." In an- SyaopaU of tho PrococdlagtIn the ftoaato
Attend "The Best" and get The Best Results.
a brilliant officer and a clever general
OFFICE I’AKLOUS AT MOTEL HOLLAND ItKAiTiruLCommercialCatalooue Free.
other message I/>rd Kitchener says
and the HoMe— Bills
Delarey is In command of the westhe wounded will he brought .In to the
Beautiful Shorthand Catalooue Free.
and RcMtludons.
— os—
railroad today, and adds: *i hope the
tern division of the Transvaalforces.
D. McLaciilak& Co.
Washington.March 7.— A notable
reinforcements now arriving, will rec"This is the third time Delarey and
10-25S. DivisionSt., Ghakd Rai'iiis,Mich.
tify the situationin this area without K|>ecch was made In the senate yesterMethuen have met," said Mr. Weadisturbing operations elsewhere."
day by Hanna of Ohio, on the pending
sels. "Delarey has a magnificent recshipping hill, which he discussed from
OKB DAY ONLY BACH MONTH.
PRINCE HEBRT ABOARD SHIP the standpoint of an American busiord. Early in the war he was sent
ness inan. Frye, in charge of the
with forces to aid the Free Staters.
(iivea riilliutfltphlft
Fire H»an— Mark In hill, obtained an agreement that the OFFICE HOURS.
9 A. M. To 8 P. M.
He was in command at the fight at
.•wtliam and On tht l iner
senate should vote on the measure and
the junction of the Modder and Reid
lleuUchlnnd.
all iHuuling anieiidiiieiitsat 3 p. m.
rivers,when Methuen led the British
New York. March 11.— Prince Henry Monday. March 17. A long debate Consultation and ExaminationFree.
That we are constantlygiving
troops. It was Delarey's tactics that
nnd ids party arrived here from Phila- was had on the aiiti-anarchist bill.
The
house
devoted
another day to
won at Magersfontein. althoughGenour customers the benefit of the
delphia at 5:25 p. in. yesterdayand

^mci. WAVULY

T»«f

the

—

'

own,

DR. Me

DONALD

FRIDAY, MAR.

21

_

debate on the bill to classify the rural
Du. McDonald Iihh for vean. made axtudy and
HnKcrDiK diseases that
. . latest and best improvements in
free delivery service and to place the specialty of chronic
“The Boer troops are in better con.'equlre skillful inedical treatment for their cure.
carriers under contract.Little intereases as family physiciansfail to help and both the
they were escort <*d to the steamship est was manifestedin the discussion. Such
dition for fighting now than at the
pronounce incurablearc particularlysolicited,
especially
those overdosed with strong mineral
Deutschland,
on
which
the
prince
sails
Washington, March 8— On account
time of the surrender of Pretoria.
drugK and poisons. Dr. McDonald uses only the
for
Europe
today.
On
the
steamship
of the iiidis|M»sitionof Vest of Missouri
How long the war will be continued no
purest medicines from the vegetable kingdom.
the prince gave a dinner to those who and Mallory of Florida, who expected He puysttUenliou to the cause of the disease
one can tell. The commanders of the
and instructs his patientsthe way to healthand
to
speak
on
the
pending
ship
subsidy
had been his hosts while in New
happiness. Dr. McDonald can show htindrc<s
Boer armies are all sensible men and
York. There were no s|M*eches:the liill. that measure was not considered of testimonialsin the handwriting of grateful
hy the senate yesterday, the time be- patientswho have been cured by him when oth
men of good judgment,and they cerprince simply toasted the kaiser and
ing devoted to discussion of the anti- ers failed. He is so familiar with the human
tainly do not regard the contest as
President Roosevelt,and Assistant anarchist bill, or bill for the protec- system that lie is able tor. ad all diseasesof the
Secretaryof State Hill toast til the tion of Hie president. The diplomatic mind or body correctlyit i glance without askhopeless or they would not continue
ing any questions. Tbousandaof invalids are
prince. Forty-six guests were present. md consular appropriationwas passed. being treateddully for discusesthey do not have
fighting.”
While in Philadelphia yesterday the An executive session was held, and while a few drops of medicine directed to the
Our livery and funeral turnouts
i!
seat of tiie diseasewould give s|ieedy relief, and
prince visited the city hall, where Ger- adjournment was taken to Monday.
cure in a very short time. Good
DELAREY A GENEROUS FOE.
are
first-class.
man veterans presentedan address; The bill to classify the rural free permanent
COMMANDANT DELAltEY.
health is the most preciousJewel in our crown
foot business on the stock exchange, then Independencehall, where he un- delivery service and to place the car- of happiness. With it the world is bright: withWe
give you the best of service
out it misery claims us for her own. if you are
covered to the statue of Washington,
Boer General Displays Fine Character but excited curb dealings quickly fol- and where 300 German singers sang riers under tin* contract system held a sufferer you should weigh well these words: as funeral directorsand embalmlowed Hie closing,in which South Aftin* floor in the house, and the members A person who neglectshis health Is guilty of a
in War Incidents.
ricans slumped heavily. The news for him on the plasm outside: then to who spoke confined themselves to the great wrong to himselfnnd a grave injury to hu- ers.
manity. The name of Dr. McDonald, the wellGeneral Delarey is one of the most eaused excitement in the mine market. (’lamp's shipyard, where he saw the 1*111.
known specialist in the cure of chronic and linPrompt attention at prices that
shops,
mnehinery,
new
vessels
ami
gering
diseases. has become a household word in
Washington, March 10.— The house
unique persons among the many Throgmortenstreet was thronged with vessels building, ami thoroughlyinthousands
of homes which his skill and wonder- are right. •
South African operators, eagerly inSaturday
closed
the
general
debate
ful remedies have made happy by restoringdear
rugged characters developedby the quiring for detailsof the Rritish de- spected the completedRussian cruiser
upon the bill to classifyHie rural free ones to health after all hopes were lost The
Boer conflict.He is know as the “si- feat. and watching the effect of the Itetvi/.nn.and where he said he would delivery service and place the carriers doctor is a graduate of the highestand best medical colleges, nnd his advancestheories in the
like to stay ail night; then to the
lent man.” being, like General Grant, announcement.Shares were offered
under tin* contract system. During the treatment of chronic diseases surprisethe m >st
freely at first; hut by •» p. m. the ex- Union League club, where he lunched session Sims of Tennessee, speaking skeptical. All chronic diseases of the
unusually uncommunicative.For elevcitement had abated and the curb tone with 100 prominent citizens and where to a questionof privilege involving
KAIL
en years he was a member of the hardened.
there was speaking: then to the railLUNGS,
tlie president's interpretationof his
LIVER.
way station and off for tills city. Ev- permanent census bureau law, devolksraad, and rarely spoke there unIrUIi Chocr In tin* Common*.
KIDNEYS,
and DOWELS.
The news was received in the house erywhere he went in the Quaker City clared that the conferroes on that hill
less upon some importantsubject. He
and successfullytreated.
of commons amid great excitement. there were thousandsof cheering citi- imd deceive! the house as to section scientifically
is one of the few who opposed the
Dr. McDonald has made a special study of all
Licensed Embalmers.
The reading of Lord Kitchener’s tele- zens and he was kept continuallysa- 5 of the hill (the civil service section). diseases of the brain and nervous system,and ail
Issuance of the ultimatumat the secret gram hy the war secretary. Brodrick. luting.
The speaker iruled that the subject delicate and obscure diseasespeculiar to women. 18 West Ninth St., or call either
The prince did his final sight-feeing had been disposed of and no question Dr. McDonald's Special Remediesare a permeeting of the raad.
was listened to in deep silence which
manent cure for men suffering from nervous and
lust night, atttcudlng the Irvlixc^hice
phone No. 13, day or night.
was
broken
by
loud
Irish
cheers.
Inof privilegewas presented. Hughes of exual debility and early decay. Rheumatic and
General Delarey is nof and never has
where
he
saw
a
German
theater,
stantly there were cries of “Shame!”
Virginia offered a resolutoioii declar- paralytic cripples made to walk: catarrhaldeafbeen entirelyin accord with ex-Presiness positively cured and many made to hear a N. B.— Chairs and tables rented
“Shame!” from the government play.
ing that it was th intention of the whisper In a very few minutes. All aches and
dent Kruger. He refuses to take men benches. Then the Irish members
and delivered.
house
to ignore the civil service law pains fade a wav under bis magicalremedies.
HEAYT BLOW AT
who have taken the oath of neutrality seemed to think better of their outas to present employes of the census Epilepsy or falling sickness positively cured
through bis new method of treatment. Special
and is always much more lenient in
Two ItulblliiKN and • Church lllown to bureau above the grade of unskilled attentiongiven to catarrh and diseases of the
labor, and that this resolutioncarries blood.
his treatment of prisoners than many
Piece— General Havoc Played
Those unable to call write for question blank.
out such intention.
Hundreds cured through corres|iondence.Mediin the City.
Take the genuine, srigtasl
of his fellow commanders.
Washington,March 11.— Fcr nearly cines sent every where. Consultation free and
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TSA
Two of his sons entered the army
Omaha. Neb., March 11.— A storm two hours yesterdayVest addressed strictly contldentlal.Address
Made only by MadlaoaMa*
at the time the war commenced, but
from the northwestswept through the the senate in oppositionto tho pending
due Co., Madiaon,Wla. It
ship
subsidy
hill. Tillmnu followed
keepa yo« well. Oar trad*
only one lias survived to the present
northern portion of Omaha at 1 a. m.
with a brief speech on the same hill.
mark cat oo each package.
time. One, 15 years old. fell at the
today and did a great amount of dam- An executive session was held.
Price, as cents. Never aaM
The Specialist.
In bulb. Accept no AHbotl*
age. Wires were blown down, winbattle at the Modder river, fatally
The hill to classify tin* rural free
Wellington
Grand Rapids, Mich MwoRMNAtioiMa tMte. Ask your drugglit.
dows shattered, several buildings un- delivery service and place the carriers
wounded, by his father’s side.
under the contract system was passed,
roofed and sidewalkstorn from their
"Are you hit?" the general asked.
but in a form that completely changed
Farm For Sale.
places. Five skylights,each weighing
“Yes, father," was the reply.
the purpose for which it was framed.
more
than
500
pounds,
were
blown
An 18 acre fruit farm located half n
AH the provisionsrelatingto the plac"Does it pain you, my hoy?"
own 'election) to ev*rv v libdown at the Coliseumbuilding.
ing of carriersunder tin* contract sys- mile south of the Hol’and depot for
“Yes, father."
er. Only 50 cents a x« ••
The Monmouth Park M. E. church tem were stricken out and the salary sale. Contains 100 c^r rry trees, 100
"Are you going to die, my son?”
at Thirty-fourth street and Lnrimore system not only was continued but plum trees, 100 peacn trees, 3 acres
"Yes, father,” came the final ansavenue, was blown to pieces, as was tin* maximum salary of carriers was raspberries, half an acre currants,
i
strawberry patch, 100 apple and pear
wer, and in a few moments there was
Hie building at 2218 Gumming street, increased from 8500 to sfMOO per antrees.
For
particulars
enquire
at
this
only one of the general's sons left to
occupied by the Rutherford Marble num.
office.
Gi,«*>tl Sulk#- mi in HiihIoii,
works. The roofs at 2110 and 241fight.
Fine SleigliM.
Ciunming street were blown to the
Boston, March 11.— A strike of tin*
General Delarey is neat in dress and
A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.
street, and other costly damage done. freight handlers of tills city, which,
I have a line stock of new Portland
appearance and quick and clean in his
A eera; br.iuiilnlrolntrd piairs; latent
according to votes passed by the labor cuttersami two seated cutters at very
f .-.Ilium; dir»Mii:ikini;
r* muinur-. . t.'iiu y
Soldier To He ( oiirt-.Wni'liali-d.
movements. He lias a magnificent
vurk ; IioumIiuIiI
Innts; lit tu-i1, tr. Sul,
unions,
threatens
to
involve 10,000 reasonable prices. Give me a call.
seiilic lu-Ui,v. or, srmi n. In, |..irv|tuj.y
SXNXnAL
LORD IIETnUKX.
Mnnilu, March 7. — A court-martini
physique, tall, straight as an arrow,
H. Takken,
.(items wanted Stud loi trims
break, and suddenly subsided. The has bcon ordered to try .Major Little- men, wasbegun early in the day. Team
Hast High til St.
Stylish,Reliable,Simple. Up-towith broad shoulders surmounted by a
subsequent eulogistic references to ton W. Waller nnd Lieutenant John Drivers’ union No. 25, embracing
date, Kconninical and Absolutely
massive head. He is dignified and General Methuen were received with II. A. Day, of tlie marine corps, on about 6,000 men. led off. Other unions
i'criecl-Fittinn Paper Patterns.
Buy
your
Fountain
Pens
of C. A. Stecourteous in his hearing, and Lord cheers. In brief Lord Kitchenernn- March 17 next, on the diurjicof ex- followed and the strikers declare that
venson, the Jeweler.
Roberts has commented favorably of iioiinced that when General Methuen ecuting natives of the Island of Samar by night fully 10,000 will be out. The
was
captured,wounded, with four without trial. Some of the eireum* strike grows out of the Brine Transthe general'sactions in his reports.
Luttcr FU«h.
guns, three Britishofficers and thirty- stances iu the ease are peculiarlyatro**
I
General Delarey stepped into the eight men were killed and five officers cious. One native was tied to a tree portation company's trouble with its
For u good letter file at 'a reasonable
teamsters, which began several weeks
war with a fine reputation as a leader. and seventy-two men were wounded, and publicly shot in the tliijrh. The
ago, hut was precipiated by the re- price come and see my stock.
As a field cornet lie had served his in addition one officers and 200 men next day tin* man was shot in tlie fusal on Saturday last of members of
8. A. Martin’s
ml
arms. The third day he was shot in
were reported missing.
AH Scams AHowrd and Perforationsslut*
Drug and Book Store.
country in all of its native wars since
tlie body, and the fourth day the na- the Freight Handlers’ unions to take
Iloer SrliruirThat Ahvay* Work*.
the Bast Mg and Settinglines.
1852. and when the Free State was at
Only io and q emu each— none hiijhrr
It seems tile Boers have since freed tive was killed. Friends of the two care of merchandise carted by non-unA.k foi them Sold in neatly eveiy city
war with the Basutos in 1865 he had all the prisoners except Methuen. The officers attribute their actions to loss ion teamstersemployed by the Brine
and town, ui hy liiailIrom
L>o F. M. C. Coffees.
of mind, due to Hit* privations which company. A large force of police is on
British
had
1.200
men
in
two
parties,
THE McCALL CO..
charge of a commando.
one convoying ox wagons, the other they suffered in the Island of Samar. duty to prevent disturbances.
in-lir.-ll7 West 31st St.. HEW YORK
eral Cronje was in command.

were taken on the navy yard tug
John Bowers to Hoboken, whence
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BAZAR#
Pauirhs'

with mule wagons. Tho Poors atItiirn* Ho* IIchii Ke-KIretcd.
Lake* May He Opeu Early.
tacked at dawn, between Twe-Buscli
IMttsliurj;. March 10.— Tin* vote for
The splendid work of Dr. King’s New and Paimfeteknit,and pursued the tacChicago, March 10.— With the Ice in
Life Pills is daily coming to light. No tics that have so often been fatal to officers of the Window Glass Workers' the Straits of Mackinac and tlie upper
such grand remedy for Liver and Bowel the British— stampeded the mules and association.L. A. 300, Knjghts of La- lakes rapidly disappearing it is probtroubles
bies was ever known before. ThousTlious- oxen. How inany Boers there were, bor, has been counted. The result was: able that all records of early navigaands bless them tor curing Constipation, or what casualtiesthey suffered,are President. Simon Burns; secretary. tion on the lakes will he broken this
Sick Headache, Biliousness,Jaundice not stated, though the official report Paul St. Peter, of Pittsburg;assistant year. Reports from Sault Ste. Marie.
and Indigestion. Try them. 25cts at says the British put up a gallant re- secretary. Frank B. Yourison,of Bay City, Charlevoix and other upper
Heber Walsh’s drug store.
sistance.Delarey, who commanded the Wllkesbnrre,Pa., treasurer, S. 8. lake ports all point to a clearing of the
ice and the resumption of business beBoers, was one of the first Boer lead- Hunter, Newcastle. Pa.
About Iluoka.
fore the end of the month.
ers to meet Methuen and was defeated
Kiuiiiput Kuriceou |„
D. S., Snowflake, A. T., asks Ameri- hy him at Gras Parr, before the MaStrike Ht NorfolkMill On.
Chicago,March 8.— Dr. Christian
can Poultry Journal: How large should gersfontcin light in which Methuen
I’engcr. one of the most noted surNorfolk. Ya., March 11. — The Cena building be for about 50 ducks? was repulsed.
geons in Chicago, died last night. He tral Labor union, of Norfolk, yesterWlmt is the best feed for young duckHKITISII A1CE MUCH HUMILIATED
laid been ill for ten days with a com- day stood by the strikers in their delings?
plicationof diseases. Dr. Fenger was termination to stay out, and refused
The answer is: A building 10 by 20 Idea of a Pefrut Under the ClrciiinHtancen known throughout the world as an to raise the boycott against the railIn Very Calling.
feet would he large enough. It should
eminent surgeon. He was born in Co- way company. The Portsmouth CenThe morning papers fully admit the penhagen, Denmark. 62 years ago.
be seven feet high and have a hoard
tral Labor union lias adopted resolutions declaring a boycott.
floor that will always be dry. Keep the extreme gravity— and even tlie humilIlM-iilcs AkhIiihI t'laiiniihU,
floor covered with straw or any other iation— to British prestige abroad
Forniera' XhMoiihI Co ogre nr.
Washington,March 7.— The Spanish
involved
such
reverse,
dry, soft litter.
treaty claims commission has handed
Macon. Ga.. March 10.— Hnrvie Jorinflicted
hy
body
of
Boers
The best feed for little ducks is
dan. vice president of tin* Farmers’
wheat middlingsmixed with 10 per of equal numerical strength. It is rec- down a decision against the claimants National congress, announcesthat tlie
ognized that although the damage is for deaths and injuries received by
cent of animal meal. Mix into a very
more moral than material it will cer- officers and seamen in the wreck of ^executive committee of the congress
stiff dough and feed nil they will eat.
tainly have the effect of prolonging the battleship Maine in Havana har- has voted iu favor of Macon as the
next place of meeting, Oct. 7. 8. 9 and
Give them plenty of grit and pure wa- Boer resistancefor many months. The
L'vv.
10. A one-fare rate by rail lias been
ter and feed all the green stuff they only additional details available are
secured.
AH*h ItooKffvoltOH' I'or Uiihk,
will eat. Lettuce or fresh short grass contained in a further dispatch from
Lord
Kitchener
which
Brodrick
read
makes a good green feed.
Washington,March 10.— Miss Alice
Ni-ll Hryunt In Hi-ad,
just as parliament was adjourning. Roosevelt, the daughter of tlie presiNew
York, March 7.— Nell Bryant,
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste- This dispatch shows that the first con- dent, with several friends and accom- an old-time minstrel, died in Brookfusion was caused by native boys with panied by a maid, left here last night
lyn yesterday. He was 72 years old.
venson, the Jeweler.
led horses, who galloped through tlie for a visit to General and Mrs. Wood,
Bryant was tlie oldest of those who
mule convoy as the latter was endea- at Havana, going by rail. to Florida. Inaugurated black face minstrelsy.
Ask for F. M. C. Coffees.
Can't Kctq* It Seer.t,
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other magaeine has so great and
I lasting an influence upon its read*

AI

I ers as

Success. None

is

so

eagerly

read, or so widely quoted. Each
month 1,500,000readers find in its
columnsjust what they want. Success is a magnificentlyillustrated,forcibly
edited, up-to-date monthly magazine,with
a distinct literary flavor of its own. It
appeals to all ages and all classes.
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THE BEST
That

Calls receive prompt attention
night or day.

Lady attendants.

what

ef

EVERYTHING

readers pay for and get.
Its illustrationsare famous. Its list of contributors, in addition to many eminent
waiters of the day, includes successful men
and women in every walk of life who cannot he induced to write for any other periodical. Each number is supreme in
Is

its

2b East Eighth Street, Holland FICTION, POETRY,
Bell PhonelGS— 1

ring.

lOtf

ART and HUMOR

Practically,every copy of Success is sold
by the 15th of the month of issue. No free
sample copies can be sent.
Buy the current
.
...
number of your newsdealer,or better still,
if you would be sure to obtain Success

.

UKNKKAL KKFAIK SHOP.

r

. j.

CENTS

Any person desiring any work done
such as repairingsewing machines, 1 ft
locks, guns, umbrellas, or small ma- 1 v A Copy
Codv tion for the year.
vear. II A Year
chinery of any kind, call at John F.
Zalsman,In the building formerly oc- The SUCCESS COMPANY. NEW YORK
cupied by D. DeVries, corner River
and Ninth streets, Holland,
I

Mich.

1

1-00

r

UphoUUrlnff.

KLUXPP

upholstering and can give you
good work at reasonable price*. Call
or drop a card and I will look aft»>r the
C. M. Hanson,
337 W. 10th street, Holland.
1
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work.

Uae P. M. C. ColTe
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Business...

Our Spring Shoes are

all lined for

your inspectionand such an array
of Shoe Styles has never before
been seen in this town.

We

shall be pleased to have every

shoe wearer in this vicinity

call

and

see the

New

BiMppctml of I'olMitilngIII# Wife with Al-

Spring Styles.

|raM*I?OHlLD

leged ‘llleada©he Fowdem" Men!

Through the Mall.

-FOR-

Grand Hapids. Mich., March 10.—

TelegraphicReports of Matters
of General Interest to
Our Readers.

Ready for
Spring

NEWS IF HE SIITE.

William Klumpp. husband of the Lowell, Mich., woman who was poisoned
BREEDING DUCKS.
by alleged “headachepowders," which
were found to contain stry -liiiine, has Plnla Hoaaea and Neat* For Farm
been arrested and is now in Jail here.
V*t*»!n©loaarea and Water Ran*.
MICHIGAN HAPPENINGS BT WIRE Tlie officers believethat Klumpp eith- Houses for thicks are simple affairs.
er sent tin* deadly powders through They are built plain and comfortable
the mall himself or knew who did send
Itema Prepared with Special Care for them and that the main object was •ad have no furnishings whatever. A
duck is differentlyconstituted from a
the Convenienceof Our Own
the removal of Mrs. Klumjip. The
hen and must bo cared for under differtheory is that the doctoredpowders
Keudera.
ent conditions.The hen needs warmer
were substituted for tlie real headache
and harmless powders and sent to sev- bouses and drier surroundingsthan
Grand Rapids. Mich., March 11.— eral persons in the villagefor the pur- does the duck. A duck does not mind
Seized hy two men. hound and gagged pose of throwing the blame upon the the cold if she can keep her feet warm.
and hustled into n htiggy, Miss Ma- mamifacturers of tin* remedy and thus Cold feet will affect a duck as a frozen
divert suspicion from the sender of the comb does a hen, retarding laying and
tilda Wornotte,
dressmaker,was
poison.
given such an experience as Mrs. Van
A motive is found for tlie alleged
Oeveren went through last Thursday crime iu tin* story that Klumpp was
evening. Miss Wernette was within infatuated with another woman, a
half a block of her own home when widow, whom It is alleged, he had
one tnuu drove up to the curb near hy agreed to marry before he met and
and another, coming up liehind her. won the love of the pretty l.Vyear-old
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Watson of
dapped one hand over her mouth and
Lowell. Klumpp has been imm'icd
held her hands with the other.
twice, and his lirst wife lives in Low-

S.

SPRIETSMA.

West Eighth St.. Holland.
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Aldine Fire-place
alone heals Hire* or nior*
adjoiningroom*. The only

Out'

upper and

grate that ean be pl|»ed to any
chimney like a common stove — no specially
fire-place

constructedchimney required.The "Aldine"
KavcK 60 per rent of fuel and more than
H5 per cent of the heat which other grates
waste. Takes the cold air from the tloors,
warms and purifies It, and makes the temperaturethe same in all parts of the rooms.
Burns hard coal, keeps fire night and day as
long as wanted, and also burns coke. wood,
gas or soft coal. VENTILATION I»EK-

KKCT—

no draughts.The most healthful

and the most economical heater made. Finished in old silver,bron/c. brass,or nickel,
the "Aldine" beautifiesthe home. On the
market over ten years, and now in thousands
of the costliestresidences of prominent
bankers, merchants, lawyers and physicians
throughout the I'nited States. The beautiful

Aldine High-grade Wood Mantels
are in harmony with the matchless Aldine
Klre-place. Write for Catalogue.

ALDINE GRATE AND MANTEL CO.

Omud

KnpIiIm, Mich.

depends upon Die nerves.

When they are exhausted, the
mind and muscles suffer.
Strong nerves mean strong bod*
and dear brains.

ies

No matter from what cause the
nerves become debilitated,

Scents.
ALL

ell. It Is claimed tlir the woman In
l|l
the ease was the cause of his separation from ills first wife. The sheriff
and ids deputies are trying to locate
Hattie Whltiicld.She at one time
--w lived In this city, and it is said that
Klumpp visited her here. Klumpp
declares himself entirely Innocent of
the charge on which he was arrested.
He denied the truth of the reports that
HOUSE FOB IIBEKDISO DUCKS.
la* laid been attentiveto another womInducing ailments. The feathers of a
an or that there was any reason for
duck are almost impenetrable and will
his wanting Ids wife out of the way.
withstandalmost any degree of cold.
overturned. The two men then enHE SUDDENLY IlhFOMKS INSANE Again, a duck cannot stand tlie amount
gaged in a tight and the woman
crawled away on her hands and knees.
Think* II© I* Going To II* InitUtril Into • of conflnement iu a house that a hen
Site hardly remembered how she got
can. She Is more restless In disimsition
Seeret Hoelety.
home, lint reached there at midnight.
Saginaw. Mich., March II.— John and is given to exercise In a greater
DetectlvmiArc All at Men.
degree than Is a hen. Indigestionis not
Miss Wernette is a comely young Bailey, ex-supervisor and one of the so prevalent with ducks us with chickmost
respected
citizens
of
Marion
woman of 2."» years, who came to Grand
Rapids from Green Lake. Mich., nlmut township,has suddenly become vio- eus.
In the first cut is shown a simple
one year ago. She suffers greatly lently insane and been committtedto
house
that may he built at small exPontiac.
Many
years
ago
he
was
hitfrom nervous prostration and her injuries and is scarcely aide to tell a ten hy a dog. ami ids relativesthink pense. It is plain and lias a shed roof.
coherent story of the episode. Her tlds lias caused the malady. His hal- Such a house should he built of rough
clothing was torn and covered with hieination is ids supposed initiation boards, 12 inches by 1 inch, and joints
mud. The detectives are all at sen, into a secret order, and when tlds spell covered by strips, 3 inches by 1 inch.
and no intelligentmotive can he of- comes upon him it takes live men to Tbe roof should be made water tight
fered either in tlds ease or the Van hold him from doing serious harm to
and covered with tarred paper, shinhimself and others.
Oeveren nlsluction.
He has walked two miles to a neigh- gles or tin. The outside should he well
HAD AN UGLY HAD FALL
boring farm in great alarm and asked drained around the bottom that It may
his neighborif he belonged to a so not he damp. Some advocate hoard
It Was Off a Train and II* Alightedon Ilia
orot order. Receiving a negative reply, floors raised six to eiglrt Inches from
Head.
be was quite pleased, and went lioint the ground and covered from four to
I'uchannn, Mich.. March 7.— "What's contented.Recently he dumped a load
the matter with you, Mr. Carmer, of wood into the streets of Elsie be- six inches with dry earth, straw or
and how did you smash your lantern V” cause secret orders would not but it, leaves. The writer favors tlie using of
board floors in all houses for chickens,
asked Mrs. May Godfrey, telegraph he claimed.
but thinks it not essential for ducks.
operator tit the Michigan Central deLae La llell* Land Foinpaiiy,
pot. of a
who was wandering Detroit.March 8. — A telegram from If the house is well drained on the outabout the waiting room with a La Porte. I ml., says: "Judge Baker, side and the earth floor is covered with
smashed lantern and a dazed look on of the Federal court, bus dissolved hay, straw or leaves, it will lie perfecthis face. He was Conductor E. Car* tin injunction granted Timothy Nes- ly satisfactory.There must not be
Pier. The question Ja-ouglit out inco- tor in tin* suit against E. II. Scott dampness in tlie house, as tlie birds
herent res|M»nses.and Mrs. Godfrey E. F. Michael and W. A. Martin, direc will not do so well. While iliey are
summoned medical aid. No lira isos tors of tlie Lae La Beil Land company, given to water on the outside, they
were found on the man. but he laid of La Porte, to compel an accounting. must have comfortablequarters in
wen badly shaken up hy an accident The assets of the company were $ir>0,- wbicli to "warm up" or "dry out."
As near its ean he lenrm*d from ids bbb. and a restrainingorder was issued
The building shown may be contalk he left his caboose when his train to prevent the disposal of the propstructedof any dimensions desired, acerty
until
the
merits
of
Nestor’s
claim
pulled out of Buchanan going cast,
and started to investigatesi "hot box” might Im» determined. Judge Baker cording to tlie size of flock to be kept.
in the center of the train. He fell found that conditionshad changed A house 12 by 14 feet will accommofrom the top of a ear. and. the doctor since the tiling of the petition and that date nicely a flock of a dozen. There
thinks. landed on the top of his head. the defendantshad submittedto xerv are n.2# interiorarrangements whatevIlls thick cap saved him from a fatal ice in Michigan."
er, simply tlie floor space of the buildhurt.
Too Mill'll Inlerented In tli© Mypnotl*L
ing. It is better not to use nests. Some
DRY TOWN FOIt THE FIRST TIME
Howard City, Mich.. March 8.- raisersuse a plain nest, ns shown in
While witnessing a demonstrationof tlie second cut. These nests are made
NcgiuiiH-cHan a New Experience— The hypnotism here a crowd of about 100
of one Inch boards twelve inches high
liny* Sober on Sunday.
people, watching a sleeping subject
and sixteen indies long set fourteen
Negaunee, Mich.. March 10.— As a who was being carried to a hall, was
Inches apart and held together in front
result of the organization of the Civic precipitatedto (lie basement,ten feet
with n three inch strip. The nests are
Federation League here last week. below, by tin* collapse of a sidewalk.
nailed to the back of the house. But
No
one
was
seriously
hurt,
although
a
Rev. C. E. Gilchrist,pastor of the
number
were
bruised and cut. The more than half the eggs are laid on the
Methodist church, and Louis F.
sleeper slept on and was awakened in floor of the house or in the yard, and if
I'enrco,a member of the league and
the hall by the hypnotist uninjured.
permitted a duck will build herself a
school hoard, have received rough
nest to her liking.
State Record* Were Broken.
treatment at the hands of a crowd of
When two or more breeding pens are
men. ; V
Ann Arbor. Mich., March 10.— Three
Willie they were making a tour of Michigan indoor records went to smash to he kept, tlie plan of the house shown
the town they wore set upon hy a gang at the annual 'varsity meet. ArmstroiL,

HAVANA

Lady Mary Coquettes.

a

TRY ONE.

I)rut« Strikes Her In Hi* Face.

Sin* was lifted into the buggy and
the horse driven rapidly away. A
Shoes for the family, from baby’s huudkerehiefwas stuffed into her
mouth to prevent her from screaming.
tiny feet to grandpa’s tender feet
Roth men. says the woman, were inand not a price in the house to toxieattsl ami used vile language.
They drove to the south end of the
elty, and a quarrel between the men
offend. Come and see us.
was precipitatedhy one of them striking Miss Wernette on tin* face. In
the row that followed the buggy was

—

1®

Bakery

City

WILL BOTSFORD,

Will restore them to
vigorous condition.
If

you can not

memory is

a

sleep,

healthy,

After Poor Scents!
Do you know that good perfumes are actually refreshing
and invigorating? If not, call and see us. We keep perfumes that will prove a revelationto you.

ASK HER
What odor she would prefer. She is sure to appreciate your
thoughtfulness. Then come and give us a trial. She will be
delighted and so will you.
Try the following odors made by S. Palmer, New York's
leading perfumer
Wood Violet, Rose Leaves. Jockey Club,
Garlands of Violets, Frangipanni, Pink Mossrose.
Try our White Rose Cologne.

:

Other seasonable goods, such as Hot Water Bags, Chest
Protectors,Chamois Skins— a large assortment.

BRISTLES in your teeth are not pleasant,but you'll get them
there every time you use a poor tooth brush. Get a brush that is
built right, costs more, but gives more satisfactionthan a dozen
‘•cheap” ones. Our best are THE best.

man

Wa always have and always sell drugs and drug sundries at the
lowest prices, so why shouldn't we solicit your trade when we are
sure of satisfyingyou. Call and see us.

A.

I

or

if

your

failing,take this gratis

advice— use Palmo Tablets.
80

cent# a box, 12 for

|5.(0. Valuable

of roughs and would have boon se- won the high jump at r» feet 11 inches,
had not tim e police- but both Snow an.’. Miller,in jumping
men. with drawn revolvers, come to off tlie tie for second place, went to
their aid. The town was “dry” yes- si.\ feet, establishinga new mark,
terday for the lirst time in its history. tin- mile run Kellogg cut his own mile
Arrests will follow.
record |»y
seconds. Robinson established a new Michigan mark at 11
Tin*© Killed by Coal Gas.

DE KRUIF
ZEELAND, MICH.

Union Lock Poultry Fence.
For Poultry, Rabbits, ^.Orchards, Gardens, etc.

TW!»E

verely dealth with

i;l:

Dyspepsia Cure

r

l

I

*

SliMmalllM,! nil I
I'altmUJ

—

ML

Kodol

f

=

1

feet i! inches in tlie shot-put.
Clemens, Mich., March 11.
When the teachers at the Dickinson
lUlsid Drua Co., Cleveland, 0.
Electric Light ami I'ower Combine,
Street school reached tin* building
Grand Rapids. Mich., March in.—
by H. Walsh, Druggist, ifallaml. yesterday they found it locked. In- The Newaygo Power company is being
vestigation disclosed that the janitor. organized with .Sl.oOO.dOOcapitalizaFrederick Doeseher. his wife, and tion to consolidateelectric lighting and
Mrs. Frick, her sister, had been as- power interests. The company has puiphyxiated at their home. The throe chased the Rowell Electric Light
were found there dead when the house works, at Lowell, twenty miles east
was opened. They had been killed by of hen*, and the purchaseof Hie Edicoal gas that escaped through an son company in this city is now being
opening where the coal stove was not pleted by the delivery of $350,000
closed.
stock at above par.
Now Whcr* I* That Farmer?
Young StudentDi*Hppear*.
Flint. Mich.. March 10.— A farmer
Lansing. Mich., March 7.— L(*on
named CnLhcart moved Ids family to Morse, son of State Game Warden
Digests what you eat. tlds
city from Thotford.He left them Morse, of Portland, a student at the
It artificially dlgestithe food andaldl in tlie northern part of the town, promNature Id strengtheningand recon- ising to return. Ho lias not returned Michigan Agriculturalcollege here,
structing the exhausted digestive or- and is said to have taken the noon train has been missing since Feb. 27. Young
Morse fell behind in his school work,
gans. It lathe latest discovereddigest- lot Detroit. Tlie family is being eared
and
a week ago yesterdayids father
aot and tonic. No other preparation lot by friends. No cause is assigned
came here to see him. previously adcan approach It in efficiency. It In- for tin* husband's departure.
vising him that In* was eoniing. The
stantly rellevesand permanentlycures
young man disappearedbefore Ids
A rent *il Cn iter til* Ghiiic Law*.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Heartburn,
father'sarrival.
Flatulence,Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Lansing. Mich.. .March 10. — Deputy
Sick Headache,Oastralgia.Crampsand Game Warden Fisher,of Detroit,who
I’Mtlier'* Devotion to III* Son.
all other results of imperfect digestion. has been scouringFine hike, in tlds
Saginaw. Mich.. March 11.— Peter
Price We. tndfL Large cite contains times county, for violationsof the lish laws, Devcaux. father of tin* missing police
small siM. BookaUaboutdyipepsiatmtiredfrc*
lias caused the arrest of William Me- judge. Is nnit liming Ids personal inPrepared by E. C DeWITT A CO.. Cbleopo
glvern. George K. Hardy, t'liaije.s vestigationof Ids son's court record in
St ayer and Ora Wood for using set
Ids attempt to set Ids hoy right before
lines through the ice.
Ik* world. So far he lias only parMORTGAGE SALE.
tially gone over the books in the compRiver Water Kill* the l'i*li.
troller's olliee. on which Expert PenLofuult having fbtviimu(k- in tin- conBay City, Mich., .March 7.— Samples ncy found a claimed shortage of $|in;.
illi ioti.sof payment of a mortgage da ted
October Keventccnth,18JW, given by Krun- of Saginaw river water have been botDeveaux now claims to have straight(•s J. Shaver to Richard Smith and recorded October eighteenth.JMw, in liber tled and sent to tin* health depart- ened out live cases.
ment at Lansing for analysis. The
1'. at mortgages, page 5SS, in the ofliceof
HI* Stolen Kid* Wit* Fostty.
U'y register of deeds of Ottawa comity, fishermen insist that tlie toils- of dead
Michigan, by which default the powvr of lish they are bringing up in their nets
Houghton, Midi., March 8.— Jerry
sale In said mortgage contained lias become operative; on which mortgage there are killed by some chemical mixture Palmer, of Alpena, aged 2r>, climbed
is Claimed to be due at the date of tills liudingits way into the water.
into a box car loaded with hay at
notice one hundred dollars, and no proSheboygan.Wis., seven days ago,' and
Ini'endiary Work at llriilKeport.
ceedlugs at law, or equity,having been
was locked in. remaining a prisoner
instituted to recover the amount due on
Saginaw, Mich., March 11.— An in- till the car reached Dollar Bay. He
said mortgage, or any part thereof. Notlec Is, therefore, given that said mort- cendiary is at work at Bridgeport. A was found with feet frozen, ami neargage will be foreclosed by sale at public few weeks ago tin' school house in ly starved to death. He will he sent
vendue, of the mortgaged promises to district No. i was burned down, and
to St. Joseph's hospital,in Hancock.
pay the amount due on said mortgage,
with costs of sale. The mortgaged prem- now comes word that the temporary
Ill* Girl UcfitHcd to Marry Him.
ises to be sold being: The northwest structure erected in its place had also
quarter (/,) of the southoa-st quarter 04) been destroyed by a firebug. The puAnn Arbor. Midi., March 7.— John
of section three, in town five north of
Worst cr. a young farmer of Lconi
range s-ixteenwest, Ottawa county, Michi- pils lost all their books.
township, put the muzzle of a shotgun
gan. Sag© to take place at the front
GJclKtceiiI*— ".Veil,What I* U©?
door of the Ottawa county court house,
in Ids mouth, pulled both triggersby a
on May nineteenth.IWJ, at two o'clock
Menominee. Mich., March 10.— While rigged-np device, ami Ids head was
titter noon, at Grand Haven, Michigan.
sitting up with the corpse of O. M. blown to pieces. The reason for the
Dated, February 15, ]9oi
Hansen, B. .1. GJelsteen stole $20 from suidde was that Ids sweetheart reRICHARD SMITH.
Mortgagee. the widow. He was arrested and the fused to marry 1dm because he had
J. C. Post. Attorney. Feb. 21-Moy 10 money found in Ids pocket.
taken two nephews to raise.
book, free.

Prop.

Don’t Send Good Cents

-

PALMO TABLETS

Smoke

A Good

d§

_
•

'jTSg

-zirise

July IS. Isa#

an# April SS, Isaa.

Stronger and closer spacing than any other make
Our Union Lock Hog, Field and Cattle Fence, Union Lawn
Fence Gates, etc., j^uarantecd first class.
Your dealer should handle this line— if not, write us for
prices. Catalogue free.

UNION FENCE

CO.,

DE KALB. ILL.

U. S. A.

NESTS FOB DUCKS.

may be extendedto any length desired
and makes an excellentbreeding house
for the farmer to keep ducks in.
An hidosure should he given tlie
greeding ducks, as they do better eonlined than when at liberty. Give plenty
of room and inclose the run with two
Inch wire mesh two feet wide. If water
is accessible,it should bo inclosed by
tlie mesh wire fencing of the same
width as for the run.
A duckbouse with an arrangementof
wire runs in the water is an admirable

plan for farmers who have running
water on their fuiyns.- -G. E. Howard.

'AMERICA’S GREAT FAMILY MAGAZINE."

The Ledger Monthly
FEATURES FOR

1902.

DEPARTMENTS AND SPECIAL ARTICLES.
Current Fashions. Home Cooking.

Thoughts Affecting the Life of a Youg Girl.
Good Health. Plants and Flowers.
The Social Side of Church Work.
Ledger Model Houses.

Album of Celebritiesof To-Day.
Th© Savar Il**t In Folurndu.
Embroidery and Fancy Work.
While some pieces of land are better
than others, all Coloradosoil is good A MISSIONARY
HIS DOGS IN THE WILD NORTHWEST.
for sugar beets. The most excellent
A Tale of Stirring Adventure by REV. E. R YOUNG.
beets were grown tlie past year in Otero county upon sandy loam as well as
upon adobe lands. The crop flourished Only 6 cents— Tlie Ledger Monthly Patterns,— Only 6 cents.

AND

in spite of considerable presence of alThe Pattern Department of the Ledger Monthly is one of its strongkali in certain localities, in Colorado
est features. Patterns of all the styles illustred and described in the
the soil changes in its nature every
Fashion Department each month are furnished to subscribers at the
few miles. In one spot the finest potanominal price of fl cents each. The Ledger Monthly Patterns are
toes can be raised, while a short disequal to any pattern on the market and are guaranteed accurately
tance away they will not grow at ail.
cut and perfect lilting. The Pattern Department is conducted for
but some crop will flourish on almost
the benefit of subscribers,and the privilegesof this department are
all of it. The sugar beet succeeds on
alone worth tbe price of the magazine to any woman who does her
own dressmaking.
nearly every acre. It comes nearer being tlie universal crop for all kinds of
6 cents.
Colorado soil than any other. Tests of Only 6 cents— Hie Ledger Monthly Patterns
samples of sugar beets from tlie different counties show an amount of sugar PREMIUM LIST FREE.
SAMPLE COPY FREE.
Agent* Make Money
in the lowest counties to make tlie inTallin;;Subscription*
Soui* of our audits prefer
If you will mention this
dustry pay, while the higher results working for our elegant preFor tli*
paper when you write we will
are simply pheuomeual and have been mium* rather than for cash
l.edcer Monthly.
send y*u a sample copy of the
commissions.If you do, .end
said to run as high ns 33 per cent, hut for list.
Writ* lor Particular*.
Lbdgeu Mosnu.y Free.
this statement is looked upon as so
thoroughly visionarythat even tbe
A YEAR.
most enthusiastic bectolOgistcan not
Always Aodhess
believe It.- Denver Field and Farm

—Only

ONLY ONE DOLLAR

THE LEDGER PUBLISHING

CO.,'

225

FOUTRH

AYE.,

NEW YORK.

Ottawa County

Times.

Boer ctinp."

•till Id the

Then

tollowi the

number* of

Holland. Mich., March 10. INS-

the
BrltUh

<l«Mri»l

Tba Board net In reauiarmonthly KoaMon.
Member* jirencnt: Truatee* Mandlje, Mibb*.
dlspHtW'WM Uaerllnca,staketeeand Van Puren.

kf

cMiwItles,ts Already cabled. The
killed include Lieutenants‘G. R. VenLondon, March 13.— A
# iMlafetdlY«t7 PtM«j, »t Holland, MlohlftB.
ning and T. P. W. Nesham of the received late to-nightfrom Lord KitchOfFICM, WAVMKLY BLOCK, EIGHTH ST. royal artillery, who were both killed ener confirming the report of Un> re
while serving their guns with case- lease of Gen. Methuen by thti Bkoen
Tnaaof SnboeripUon.ll Wporytar, or 91 pot
The d patch was dated Pretoriaand
joor Ir paid in dTtnce.
shot.
A IwtMng Rout made known on Applioalion
As I^ord Kitchener ar.nounced that
UT Inured at the poet oBce at .Holland, Major Paris had surrendered and also "General Methuen waa brOBffct to
Mldk. (or tranaaiaelon thranch the maile •» telegraphed that he had reached Kraai- Klorksdorp to day. He ia doiog apell.
• e— d elate matter.
pan with the remainder of the men Everything possible is being foiv, for
M.O.MiXTlMQ. PuMUher.

le

MARCH

14, 1002.

may

It

l

The committeeon

E

IG

HTOFjru

RKEYft.

the commander in

'

BROUWER

I.

212-214

approved.

RIVER STREET.

claim* and hccoiiuu re-

ported favorablyu|)on the (olios lag bill*:
L Pris. lupplles ....................... til 00

iA

J W liutier Paper Co. paper ......... « 23
Central School Supply lluiiie, mpplie*....27 81
Sliver liurdett A
..13 00

Co,

do
do

Ottawa County
.... 12
Adolph Leltelt Iron Work*, repair* ...... 9 08
J Van Landexend. labor and uiaterlal .... 2 0(1
W D RoltachalTer
1 01
M
....1530

do
do
do
do

—

;

:l

W

Mamllje wa* appointed pnildenl protom.
minute* of the la«t nicetinK were read and

Spring

do

Kerkbof,
do
chief, announced the British disaster Am Expert Dlxcaftaea This M4 0MM
J C lloek A Son,
do
21 12
Kladre* Matter*.
in the house of lords. He said that
HolkeboerCo,
do ....10 83
I will never believe that the demand
General Methuen had for over two
C A SteveuHon, clock* ....................
10 50
for immense weights required by the
Ulom, freight and cartage. ........... 8 03
BOERS DEFEAT THE BRITISH years carried on his work with zeal, standard and turkey raisers Is wise. I OAmerican
School Furniture Co, lupplle*..10 75
Intelligenceand great perseverence. have lost the heaviest turkeys I ever
Joaeph Mlnchka, *upplle* ............... I On
He added that the general was beloved owned simply from being overfAt)and Board of Public Work*, light ........... 5 13
!•••
KWfoCHI
AND CAPTURE (GENERAL METHUEN. of his men and that no work was too I do not feed very much for flesh G J Bolk*, wood ................ .. 10 00
dangerous or difficultfor them or Gen- either. It is not unusual for me to lose J Y Buitenga A Co, wood .............>1 60
On motion of Truntee Mabha, the severalbill*
London. March 10.— Like a thunder- eral Methuen. The commander in sales because 1 cannot quote as heavy
weights us are demanded, yet I have as were allowed and order* ordered iMued for the
bolt came the newa today that Gen- chief was sure the house was deeply
large turkeys as any fancier, i sold a name.
The Superinteudent reported,recommending
eral Methuen, without exceptionthe grieved at what had occurred. He
lady a young tom lust spring which
bravest commander of the British would ask their lordships to concur weighed without being fattened32 ome change In couixe of *tudy.
on motion of Truatee Van Uuren. the report
forces In South Africa, had been cap- with him in his sympathy for the gal- pounds. A few day* ago aba wrote
wa* referredto the committeeon acliool* and
tured by the Boers and his regiments lant officerIn his present unfortu- asking if 1 did not send her an old the Superintendent.
routed, and such scenes in parliament nate position and defer adverse criti- tom, not in the spirit of complaint, but The matter in regard to admlsnlon of *uband on the streets as occurredthis cism till they had definite information the tom is so large that she thinks he prlinarle* wa* upon motion of Tru*tee Mabb*,
must be 2 years instead of 1 year old. I referredto the committee on schools and the
afternoon when the report was spread as to who was directly responsible.
know overfat stock Is not good for Superintendent
No store in Holland makes the showing in this line you'l
have not been witnessed since the outFrom Delarey’s conduct throughout
On motion ot TrusteeGeerliuga. Hoard adbreeding pur|M>scs,and so does every
journed.
find here. We have been on the alert to get the newest pat
break of the Transvaal war.
the war they could all lie assured that one wito Inis given the subjectany careO. J. Vis lit kes. Sec'y.
The British people were prepared General Methuen would be taken great ful attention, yet a turkey must weigh
terns of dependable carpets this city has ever seen.
for news of small defeats and insignifi- care of.
so many |M»uuds regardless of conseIf there is one thing that this store prides itself upon, it’s
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Stecant Boer victories, but such a severe
I^ord Spencer, liberal, the former quences. If tlie would be purchaser
venson, the Jeweler.
the high standard and reliabilityof its merchandise. Poor
blow was not dreamed of.
president of the council, said he be- would In* satisfied with standard
weights, tiien there would be some
merchandise we won't handle at any price, for it hot only
An enormous amount of extra edi- lieved thoroughly in General Methuen’s
Try F. M. C. Coffees.
reason In the demands, but I have ofcauses dissatisfactionto the buyer but also virtually wastes
tions of the evening papers were sold, zeal. He did not want to offer a hint
ten received inquiriesin November for
giving a detailed account of the dis- of criticismat the present time.
Builds
up
the
system,
puts
pure,
rich
his money. We have confidencein what we sell, and we show
young toms weighing 30 pounds or
aster. The reailers were loud in their
The premier, I/ord Salisbury, also over. Now, everyliody with common blood In the veins: makes men and
it by taking back any purchase that you’re not satisfied with
women strong and healthy— Burdock
denunciations of the war office and of expressed deep sympathy with General sense knows or should be taught that
Blood Bitters. At any drug store.
and refunding your money. An inspection is invited and a
the government,who until now have Methuen under the present unfortunate Id this climate it is almost Impossible
surprise awaits you.
(‘ontinued to convey the impression circumstances.
He said it was not the to make a young tom weigh 30 pounds
LOCAL MARKETS.
in
November
or
even
December,
and
that the war in South Africa was vir- time to discuss his action. He had
SAXONY AXMINSTERS
EXTRA AXMINSTERS,
that to do so is an injury to breeding
always acted with the greatest gallanttually over.
Prlcea Paid to Farmer*.
SMITH’S VELVETS
DUNLOP VELVETS,
qualities. From January to Mareli
The news came too late to effect ry and the premier therefore thought young toms may weigh from 28 to 32
PRODUCE.
DOBSON’S VELVETS
LANCASTER VELVETS
Butter, per lb .................................. 20
business on the stock exchange,but they should defer criticism or exami- pounds without any special effort at Eggs, per do* ................................
TAPESTRY VELVETS
BODY BRUSSELS
12
excited curb dealings quickly followed nation of the very sad intelligenceun- fattening them. I prefer a pullet from Dried Apple*,per lb .......................5-8
Potatoes,ner bu .......................... 70
LOWELL
INGRAINS
SOVEREIGN INGRAINS
the closing, in which South Africans til the details arrived. His lordship 16 to 18 iKiunds rattier than one heav- Beans, hand picked, perbu .............. 1.40
HARTFORD
INGRAINS
ROYAL INGRAINS
Onion* .......................................
«
ier,
and
1
know
that
I
voice
the
sentislumped heavily. It caused excitement was convincedGeneral Methuen had
WinterApplcs-good ................ 1.00
ANNISTON INGRAINS
SUSQUEHANNA INGRAINS
in the mine maiket. Throgniorten done his best in connection with this ments of some of the best fanciers in
GRAIN.
the southern states. The overlarge Wheat, per bu .......
................... W»
street was throngedwith South Afri- most melancholyaffair.
These and many more go to make up the largest and most
hen does not lay so many eggs, nor are Oat*, per bu. white ......................
to
can operators eagerly inquiring for
The feeling of depression in the lob- those she does lay so fertile.
Rye ..................................... **
complete carpet stock ever brought to this city.
Buckwheatper Hu .........................00
details of the British defeat and bies of the house of commons over
This year one of my turkeys laid Corn, per bu ...........................
52
RUGS in all sizes, kinds and styles.
1 00
watching the effect of the announce- the news of the disasterin South Afri- over 70 eggs. I have forgotten the ex- Barley,per 100 ..............................
Clover Seed, per bu .......................... 5 00
ment. Shares were offered freely at ca was very marked. The service act number, but there can be no mistake Timothy *ee«i,per bu. (to couRumers) ....... 3.25
Domestic and imported Linoleums.
first, but by 6 o’clock the excitement members of the house expressed .the about it, os I put her on a farm with
BEEF, PORK, ETC.
A magnificent showing of Japanese and Chinese Mattings.
dressed, per lb .....................
10
had abated and the curb lone hard, opinion that it will necessitatesending another pullet. The other died and Chicken*,
Chickens, live, per lb ................... 7
this one laid over 70 eggs. Of courst Spring Chickens live ...........
7
ened.
fresh troops to the front, while the
she was not allowed to sit. She weigh Turkeyslive .................. ........... g
The report of the disaster was re- belief was widely expressed that the ed 15 pounds in February and now she Tallow, per lb ...........................
5
Lard, per lb .......................10
ceived in the house of commons amid Boers will not fail to take advantage is one of the largest hens I have ever Beef, dressed, per lb ...............5 to 0
dressed,per lb ..................... 0J4
great excitement. The reading of of General Methuen’s prominence to owned. I think she will weigh by Di Pork,
Mutton, dresied,peril) ...............
to7H
Lord Kitchener’s telegram by the war hold him as a hostage for the safety cember 24 to 25 pounds. 1 did not Veal, per lb ................................0tO|7
Lamb ......................................
8
secretary,Mr. Broderick, was listened uf Commandant Kritzinger and other keep her for her size, but for her blood
FLOUR AND FEED.
and
made
a
special
mating
with
a
tom
to in deep silence, which was broken Boer leaders now in the hands of the
Price to consumers
from my first prize birds, thinking
by loud Irish cheers. Instantly there British.
Hay .....................................
*10
the young would get size from the pa Flour, “Sunlight,"patent,per barrel ........t 80
were cries of "Shame!” "Shame!”
Flour
Daisy." straight, per barrel ..........t
ternal side, but the mother hag eclipsed
MICHIGAN CROP REPORT.
Ground Feed 25 per hundred, oo per ton
from the government benches. Then
ail expectations.It is not often fe- Corn Meal, unbolted,1.20 pet hundred, 22 00 per
the Irish members seemed to think
ton.
males go so far beyond our expecta
Lansing, March 10. 1902.
Com Meal, oolted 3.20 per barrel.
better of their outbreak and suddenly
The weather for Feburary was par- tion, though they do often f|U short Mddlinn..M0per hundred 20 •t) per ton.
05 per hundred, iS.OJpertou
subsided. The subsequent eulogistic ticularly pleasant in most parts of the of it. I can generally tell how’s tom Bran
Linseed Meal 11.70 per nnndred.
references to General Methuen were state for that month. The tempera- will develop, hut sometimesthe largest
Hide*.
ture was nearly normal in the south- pullets do not make the largest bens.—
Pricespaid by the Cap pen A Bertscb Leather Co
received with cheers.
ern counties and about two degrees lie- Mrs. B. G. Mackey in Reliable Poultry No. 1 cured hide ...........................
74
In brief I>ord Kitchenerannounced low the normal in the central coun“ 1 green hide ...............................04
Journal.
1 tallow ...............................
54c
that when General Methuen was cap- ties; in the upper peninsula the temWool.
Maine State College.
tured. wounded, with four guns, three perature was about six degrees above
the normal. The precipitationduring George II. Pollard iu a lengthy and Unwashed ............................... 12 to 15c
British officers and thirty-eightmen
the month was 1.06 inches, which was Interestingarticle written for Reliable
were killed and five officers and sev- the smallest since 1895. The normal
who has a gift of wonderful natural healing power. He also
Poultry Journal describes the poultry
enty-two men were wounded. In ad- precipitation for February is 1.91 plant with which experiments are
believes his medicines are a gift. With the two combined,
dition one officerand 200 men were re- inches. The fields have been fairly
most marvelous permanent results are obtained
well covered with snow during the
ported missing.
month. The fall of snow was heavy
The text of Lord Kitchener's dis- in the western part of the state, hut
122
Street,
Rapids, Mich.
patch announcing the capture of Gen- it was gathered in drifts, thus affordROOM
6.
ing
no
more
protection
to
wheat
and
eral Methuen is as follows:
clover than v here the fall was lighter.
To have good crops you must
"Pretoria.March 8.— I greatly regret
AHtlmiM Cured Iu Two Week*.
In answer to the question “Has
c/- ’
He Wa* Dear :»:t Year*.
pliuit
good seeds. We can supto have to send you bad news of wheat during Februarysuffered injury
Mrs. Darwin says: 1 had asthma 13
Mr U W. Smith of Mechanic street,
ply them. Write for catalogue, years. I was verv bad before I began was deaf thirty-threeyears, and the last
Methuen. He was moving with 000 from any cause?’’ 116 corespondents
in
the
state
answered
•‘yes’’
and
452
treatment with Dr. S. Clay Todd, 122 eighfyears was deaf indeed, but in three
mounted men. under Major Paris, and
mailed free.
"no." In the southern counties 69 ansMonroe street, August 24. For weeks days he can hear ordinary conversa300 infantry, four guns and a pom- wered "yes” and 296 “no;” in the cen
at a time I could not sleep nights. Some tion. He says: "I was deaf for thirtypom from Wynburg to Litcbenburg, tral 38 answered "yes” and 99 "no;"
days 1 was not able to walk across the three years until I took one treatment
and was to meet Grenfel, with 1.300 and in the northern counties 9 ansroom. My breatli was very short, 1 had of Dr. S. Clay Todd last Friday, and
to struggle to breathe. Now after about now I can hear ordinary conversation.
mounted men, at Rovirainesfontein to- wered “yes" and 57 "no.” Snow protected wheal in the southerncounties
two weeks’ treatment, 1 was able yesR. W. Smith,
day. Yesterday morning early he was 3.00 weeks, in the central counties 2.65
terday to do a big washing and slept all
LaPorte,
Boilermaker.
attacked by Delarey’s force between weeks, in tin* northern counties 3.43
last night. Before treatment, could not
A SECTION' OF COLONY HOUSE DEPARTMENT,
Horn Deal and Dumb.
Twe-Bosch and Palmieteknill. The weeks and in the state 3.00 weeks.
walk a block without stoppingto rest.
made at Hu* Maine State college, loI have been visitingmy brother, Mr.
The
opinion
is nearly universal that
Now
1
can
walk
any
distance.
1
am
Seed
Growers
and
Dealers,
Boers charged on three sides.
wheat is in good condition; many cor- cated at Orouo. The article is profusecured of asthma and am very thankful. Dirk Van Zoraeren, of Fremont, New‘‘Five hundred and fifty men have
aygo county, Michigan. His daughter
cspondents say that the crop looks bet- ly illustrated.A portion of the view
Mrs. Louisa Darwin.
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.
come in at Maribogs and Kraaipan. ter than when winter began, if the given of the colony house section of
Wilkie, aged 13, could not hear or talk,
Cor. Fourth St. and Lamborn ave
but she had two moots’ treatment of
Sept.
West Superior, Wis.
They were pursued by the Boers four condition does not materially change the plant is herewith reproduced.
Dr. S. Clay Todd and can now hear and
miles from the scene of the action. during March the prospects will lie
CoDHumptlonCured In Grand ICapIds. talk.
Fall Work.
good for a fair crop of wheat.
They report that Methuen and Paris,
Levenus Van Zomeren.
My niece, Jennie Bryant, had conNow is tlie time for general cleaning
The total number of bushels of
Cooper, Kalamazoo Co., Mich.
with the guns, baggage, etc., were wheat reported marketed by farmers out of the poultry house. A good coat
sumption, bleeding irom the lungs: had
weak lungs from her infancy. Last December 10, 1891.
captured by the Boers. Methuen, when in February at the flouring mills is of whitewash should he applied in orChristmas
she was taken violently sick,
208.174.
and
at
the
elevators
91.238.
or
last seen, was a prisoner, i have no
der to brighten things up, make the
and the principalof the school had vis- IlyNpapNia and Stomach Trouble* of All
a
total of 299,412 bushels. Of this
rooms
more
cheerful
and
purify
the
details of the casualties and suggest
Kind* Cured Permanently
ited her and told her she had better not
whole amount 219,713 bushels were
delayingpublication till 1 can send marketed in the southern four tiers air. This should be thoroughly done CJTAT OF M ICH IGA N, County or Ottawa,*b. try to go to school. But I took her to
By Dr. S. Clay Todd. 122 Monroe
so as 10 get it iu all cracks and holes,
At a session of the Probate Court for the Dr. S. Clay Todd, 122 Monroe street, street, Room 6. Hours 9 a. in., to 7 p.
definite news. I think this sudden re- of counties,'’,5,843 bushels in the censo that it will not only sweeten up the County of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Olflce, and he gave her one treatment: that m.; Saturdays to 9 p, m. Sundays 2 to
vival of activity on the part of De- tral counties,and 13,856 bushels in the
in the oity of Grand Haven, in said county, on
northern counties. The total number quarters,but rid it of any vermin that Wednesday, the 12th day of March, iu the year night she slept all night, the cough and 5 p. ra.
larey is to draw off the troops pressbleeding having stopped, and improved
of bushels of wheat reported marketed may be harboring there. All this work one thousand nine hundred and two.
Present,Edward P. Kirby, Judge of Probate. so fast that she began going to school in
CONSULTATION FREE.
ing DeWet”.
in the seven months, August- February, should be done iu good season, so as to
In the matterof the e*tateofCalvin J. Church,
one week, and has been going ever No Charge for Service* uni II Cured -44
in a second dispatch dated Sunday, is 2.420.006, which is 363,503 bushels avoid Hie cold, damp weather.
On readingand lilinc the petition duly veri- since. When she went back to school Mouth*.
We should also make preparation* fied,
March 3, Kitchener says: "Paris has less than reportedmarketed in the
of Seth Nibbelink. acredltorof the estate
same months last year. At 29 mills now for winter rations by getting iu of said deceased, representing that Calvin J. the children looked scared. 1 would be
Kheumatiam Alwaya Cured.
come in at Kraaipan. with the reChurch, late of Holland, in said County,died pleased to answer any questions with
and elevatorsfrom which reports have
mainder of the men. He reports that been received, there was no wheat store a supply of beets or mangels, intestate, leaving estate to be administered and regard to this wonderful
The sick, the lame, the halt and the
small potatoes and other stuff. These praying tlmt the administration of said eatate
MRS. A. E. Hughes, blind are coming from all parts of the
the column was moving in two parties. marketed in February. The total
be granted to himself,Seth Nibbelink.
may be boiled and mixed with bran or may
339 Thomas St., Grand Rapids, Mich, country.
Thereuponit is ordered, That Wednesdaythe
One, with ox wagons, left Twe-Bosch amount of wheat shipped by railroads meal, for it does not matter whether 9th
day of April next, at it) o'clock in the
from Vkrious stations,as reported for
forenoon, be assigned for the hearing of said |*eat 3 a. m. The other, with the mule
we keep fowls for market purposes, tition.
January, is 164,015bushels.
and that tlie heirs at law of said deceased
wagons, started an hour later, .lust
The condition of horses, sheep and layers or fancy breeding, the best sys- and all other persons interestedin said estate
are requiredto appear at a session of said Court,
before dawn the Boers attacked. Be- swine in the state is 96. and of cattle tem is to give at least one meal of
then to he holden at the Probate Office in the
fore re-enforcementscould reach 95. There are several diseases preva- cooked food each day during the win- city of Grand Haven, in said county, and show
lent among live stock, hut nothing ter and about three times a week iu cause, if any there he. why the prayer of the pethem the rear guard broke. In the alarming except in one or two intitioner should not be granted: And it is further
the summer. In ordinary weather I ordered,That said petitionergive notice to the
meantime a large number of Boers gal- stances,
prefer to feed the most at night, but in persons interested in ‘aid estate, of the pendency of said petition, and the hearing thereof by
loped up on both flanks. These at first
FRED M. WARNER.
very cold weather I would give a light causing a cojiy of this order to lie published in
I went with ray daughter Elinora to Dr. S. Clay Todd, 122 Monroe street,
Secretary of State.
were checked by the flank parties, but
feed in tlie morning also. A mash the Ottawa County Times, a newspaperprinted Room 6, Feb. 19. My daughter had a very bad case of rheumatism,terrible
and circulated in said county of Ottawa,for
the panic and stampede of the mules
seems to keep the fowls in much better three successiveweeks previous to said day of pain from the crown of her head to the soles of her feet. Dr. Todd gave her one
EDWARD 1*. KIRBY.
treatment which gave her immediate relief and she has continued well ever
had begun and all the mule wagons
How to Cure the Grip.
condition, makes them more thrifty
(A true copy, Attest
Judge of Probate.
R. R. COOK, Belding, Mich., March 3, 1902.
Remain quietly at home and take and helps young stock to increasetheir Fanny Dickinson, Probate Clerk. Mar. 14-28
with a terrible mixture of the mounted
steady
growth.—
V.
M.
Couch
in
FarmChamberlain’s
Cough
Remedy
as
dimen, rushed past the ox wagons. All
Poultry.
efforts to check them were unavailing. rected and a quick recovery is sure to
ARTHUR G. BAUMGARTEL
Major Paris collectedforty men and follow. That remedy counteracts any
Farm For Sale.;
occupied a position a mile in front tendency of the grip to result in pneuAn 18 acre fruit farm located half a
The cout'li,hemorrhage, blcediiiKat lungs, Issue of blood stopped inimediHtelyor almost imof the ox wagons, which were then monia, which is really the only serious mile south of the Holland depot for
mediately without medicines or with medicines,or the two methods combined, miking a marvelBirds
mounted
true
to
nature.
halted. After a gallant but useless danger. Among the tens of thousands sale. Contains 100 c^rry trees, 100
ously quick and PERMANENT cure.
defense the enemy rushed into the ox who have used it for the grip, not one plum trees, 100 peacn trees, 3 acres
Send
for price-list.
raspberries, half an acre currants,
wagons and Methuen was wounded in case lias ever been reported that did
Dr. S. Clay Todd’s rooms are daily crowded with the
strawberry patch, 100 apple and pear 180 Trowbridge St.
not
recover.
For
sale
by
H.
Walsh,
the thigh. Paris, being surrounded,
trees. For particulars enquire at this
sick seeking their health.
GRAND, RAPIDS, MICH.
surrenderedat 10 a. m. Methuen is Holland, Van Bree & Sons, Zeeland. office.
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be Inferred that the Boers sub- him ”

sequently released the major and his
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RHEUMATISM CURED
By One Natural Healing Treatment.
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eanette Vander Beldt and her

ZUTRHHN.
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Last Saturday

Remember.

.

the death
or Mr. Enalng, aged «7 years. He eame
here about 30 years ago. He had been
confined to the house and partly to
his bed for years, with what is supposed by some to have lieen consumption. He leaves a wife and nine children to mourn ills departure. The
funeral took place Tuesday afternoon

.

E.

DENTIST.
if

Street.

HOLLAND.
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Holland

Four Profcmior* Claim That Qiitak Loachra Hrlng an DlMaaca.

Real Estate Tranaferi.

Mondiy evening to attend a pAty al
James Bert wick and wife to Squire
the home of A. Lfemens, 284 Maple Dingee Co., land on section 20. Clyde,
It

street.

$100.

There is considerable talk here of
having a creamery. K. Dykhuis offers
land for a site.

B. B. Sutphin and wife to John Holer. 5 acres on section 24, Ganges, $115.

L Rhodes does

not Improve much

The “business lunch” threatens U) accomplish the destructionof the human
race— or so much of it as dwells in large
American citizens— if the statistics adduced by eminent physiciansand surgeons, at a meeting of the Chicago Medical Society, are found to be the unfailing mirrors of destiny that the doctors
promise.
In tho alarming increaseof intestinal
or “gastric” ulcers such eminent medical practlonersus Drs. N. S. Davis, Jr..
W. A. Evans, .1. B. Herrick and E.

27, Cheshire, $550.

date building.

H. F. Marsh and wife to Emnaue!
Mrs. H. A. Rigterinkof Overlsel
Enders, 40 acres on section 7, Valley,
called on her old friend. Mrs. Henry
R. Mlers is confined to the house
$150.
Boeve Jr. Tuesday.
most of the time.
Charles T. Fleming and wife to Ora
Rev. James F. Zwemer of Holland
G. Havencamp of Grand Rapids was
C. Fleming and wife, 100 acres on secconductedservices at Ebenexer Wedhere Sunday visiting.
nesday. In the afternoona trio was tion 24, Clyde, $500.
J. M. Fellows is on the sick list.
William J. Henzell and wife to Rhodformed consistingof F. Braak of Hope
H. B. Knowlton and wife of Bass seminary. Rev. J. Foppen of Benttieim crick F. Haylett, 31M acres on section

and

CITIZENS PHONE 133.

in

Walter S. Fureey and wife to Louis
George DeWltt went to Grand Rap- Wanner, 51 and 01-100 acres on section
Ids Monday to bring his brother John 18, Ganges, $2,000.
hoipe on the noon train. The latter
Nelson Slack and wife to H. F.
Is doing well since his log was ampufrom the Zutphen church.
Marsh, 40 acres on section 12. Clyde,
tated. He spent a few days with his
Mr. Padding also died, aged 85 years.
$90.
father at Holland before coming home.
He made his home with his daughter
Martha Hayes to James Withrow,
Fred Vanden Beldt lost a valuable
Mrs. John Nyenhuis. The funeral took
land on section 35, Ganges, $225.
work horse by colic Monday.
place Thursday at Drenthe.
Julia Francis to Stephen P. ReyG. Lubbers Intends to break down
Day of prayer was observed Wednesnolds ami wife, lots 50 and 57, Saugaday. Schools were closed for the day. his old barn this spring and rebuild tuck, $225.
It In a more convenientand modern
way. He certainly deserves better Guy E. Lindsay and wife to James
OTTAWA STATION.
B. Fry and wife, 20 acres on section
barn facilitiesand will have an up-toPlenty of rain here this week.

The Name and Address:

36 East Eighth

brother, William, were

—

f

FOR SPRING AND SUMMER

is still

confined to the bed.

River took dinner with Mr. and Mrs. and Mr. Ver Henvel of Hope seminary. 20, Lee, $000.
Eugene Fellows Wednesday.
Jeanette Gilson and husband to
sat at the table toget her.

She

Wm.

that they feared the American stomach
would give out in the course of time unless the public becomes wise enough to

curb and regulatetho lunch counter
method of hasty eating.
It would seem that danger from gastric ulceration is not confined alone to
the men, who are the consumersof the
business lunches, hut that women are
also threatened.To the women's habit
of eating a few bites at many hours of
the day their imminent peril is ascribed.
Everyone should counteract the danger brought about by too hasty or overeating by taking at meal times Dr.
Caldwell’sSyrup Pepsin and Herb Laxative Compound. This wonderful medicine will keep the stomach in a perfectly healthy condition; preventing
and permanently curing indigestion,
constipation,biliousness, sick headache
ami all|complicationH
arising from stomach troubles. Try it today. It's pleasant taste a id almost immediate elTect
will lie a revelation to you. 50c and
$1.00 bottles at Heber Walsh’s drug

J. Henzell, 40 acres on section 20, Lee, store.

cast a shy glance over at me.
$1.
She certainlylooked like an angel
Oh Charley! Please order me Rocky
Fred J. Perkins to II. F. Marsh, 00
Mountain
Haan Bros.
acres on section 7, Valley, $00.

J. M. Fellows received a telegram
Monday from Tally. N. V.. stating that
his sister. Mary Haynes, had died. It
was a severe shock to the family. She
visited here last September and was
71 years old. We extend our sympathy
to the bereaved relatives.

....1902...

We

Grain Is looking well this spring.

Andrews announced in a symposium

OVERISEL TOWNSHIP.

Tea.

Hattie, the oldest daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Bert Scholten. died

A union caucus for Overlseltownship. will he held on Saturday, March
15, 1902, at 1:30 p. m. for the purpose
$300.
ot nominatingcandidates for the variW. J. Henzell and wife to Julia ous township offices and transacting
such other business as may come up.
Gross ami James Holcock, 3ft acres on
By Order of Committee.
section 13, Valley, $200.
Overlsel,Mich., March 0, 1902.
Emerson Haro and

GRAAFSCHAP.
Friday

Union Caucus.

wife to George

L. Dutcher, land on section

ff,

Clyde,

aged 17 years. She had been ill
We wish to congratulate our West
for over two years. The funeral servOlive corres|K>ndent. We were not
ices took place Monday from the C.
aware that our hustling agent had
R. church, Rev. A. Keizer officiating, Esther J. Chamberlain to Augusta
hatched up a pickle factory for that
FILLMORE UNION CAUCUS.
and
a large concourse of people attend- Rosenow, 10 acres on section 3, Clyde,
New and pretty patterns for comforters.
place. We may call on him shortly
A Union caucus for the township of
ed. The entire community sympath- $80.
and have him show us some pickle
Washington Carr, by administratrix, Fillmore will he held at the town hall
ises with the bereaved parents and relgrounds. We think a glass factory
on Thursday, March 27. 1902, at 2 p.
to John Rosenow, 40 acres on section
atives.
m.. for the purpose of nominating canmore preferable.
AND SEERSUCKERS in stripes and checks,
didates for the various township offiWalter Essenbergdied Sunday after 3, Clyde, $205.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Fellows, l<evi
rose, navy, light blue, pink, tan, red, and
Robert Reid and wife to Ray H. ces. By order of committee.
being ill for ten days with pneumonia,
Follows and Ben Names returned home
H. MENKEN,
Reid,
40 acres on section 20, Saugaaged
G4
years.
He
leaves
a
wife
and
gray.
Township Clerk.
last Thursday from their southern trip
six children. The funeral takes place tuck, $1,200.
Graafschap, Mich., March 13. 1902.
through Virginia and North Carolina.
Edson I). Rogers to E. W. McCaslin,
Thursday from the Reformed church.
Levi Fellows and Ben Names went into
40
acres on section 35. Lee, $350.
NOTICE TO FARMERS.
Harm Honselaar and Miss Grace
Chambrays and Novelty Tissues.
North Carolina to look up a tract of
Ira
Hutchins
and
wife
to
George
L.
All farmers who have contracted
timber. They found some very nice Gearing were married by Rev. A.
pine there for sale at a reasonable Keizer last Friday. Congratulations. Dutcher, lot 25, Fennville,and proper- with the H. J. Heinz company to raise
tomatoes during the coming season,
price. All were well pleased with the They are well known, popular young ty of electric plant, $3,400
can now obtain their seed by calling
In all the latest patterns and colors; a large
land and climate at Norfolk and vicin- people.
at the office of the H. J. Heinz comLITERARY
NOTES.
assortmentof white and black combinations.
pany, Holland, Michigan. 7-10.
ity. Land within four or five miles of
Mike Essenberg is seriously ill.
No attempt has ever been made to
Norfolk is very high as it is all used
The unfailing signs of approaching get together any congress representNotice.
for truck farming,in which there is
summer are here, viz: robins and the ing the highest intelligenceof the variThe
citizens
of Overlsel feel the
good profit. Common labor is cheap
spring candidate.The latter are unous nations of the world. The nearest need of a grist mill, to be erected at
but skilled labor is well paid. I.and
usually numerous and we would advise
or near the village. To induce the
and timber away from the truck the legislatureto put a bounty on approach to this was the peace conbuilding of such, they offer a bonus of
ference
at
The
Hague.
The
failure
of
202-204 River Street.
farms is reasonable in price.
$1.00i) to some responsible party or
them at three cents per head.
that body was caused by the fact that parties who will on or before Aug. 1,
Lockjaw From Cobwelm.
it was selected to represent political 1902. erect a mill of forty barrel caNow's the time, spring time. Take
Cobwebs put on a cut lately gave a Rocky Mountain Tea; keeps the whole and personal interests. It will be in- pacity or more. The committee will
woman lockjaw. Millions know that family well. A great medicine for teresting to note the results which receive proposals at the office of the
chairman on March 15, 1902. The
the best thing to put on a cut is Buck- spring tiredness.35 cents. Haan Bro’s.
must come from the first World’s Con- committee reserves the right to reject
len's Arnica Salve, the infallible healer
gress in which all nations shall be rep- any or all bids.
of Wounds, Ulcers, Sores, Skin ErupHAMILTON.
D. Kortering, Chairman.
tions, Burns. Scalds and Piles. U cures
resented by men of the highest integJ. K. Dangremond,
or no pay. Only 25c at Heber Walsh’s
The aid society met at the home of rity and intellectual caliber. The diffito good bread is good flour.
J. H. Slot man.
drug store.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bowman a few days culties in effecting such a gathering
Overisel, Mich., March 3, 1902.
ago. Dinner was served.
are almost insurmountable,but The
NEW GRONINGEN.
Sunlight and
„ Abel BoKhui.s, our harness maker, is CosmopolitanMagazine is making the
PUBLIC SALES.
Died, at her home in Holland,Mrs.
effort with a full recognition of the
are always good and always war- H. Van Uyl, at the age of 71 years. She quite ill with rheumatism.
Wednesday. March 19, at 10 a. m„ at
Our friend, Wm. Bowman, has so endless obstacles to be overcome. In the place of F. DeWeerd, a mile west of
was laid to rest in the Groningen cemeranted.
far recovered from his fall that he is the March number, The Cosmopolitan's
tery, leaving a husband and one daughZutphen.
plan is briefly outlined. Its agents in
able to be out again.
ter to mourn her loss.
Tuesday, March 18. at 10 a. m., at
Dr. Thomas of Allegan was here Europe and elsewhere are carefully
Henry Maas sold his 85-acrefarm to
place of Henry Soerheide. one and a
(flour;
maturing lists of the ablest men of
Tuesday on business.
Mr. Schuurmanof Fillmore. Considereach country consideredwith refer- half mile east of Olive Center postation $4,550. Mr. Maas and family will Howard Powers was in town Monday.
office. Read notice.
ence — first,to their sincerity; second,
make their future homo in the city.
Frank Edison and wife are in Grand their, earnestness;third, clear thinkThursday, March 20, at 10 a. m
last,

SILKOLINES-

FRENCH GINGHAMS

MERCERIZED SILK
Summer Wash Goods

.

G.

VAN PUTTEN.

The Stepping Stone

Daisy

.

DE R00

WALSH

MILLING CO.

,

STALLIONS.

Rokus Cook and family have moved Rapids.
Elsie Veech
to the De Koeyer place. Mr. Cook in-

ing, that is, ability to see the truth; at the farm of Lubbert Zandbergen.at.

is quite ill.
Jamestown Center.
fourth,broad experience in affairs.
Wednesday, March 19. at 10 a. m., at
The creamery is nearing completion
These names are five times as great
son and a good many acres of tomatoes. and will be in order for business soon. in number as the candidates to be the farm of Wybe Vander Velde. 1 3-4
I have a registered Percharon StalWe wish him success on his new place.
Will Drenton lias quit work on the eventually selected.Upon these the miles north of Zeeland.
lion and also a fine grade Shire, both
J. Middelhoekhas taken the place of section and will work at the brick opinions of leading men in other counThursday, March 20, at 9:30 a. m„
line breeding animals.
Mr. Cook on the A. J. HillebrundS-’yard.
tries will be secured, so that the final at the place of Hendrik J. Easing. 3 1-2

tends to raise 20 acres of beets this sea-

Fees, $10.00 and $5.00, to insure.

farm.

selectionwill represent a concensusof miles northeast of Zeeland.
Fishing for suckers is the order of
The four representativesof the brick the day, and the boys are having a opinion by the leading men of the
Thursday,March 20, at 10 a. ra., at
company have reiurned from their general good time while the sport lasts. world of thought. The Cosmopolitan the place of Robert Prichard, a mile
HENRY TIMMERMAN, JR.
is also endeavoringto secure by coneast of Allendale Center.
Quarter of a mile east of Fillmore Sta- southern trip, having seen a good many
Chester Johnson has sold his stock
alligaatorsand razorbackhogs, which
tribution a fund of a quarter of a miltion, Allegan county.
Friday, March 21, at 10 a. m.. at the
of groceries to Wilson & Co., and they
are plentifulin the south. They relion dollars to provide for the expenses
farm
of Henry Maas, at New Groninwill
remove
it
to
the
building
now
ALSO HAVE

They

will be at ray place

every day.

port a very delightful trip.

Work Horses

for

Sale.

The

voted for
another dry season. The majorityis
village of Zeeland has

against the saloon.

occupied by the meat market. The
business will be conducted under the
same managementas the market formerly was.

of the first World's Congress.

gen.

Why

America’s Industrial Future

la

PUBLIC AUCTION.

Secured.

The age of machinery

is also the

On Tuesday, March

18, 1902. beginage of motive power, which is but an- ning at 10 a. m., a public sale will be
Years of suffering relieved in a night,
held on the farm of Henry Soerheide.
itching piles yield at once to the cura- other way of saying that it is the age
being one and one-half miles east of
tive properties of Doan's Ointment. of coai. Tlio nation which lias the Olive Center postofflee. of one team
Never fails. At any drug store, 50 cts. cheapestraw material and the cheap- heavy work horses, one driving horse,
est coal has a permanent and predom- eight cows, four of which are fresh,
These Facts Must Convince
the others to come in soon, four yearInupiratioulii*tUute«.
inant. advantage in the world’s marling calves, two young calves, three
Two inspiration institutes will be kets, and it is an advantage which hogs,
Every Holland Reader.
two sows. 75 chickens, one lumheld in Ottawa county this spring, one every improvement in method of man- ber wagon, one top buggy, one open
That which follows is the ex- at Holland and one at Coopersville.
ufacture will only serve to emphasize. buggy, one new McCormick binder,one
new mower, on** horse rake, one twoperience of a resident of Holland.
The instituteat Holland will open
When so much is admitted, the conhorse cultivator,two one-horsecultiIncredualitycannot exist about the Thursday evening. March 20, with a clusion immediatelyfollows that vators. two plows, one spring tooth
statement because it can easily be lecture by Dr. Albert Leonard, of Ypsl- America’sindustrialfuture is secured. drag, one spike tooth drag, one Portlanti, and the institutewill continue The United States has the most abund- land cutter, one pair bobs, one land
investigated.
Friday and Saturday, conducted by the ant and the cheapest raw materials roller, one fanning mill, one harpoon
.Mrs. Jan De Kok, of 214 West
Hon. H. R. Pattengill and A. Hamlin and supplies of fuel in the world. Ger- outfit, one hay scale, one grinding
stone, one new water tank, three heavy
Eleventh street, says; *;1 was Smith, of Lansing.
mans and Englishmenmay dispute and one buggy harness,one wood rac k.
bothered for years more or less The Coopersville institutewill open with us over relative advantages in 100 fence posts. 25 cords stove woof!,
with heavy aching pains in my April 3 and continue two days, also methods, in machinery, in labor, in some lumber, one caldron kettle, two
bicycles, some bay, straw and corn
back. I could not rest comfortably conducted by Hon. H. R. Pattengillas- business organization,and in commer- stalks. 00 bushel oats, 200 baskets of
sisted by W. J. McKone. of Albion.
cial practice.They may claim that corn, potatoes and carrots, household
and it was painful for me to stoop
These are to be two live institutes. they have much to teach us and that goods and kitchen utensils.
or to straighten up. Seeing Doan’s
CommissionerErnst expects every they can soon learn what we have to Time will lie given, without interest,
Kidney Pills so highly recommend- teacher in the county to plan to attend teach them. American labor may con- till Dec. 1, 1902. for all sums of $3 or
pp; below $3.00, cash: 5 per cent, dised, I got a box at J. O. Doesburg’s them. General programs will be is- tract the disease of trades-unionism, count for all sums paid above $3.00.
CHRIS. D. SCHILLEMAN.
drug store and tried them. They sued.
and American public burdens and soAuctioneer.
Teachers' examinationat Grand Ha- cial-caste developments may lessen
relieved me right away and in a
ven.
March
27.
28
and
29.
All
grades
short time my complaint disapour advantage. But American soil and

BEYOND DOUBT.
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This Year.
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peared entirely. Doan’s Kidney of certificatesmay be granted from minerals are eternal, and the resources
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. StePills are a fine remedy.”
this examination.
of no other great power are for one venson the Jeweler.
f For sale by all dealers. Price 50c.
moment to be compared with them.—
<iO TO
I Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,N. Y. Sole
FIhoo For Sale.
No matter how long you have had the From “The American ‘CommercialinA
second
hand Board man & Gray
agents
for
the
U.
S.
Remember
the
cough; if it hasn’t already developed
C. A. Stevenson'sJewelry Store |
vasion’ of Europe.” by Frank A. Van- square piano for sale on easy terms for
name, Doan’s and take no substitute.
into consumption,Dr. Wood's Norway
Holland, Mich. {
for cash. Enquire at 143 Central ave.
derlip, in the March Scribner’s.
Pine Syrup will cure it.
For Sale at J. O. DoesburR’s Drug Store.

-

you want a good

-

Watch £

cheap

Boy yMr VtasUa Pmn «I0. A.r^b*l

KILLING AND MARKETING.

Vi'BMOt ih« JeweUii'.

YalmM*

laformatloa For Brcetar*
HAKNBSM RHUP MUVEI>.
Dacka aad Geear.
Ducks and geese should be killed by
I wish to announce to tbe public that
bleeding In the mouth or opening the I have moved my harnes shop from the
East end of Eighth street to the new
veins of the neck. Hang by the feet
block, corner of Eighth
Van der Werp blo<
until properly bled. Never pick just
street and College ave. The entrance
before killing In order to save the ia 11)8 College avenue.
John Te Roller,
feathers. The feathers should l)o takHolland, Mich.
en off after they are killed, before they
get cold— In other words, while they
are bleeding -ns at that time they Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Stecome out very easily,but if they are venson, the Jeweler.
•f

BRAIN-FOOD NONSENSE.
Another ridiculousfood fed bu been
branded by the moet competent euthor*
Itlee. They bare dispelled tbe silly
notion that oue kind of food is needed
for brain, another for muscles, and still
another for bones. A correct diet will
not only nourish a particular part of
the body, but it will sustain every other
part. Yet, however good your food
mav be, 1U nutrimentis destroyed by
indigestion or dyspepsia.You must
prepare for their appearanceor pro*
vent their coming by taking regular
doeea of Green's August Flower, the
favorite medicine of the healthy mil*
lions. A few doses aids digestion,stim*
ulates the liver to healthy action, purl*
ties tbe blood, and makes you feel buoy*
ant and vigonus. You can get Dr. G.
G. Green's reliable remedies at Heber
Walsh's drug store, Holland, Mich.
Get Green’s Special Almanac.

How

the skin so Inflamed that the stock will

not bring a good price. After
feathers which are to

the legs dry tafore scalding, hold the

fowl by the head and legs and Immerse, then lift up and down three
times. If the head Is immersed, It
turns the color of the comb and gives
tbe eyes a shrunken appearance, which
leads buyers to think the fowl bus been
sick. The feathers nml pin feathers
should be removed immediately, very
cleanly nnd without breaking the skin.
If tbe feathers do not come off readily
after the birds are scalded, wrap the

lo Cleon Brass.
A scientificauthorityclaims that It Is
a mistake to clean brass with add, as
It soon becomes dull after such treatment. Sweet oil and putty powder, fob*
lowed by soap and water, are said to
brighten brass or copper as well aa
imythlng else.

FIND LOAF OF

COLOR

IN

HU FA

I),

UA1MSH AND CARROT.

HoTTI.H.

CORN.

NUT TREES WILL

PAY.

White Veraaa Yellow — Kind That Their Advantages Espeetalljr For
Beat Serves Western Farmers.

Roadside Planting.
Color has long been a much discuss- The blaek walnut and the butternut
and other use, at S. A. Martin’s Drug
ed point in the corn belt. The white may lie grown In almost any deep, rich,
and Book Store.
and yellow lend, nnd both have their moist soil. They each hove quite a
champions. Yet there is n pretty gen- wide range and thrive in almost any
Try F. M. C. Coffees.
eral feeling among farmers that the good soil that is not too dry. These
two well known nut trees ore often
Buy your Fountain Pons of C. A. Ste- white, when of the t»est varieties,
found together,but the walnut is more
yields a triflemore than the best yelvenson, the Jeweler.
common in the south and west, the butlow varieties.There are plenty of In- ternut in the north and east.
dividual cases, however,wheie yellow
The chestnuthas a somewhat narcorn has yieldedmore than n very good rower range, but succeeds well on most
white variety, but, so far as known, sandstone ridges nnd in soils that contain little or no lime. The foreignchestIJOLLAND CITY STATE HANK. Capital when a number of experimentshave
O. *50.000.D. H. K. Van Raalte.President. been made and tbe resultstaken col- nuts may be successfully grafted on
A. Van Putten,Vice President:C. Vcr Schure,
lectively the white varieties gave our native. Tbe nuts are larger; but.
Cashier. General HaukinifBusiness.
so far as I have tested them, they are
oflice

CITY DIRECTORY.

about 5 per cent larger yields than the
yellow varieties did. These experi- inferior in quality. It Hccms to me that
Regular Communications of Umtt Lodge. No. ments were at the experimentstations the common American chestnut is ad101, F. A A. M., Holland. Mich., will be held at
mirably suited for roadsideplanting
Masonic Hall, on the evenings of Wednesday, of seven corn growing states,and all
Jan. -\\ Feb. 19. Mar. 19, April 16. May 21, report a greater white yield except wherever tbe soil is congenial.
June 18. July 16. Aug. 13. Sept. 17. Oct. 15, Nov!
Several species of hickory might also
12. Dec. 10: also on St. John's Days— June 24 one, where yellow yielded a bushel
be used. For ornamental purposes
and Dec
..IAS, L. CONKEY, \V. 51.
nnd a half more per acre. It was noOtto BKETMAN.Sct
2there are few trees that excel the hickticeable that white corn gave better
ory in variety and beauty of foliage.
returns in the southern districts than
yellow, while farlher north Hie two vn- Thl; "“,8
Unable, the hotter
rieties were carer cq„„l. In all tlle vhtWi™ eoitimiituhn,; hood ttrie.. In
the market. Among the more desirable
trials more yellow than white varieties
sorts are the better vaaieties of tbe
With Saving's Department.
were used, so that it was probable that
shell or shag bark and the white heart
a
tendency
was
shown
toward
a
more
$50,000.00.
hickory. In favorable sections south
careful culling of inferior white varieCor. Eighth anti Market Street*.
of latitude 40 degrees the pecan can be
ties.
easily grown.
ISAAC CAPPON,
At any rate practicalfarm trials have
G. W. Mokma,
The hickory in its varieties is peruniversally
resulted
in
what
was
President.
Cashier.
thoughT hy ti.V 'em-n wowortTnot a 5 llnI's(
in 1,88011
meats (halt almost any other nut tree.
per cent gain for white corn of average
It is found on sandy ridges,clay hillseed when pitted against yellow or
Holland CityState
sides and rich lowlands.It is a tree
equally good qualities, yet, ns we have
WITH SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
that delights in a shade of underbrush,
said before, there is a general feeling
Corner Eighth aud River Streets,
but grows well in open groves. Hickthat average white seed is a triflemore
HOLLAND, MICH.
ory nuts are extremely variable in size
productive than that of average yeliittblithed 1875. hutrporattd as a State Bank
and quality. Only the large, thin shelllow, ail other conditions being equal.
in iSqo.
ed. sweet kerneled varieties should lie
A general banking businesstransacted. Regarding the feeding value of the selected for planting. The pecan is a
two (lie general opinion of feeders faInterestpaid on certificates.
southwestern species. Its eastern natuLoans made.
vors yellow, although they have not
$50,000 the results of thorough tests to uphold ral limit is central Kentucky and its
northern a little north of the Ohio rivtheir belief as have those who claim
D. B. K. Van Raalte. - President. larger yields for the white, for all the er. It is believed by some that it may
cultivatedwherever the
Adrian Van Putten, Vice President. experiment station tests so far record* lie successfully
,
C. Ver Schure.
Cashier.
0,1 .0 our knowledgehave found no dlfcmlm„tly ,llale,
ference in the value of each in
*
tie to see beauty absent from money
uung j. <
value. To those who can only be inIn spite of those to^ts and of the re,
. *
suits of ctomlral
^um to ,d,u,t trees be, .nuse .l tvtll p:,y
DEC. 22ud. 190:.
the majority of far, nets and feeders in ^0^Rrs nnd ecu's I urge the superior
Trains leave Holland as follows:
F. a A. M.
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strongly believe that yellow eon,
8 of ®"T '"><
For Chicns* iinil West—
1256 a.m. 8 05u.in.1212 p.m. 5 35p.tn more richness and is more
“J"
For Untud HapiUs and North—
than the white, and because of this 1 ““ 1 •. I-aze,lb>- ot 01,10 ln A““lc“
.It
Agriculturist.
*5 25 a m. 810 a. m.
belief there are feeders who pay a
12 30 p. in 4 22 p.m. 9 45 p.m.
|
small
premium
for
yellow,
while
othFor Saginaw ami Detroit—
Western Sheep and Lambs.
*5 25 a. m. 4 22 p. m.
ers will contract for yellow corn, leavThe sheep and lambs received this
For .Muskt-goii—
ing the white out when it can be winter at Chicago from the distant
*5 35 a. m.
__ 12 15 p. m. 4 25 p. m. 9 50 p. m bought for the same price.
west are of surprisinglygood quality,
For'Allegan—8 10 a. m. ft 4d p. in.
I* *s different.1 he miller nn(j (]jjs js ono reason why they bring
Freightleaves from East V at 10 fto a. >:
wants a corn that will make meal of | raore 1110ney. The Colorado lamb supDaily.
the lightest color, and to this end | pjy js p.,;,} jje not ,nuc.j,more than
:

H. F.
J. C.

FBRTILI/.KK.
Farmers should now get their fertilizer. I have the Northwesternand also Swift’s, for corn and other crops, and
alse a special fertilizer for sugar beets.
It can be purchased of me or from Bert

Tinholt at Graafsehap.
B. J.

MOELLER. Gen.

Pass. Agt.
Detroit, Mich

HOLCOMB. Agent. Holland.

white corn usually soils for from 1 to ; haif as great as last season, and that
.5 cents per bushel more for that pur- js another factor in increased prices,
pose and for the purpose of making tast voar liUnl)S fiol(1 at ai(0Ut $r,r,o.

etc.

Our Market

Drink F. M.

bodies In blankets for the puriMiso of
steaming them, but they must not ta
left In this condition lung enough to
cdok the flesh j
Another good way to remove the
down Is to rub the feathers with powdered resin before the bird is scalded,
And then the down .comes off with the
resin, which makes a very good way
of dressing ducks and geese,, esiicclally
geese. Do not pick the feathersoff the
head, and It is well to leave them on
the neck close to the head for a space
of two or three Inches. The feet should
not lie skinned nor the bodies singed
for the puriHiseof removing the down
or hair, as the heat from the flame will
cause thorn to look oily ami bad. After
they are picked clean they should ta
held in scalding water about ten seconds for the puriio.seof plumpingthem,
and then rinsed in clean, cold water.
The best time to sell ducks and
geese is when they are young if they
are raised early. Most of the live
geese are marketed during September,
October nnd November. There Is a
good market for live ducks all summer
or, in fact, the year around, but after
the weather has turned cold it is better to ship both ducks and geese dressed. The larger they are the better
prices they will bring per pound. While
the market sometimesgets overstocked
on ducks, it never lias and never will
be overstocked on large, fat geese at
any time of the year, as we have a
Jewish trade that is always looking
for large, fat geese, and as a rule they
are always scarce. We want to impress on the minds of breeders that
they must raise large geese. Do not
forget that it costs no more to raise
large geese than small ones, and when

C. Coffees.

WHy
LONGER GO WITHOUT A

Washing Machine?
Wc now have a

full line

and will

We also have a new

you a good one for

goods made—

stock of Floor Points— the finest

all colors, at

$1.40 a gallon. We have sold

this kind for years.

JOHN NIES
St,

43-45 East Eighth

J

Holland.

TRY
“LITTLE

WONDER”

FLOUR.
Made

by our special process.

ALSO
Buckwheat Flour, Graham,
CORNMEAL

Poultry Keeper.
a Fowl Sick.

sell

$3.00.

they come to the market they will
bring from two to three times as much
either by the pound or by the dozen.—

What Make*

Albers.

Overisel, Mich.

saved are tak-

point as possiblewithout toiling.IMck

How

blank books for

lw*

scalded In water us near the boiling

magnesia and flour mixed In equal proportions,changing It as It gets dirty.
This plan is also excellentfor woolen
•bawls, provide*! they are not made of
Very heavy wool.

full line of

Are you going te build? Do you need
Call aud examine our aystem
of loaning money. The Ottawa County
Building and Loan Association, 17 F!.
Eighth St.

money?

tin8

en off, the goose and ducks should be

Cleon Woolen Shawls.
Shetland shawls, if not very dirty,
may be cleaned by rubbing them with

A

for F. M. C. Coffee*.

picked before they are kUhnl it leaves

to

Itlank Hook*.

Aik

Buy your Fountain Pent of C. A. Sta*
venaon, the Jeweler.

ETC.

U

*

An

item, parentage unidentified,yet
so good and comprehensiveas to he
worth pasting in every poultrymau’s
hat. was found in an exchange. It is
as follows:
The most troublesomediseases of

Beach Milling Co.

fowls, with their causes, may be

summed

up as follows:

Roup— I’lantedby “only a neglected

J/«y, Feed and Milhfttff
Delivered to any part of (he city.

slight cold.”

Cholera— Caused principallyby overcrowding.
Diarrhea— Damp houses,filthy houses
nnd runs and bad feeding.
Canker— Dampness and filth.
Diphtheria— Roosting in drafts, also
damp houses.
Ulcerated Throat— Ditto.
Consumption—Neglected cold.
Apoplexy, Vertigo and Epilepsy— Overfeeding.
Sore Eyes— Damp houses.
Costiveuessand Constipation—Improper food.
Soft and Swelled Crop— Overfeeding.
Indigestion and Dyspepsia— Ditto.
Pip— Damp quarters.
Bronchitis—Ditto.
Blaek Rot— Result of indigestion.
Soft Eggs— Overfeeding.
Gout, Rheumatism and Cramp— Damp
houses.
Leg Weakness— Inbreeding and overfeeding.
Bumble Foot— High porches.
Scaly Legs— Filthy and damp quar-

CITIZENS Phone 53.

Good Goods! Good Variety!
PRICES AS LOW AS ANY!

hominy, grits,
| This year some sales have been made
desire ?
Reviewing the situationin the fore- j nt ?n 15 Ft.t.ders are sending sheep to
going manner, the Iowa Homestead market earlierthan usual on account
concludes, however, that, taken as a 0f tjle pig], j,rjce0f eorn, yet many Ure
have an up-to-date stock of Dry Goods, Boots and
whole, the corn that best serves the so good as to be taken for export.
farmer of the west is not sold in the Feeding of sheep has caused a groat
Shoes, Carpets, Groceries,
You will find our goods
form of corn. It is fed on the farm Improvement in quality of mutton in
ters.
and sold in the forms of pork and beef, recent years.— Country Gentleman.
of the right quality and our prices reasonable.
Chicken Pox— Ditto.
and where lids is done, as it is on nearly all the farms, there is scarcely any
Give ns a call and we know we can please you.
The FiKurew Will Speak.
Soinetliing That Will Do You Good,
choice to lie made in actual practice
It Is probable that if an accurate
between the best varieties of white
We know of no way in which we can census of poultry and eggs can ta* takcorn. Lut if we planted a crop, ex* | bo of raore service to our readers than
en it will be found that the value
peeling to sell it to the millers at
to tell them of something that will be thereof will excewl 5300,000.000. This
home or in the city markets, we would I
,
certainly select one of tlte best pure 01 real ?o°d
.for tins reason is an enormous sum and throws the
i we
want to acquaintthem with what “fancy” part far into the shade. It is
white varieties.
we consider one of the very best reme- the great trainloads of poultry and
eggs going to the large cities that show
dies on the market for coughs, colds,'
the magnitude of the poultry interDanger of Colds and La Grippe.
and that alarming complaint,croup.
ests. With a population of 80.000,000
The greatest danger from colds and We refer to Chamberlain’s Cough people and estimating that each perla grippe is their resulting in pneu- Remedy. We have used it with such son consumes S3 worth of poultry and
monia. If reasonablecare is used, good results in our family so long that eggs in one year the sum is 8400,000,however, and Chamberlain’s Cough it has become a householdnecessity. 000. Then there is the large number
Remedy taken, all danger will be By its prompt use we haven’t any doubt of eggs used in the arts. We are still
importing eggs, and our country does ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo ooooooooooocoooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
avoided. Among the tens of thousands but that it has time and again preventnot supply itself.
who have used this remedy for these ed croup. Tbe testimony is given upon
While the farmers largely assist in
diseases, we have yet to learn of a our own experience,and we suggest
this production, yet the cities, towns
single case having resulted in pneu- that our readers,especiallythose who and villages contain thousands who
monia, which shows conclusively that have small children,always keep it in keep small flocks. The hen is but a
it is a certain preventive of that dan- their house as a safeguard against small creature, but there are millions
DO
A
LAID ?
gerous malady. It will cure a cold or croup.— GtontZcn(<S. C.) Messenger. For of hens, aud they produce something
If so, we can do the work and do it right. Our walks will not crack all to pieces
an attack of la grippe in less time than sale by H. Walsh, Holland; Van Bree every day in the year. In the face of
and be spoiled. You will save money by callingon us. We will take contracts
a great array of figuresand facts let
any other treatment. It is pleasant & Sons, Zeeland.
the poultry business have its proper for any amount of walk. Let us figure with you.
and safe to take. For sale by H.
place, for it is the rival of any other.
Walsh, Holland; Van Bree & Sons,
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste- Cattle, horses, sheep, swine and even
venson, tbe Jeweler.
Zeeland.
wheat are failing to the rear behind

What more can you
We

etc.

:

I

Is stocked with the linest of

!

j

,

MEATS.

|

OYSTERS,

POULTRY
and FISH.

,

,

^

RUTGERS k TIEN
GRAAFSCHAP.

CEMENT WALKS.
YOU WANT

Wm, Van

der

Veere

poultry.

Uelgian Haros Fur Sale.

152 East Eighth St,
ar22-lQ02

Any who w sh

to

And yet it is styled a “fancy" busiRocky Mountain Tea taken now will
buy Belgian hares keep the whole family well. If it fails ness and breeders fail to comprehend

can secure same from Wallace Visscher, bring it back and get your cash. 35 cts.
UT5 State street.
Haan Bro’s.

P.

CEMENT WALK

Oosting & Sons,

Citizens

Phone No. 384.

192 West Twelfth Street,Holland.

tie figures.

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

A

Books! Books! Books!

DEATH AI THE CURVE

A Combination of Tin Top and Ten!
t.'anvaa Bldca.

The tent apiary probablysolves the
much written about hive cover. Bee-

Watches for a Train Making Up

We

have a ^ood assortment of books

in

both languages.

keepers need not he told that material

Time and Reaps His

from a tree which grows by

Harvest.

See a few below, with prices, all nicely bound, and some illustrated.

BmIIF Made, Co«t* Xothlng and
FIFTEEN HURRIED INTO ETERNITY

.

\ “

...

K. Egelston— Christ in Literature....................................... 1 25

lervea a <«uud Pnrpoae,

The

pestiabilltyof setting

two

or

three hens on the same day and exam-

TwiMity-KightAyt* Mon* or Lrsw 8^ri*
ously lujuii'ri — Hi'okrn Hull
Hu|)|»om>(I to llaveCauHid
thr IHmikut.

ining the eggs at the end of n week to

•ce which of them are fertile and
which sterile Is urged by W. B. Leget*
meter, an eminent English poultry authority. Of numerous instruments advertised under the names of ovnscopes
Pan Antonio, Tex., March 8.— A brokand egg testers tie finds none superior
en rail caused a frightfulwreck on the
and few equal to one that can he made
Noutliern Pacific railroad near Maxon
without the slightest cost as follows:
station, twenty-five miles west of Sanderson, at 2 a. in. yesterday. From the
latest accounts received here tldrteen

A

piece of

common

cardboard, such

as an old hook cover, should lie taken

and «n oval hole cut In the center not
quite large enough to allow an egg to
Gems of Genius in Poetry and Art .......................................
ty -eight were more or less injured.The
pass through.The cardboard is more
Washington and bis Generals .............................................08 dead are: Three ehildrcn of Mart Ridconveniently used if it is dark or colorClemens— The Depew Story Book ..... ...... ............................ :tK dle. of Oto|ia, Kan.; Hstavon Contraed on one side. Supposing, as should
ras. Hel Rio, Tex.; Andrew ('. Shelly,
always be the case, that two or three
Yours for good Literature.
wife and child. Loiror, Tex.; child of
hens are set on the same titty, on the
1*. E. Ilouscn, Racine. WIs.; Mr. and
evening of the same day of the folMrs. White, .Manitowoc, WIs.; Engineer
lowing week the eggs should he reAI. Mast, El Paso, Tex.; Fireman II.
T. L. Haines— The Royal Path of Life, 007 pages.

people were killed outright ami twen-

m

Slagh & Brink

254.

Citizens Phone

72 East Eighth St., Holland.

1
.

f

.-JO*.

^pHE 'AMERICAN MONTHLY REVIEW OF REVIEWS

1

commended by Statesmen, Piofessior.al men and thousands of
others prominentin the werid's activities,for its fine discrimination in sifting the actual news from conflicting report and the presentation of currentevents in tkesr just proportion. They comment on its
freedom from daily-paper sensationalism. All men and women who
want to know what the world is doing find it an intellectual necessity,
to judge from the letters received from hundreds. Its editorials are
comprehensive, and labor saving to the busy man or woman. Its
timely contributionson important topics are by the best-informed
writers. Its reviews of other magazines give the best of their best
work. It is profuselyillustrated.
These letters will enable ail thoughtful men and women to judge
is

*

of its value to them

•y

:

'

PRESIDENT

•• | am a constant reader of the
that through Its ccl* 'Review of Reviews,' and appreumns views have been presented to date It very highly indeed. 1 think
me that I could not otherwise have it a very importantpart of my
bad access to | because all earnest library, and practically a necessity
and thoughtful men, no matter lor one in public life."— y. B.
how widely their ideas diverge, are Foraker, U. S. Senator, Ohio,
given free utterance in its columns."—
"It Is one of the test and most
py
satisfactory publications of the
day."-aar/.v W, Fairbanks, U. S.
' I consider t a very valuable Senator, Indiana,
additionto my library."
I —Grover Cleveland. " I do not have a great deal of

"I know

TAw./urr
PRF<;!nFMT

..f ".PRESIDENT
•*h

Is

a publication of very great time 10 rcad magazines, but I take

value. I have sometimes found pleasurein saying that the ‘Review
there very important matter indeed °* Reviews' is among the number
which I should not otherwise have which finds a place cn my table
discovered."—C/cr/r f. It ear, U. S. each mchth."—yawn K. Janet,
Senator,

1'eitseliolst,
El Paso. Tex.; L. A.
Poone, news agent, Dayline, La.; Chris
Keel, contractor, and W. W. Price,
engineer, San Antonio.
Nuiii<<» Of the Tu flit y- Eight Wminilcil.

Mauaehuiettt,

k'.

S, Senator , Ariantas.

Send for particulars as to how U can be had with an Invaluableset
cf books fer $o cer.is a month.

€I)C ftrtoitto of ficbiftol Companp
13 ASTOR PLACE. NEW YORK

Mis. E. M. Sheppard. Glenn Mills,
Pa., head hurt; J. Fuller, Washington,
l». C., leg and foot crushed; Antonio
Kliro, Del Rio. Tex., Internal; George
Olieitliurg, Lexington.Ky.. hand
crus lied; E. C. Raker, Angleton. Tex.,
bruised; Charles II. Hoy, San Antonio,
Tex., both feet senlded: A. E. Massey,
Wilhy, Tex., scalp wound; J. 1. Taylor. Mulberry, Kan., head injured; Mrs.
Mitchell, Philadelphia. Pa., internally;

W. R. Adams, express messenger,internal and badly scalded: Craig Rattlenian.North Dakota, head yjid back
hurt: Riscoe Rogriguex, Dei Rio, Tex.,
bruised; l.ulons Mcralcs. Del Rio, Tex.,
slightly; Antonio Lonul, Del Rio, Tex.,
bruised; Robert, residence unknown. head hurt; I). P. Havens, El
Paso, Tex., bruised; A. E. McKenzie,
Safford. A. T., slightly; II. .1. Todd,

DR. FENNER’S

its alllnlty for water even
years after seasoning,when atmos-

does not lose

Golden Relief

phere or other conditions favor absorption.

It is practicallyuseless to try to keep
bee hives from sympathizingwith the
nir surroundingand within them ci- have not failed in 30 yearn. 1 talilespoonful
ther in a dry or damp climate.
of tho '‘Relief"in 2 of water and ono of
With the present high price of good sugar hourly till sweat, then 1 of "Cough
lumber economic considerations would Honey.” A bath completes tho cure. 3 doses
not seem to Justifyfurther experiments generally sufficient.Death will never result
from LUNG or THROAT dlaeaeei when these
with wooden hive covers. No hive Is two Remedies are PROMPTLY used.
By ^^nl^,^flsts.y*^..Wlc. umlH.sIr.cH.
complete without an outside cover that
will protect the hive proper against QT VITIIQ’nAlIPC^reCure.rirciilai.Hr.
01 *Tl I Uo UAIHjl Fouucr, Fmhmln.N.Y.
heat and rain. Fainted wood costs
kou sxt.n nr
more if of choice and valuable kinds
C.
I). SMITH, Druggist, Holland.
than tin ami is of no comparative
value. Lightness, however, was the
great incentiveto their adoption.
That my apiary lias had no other covers than the tin top and canvas sides
since leaving the cellar last April is
evidence that it can be used.
It may lie further observed that such
tents are a great pleasure in handling
When necessary. They weigh not more
\Yo k ep on
than four pounds and arc very easy to
hand
all kh.ds of
manipulate. Of course my hives are
not like any others in use, hut any hive
having a tin top and a narrow curtain
around it to fall down over the sides
and
would do away with all warping feaIRON
tures so much written about.
The Interiorof my hives are practiPUMPS,
cally solid and would stand the exposure as well as any, but I use the
Iron Pipes,

Cough Honey

in

PUMPS!

WOODEN

The injured and tlicir injuries are
described as follows: Mrs. Mary Koehler, San Francisco, internal;A. S. Turner. Rlack Hawk. Miss., hand crushed;

THE

its ability

to absorb water from the air and earth

Late copyrights.

Mary Johnston—To Have and to Hold ....................................
$1 24
Bacheller— Mben Holden— ...............................................
J 24
Maxwell— Her Royal Highness ..........................
............. 1 24
Bertha Runkle— The Helmet of Navane ............... ......... .......... I 24
Maurice Thompson— Alice of Old Vincennes ............................ I 24
Winston Churchill— Richard Carvel ...................................I 24
Mary Corelly— The Master Christian .................................
1 24
Julia MoWainwright—Ladies Home Cook Book ......................... I 24
—The Complete Home ..............................
I 18
Rev. J. H. Pott— The Golden Way ........................................
1 18
Westcott— David Harum ....................... .......................1 24
King— Decisive Battles of the World, 870 pages ...........................1 24

NEW HIVE COVER.

TESTING AN EGO.

outside arrangementbecause I think it
pays. The top or roof Is an uuplancd
pine board an Inch thick and seventeen
inches square. The tin roof is formed
nt the sides like a square tin pan by
turning down the edges an inch and a
half on all four sides. This tin is fastened to the hoard with nails driven
through the rim into the edge of the
board. The tent doth I use is the common tent cloth used iu tents for limiters, etc. It is split in two lengthwise
and cut into pieces long enough to go
loosely around the hive and sewed together so as to form a tube or bag with
oyen ends. It is fastened into or on the

Drive Well
Points,
Sewer Pipes and
Drain Tile.
Also deal

in

WINDMILLS.

moved quietly from under the hen. She
need not he lifted off the nest, but the
Tyler
hand can lx* passed under her and the
eggs taken away one by one. These
41) West Eighth St., Holland.
should be conveyed in a basket into’i! cover with strips of lath long enough to
Frankfort,Ky., bruised; Thomas <>. room lighted only by one lamp.
make good corners. This lath secures Telephone No. 38.
Crowder. Houston, Tex., bruised; The cardboard, with the dark side a shallow chamber across the top of
William Josephs, San Jose. Cal., back
toward the observer, should then be the hive three-eighthsof an inch high,
injured; .1. II. Taylor, P.irmingliani.
dead airspace.
Ala., slightly; Hugh Mills, Clietopa, held up against the lamp, as shown in
A frame of lath or pieces the length
the
cur,
and
the
eggs
one
after
another
Kan., slightly; Dr. (J. C. Martin, Pecos
City. Tex., slightly; C. W. R. Remiett, should he held against the hole and of each side is fastened to the lower
St Paul. Kan., bruised; W. S. Glenn, the light looked tit through them. If edge of the canvas so it will drop looseHales to
Rlack Hawk, Miss., leg broken; Mrs. they appear unchanged and look like a ly over the interior or main hive. No
Annie Wortlierst, San Francisco, leg fresh egg, they are barren ami should paint is required if the tin is good
ami hand crushed.
be put on one side. Those eggs with enough so it will not rust. If the tin re*
f.'-n the Track on a Curve.
chickens iu them, the only ones which eelves a coat of ol! every spring, it
The ill-fated train left San Antonio
will hatch, are perfectlyopaque at the won't rust and will not absorb the
at noon Thursday, two and a half
Points on the
hours late, and at the time the acci- end of a week except at the larger end, sun’s bent.
where
the
air
space
exists.
This
opaciIt
seems
strange
that
some
of
those
dent occurredwas running at a high
rate of speed in order to make up ty is caused by the blood vessels, which beekeepers that have had trouble with
time. The road at tin* point where nt that period of the hatching line the combs melting down in the sun have
the wreek occurml is in a rough coun- shell, extending all over its interior ex- hot tried unpnlntedtin for a roof or
And All Inland
try. the curves being sharp and tlie cepting ut the air space.
even sides of tin. Tin does not absorb
grades heavy. It was when rounding Now, supposingthat between thirty
ranch heat from the sun. It is a thouSouthern Winter Resorts.
a earn* that the train left tin* track,
and forty eggs have been set under the sand times better than any painted
it is said, on account of a broken rail.
As well as points la
All the passengers were asleep at three hens and that owing to any cause wood or iron. A tin covered hive would
a
half
or
third
of
them
are
sterile,
it
not only be moisture proof, but sun
the time of tin* accident.The train
Texas and California,.
was going at such a rate of speed will obviously be of advantageto place proof, and about as cheap as choice
that tin* tender and engine lauded sev- the fertile opaque eggs under two of lumber, concludes a Michigan man
VIA
enty-live feet from where they left the hens and to give a fresh sitting to who tells about tills kind of hive cover
the rails.
the third. In this way the services of in American Bee Journal.
Fire Cremate* (he Injured.
a broody hen are utilized and good
The ears pih*d up against the en- clutches of chickens are much more
gine, caught tire, and all were conBEET PULP.
likely to be Insured.
sumed except tin* sleepers. A private
Continuing until APRIL .'to, ticketswill
There Is no use in allowing a hen to WIihI CnllforninFeeder* Think or
-ar owned by Thomas Ryan, of New
be on side from all points on the “ Big Lour
It— Hon- Mack to Feed.
York city, with his family aboard, sit upon a number of barren eggs. If
Route, good for return passage until MAY ‘31,
was attached to the rear of the train, she breaks one near the period of
Informationgathered from Califorbut it was pulled away before the tire hatching, the contents cover the others nia feeders on the value of beet pulp 1902.
reached it and no one in it was in- and foul the nest and Interferegreatly
Take Advantage of (In* Low Rates
for farm animals is summarized by
jured. All the injured in the conches with the due hatching of the chickens.
and Long Return Limit.
Messrs. Jaffa and Anderson, showing
just behind tin* express and baggage
that "licet pulp should not be depended
cars were cremated. The people in tin*
For full information ami particularsas to
upon as the sole diet either for produc- rates, tickets, limits, etc., call on agents Jti^
sleepers were saved with the assistBRISTLES BY GEORGE.

Van landegend

Winter Tourists
Cuba, Florida,

Gulf Coast

BIG FOUR ROUTE.

Fine Assortment
-OF-

Pianos.
You

cun select any instrument you
like, from

ance of the uninjured passengers.

The

ing milk or meat, the chief reason be- Four" Route, or address the undersigned.

injured who could be moved were Idrnft That Are Good For tin* Swine ing that it does not adequately nourish
W. V. df.ppi:.
Rainer nml Hi* Herd.
VVARRKN .1.
Asst, i; P. a T. A.
taken to El Paso.
the animal. When fed in connection
Gen. Pii". a TkL Agt.
George, in Farm Journal, says:
Cincinnati.O.
SENATOR PEFFER’S WIFE DEAD It is a good idea, and one the hogs with other and dry feed, it not only
E. B. A. KKLLl'M. Anderson.Ind.
serves to keep the digestionin a healthwill like, to throw over to them every
ful condition, but adds materially to
Fastc* Away at Wa*liiii|;t«ii
as the Ucsult
week or so a few freshlycut sods dar- the store of actual food substance. The
of a Paralytic Stroke— Will He
ing the winter, when they can tiud litamount of pulp which can be fed profliuried iu Kansas.
tle opportunity for rooting about The
an illness of several weeks* duration fresh earth is good for them, and they Rably is reported by all who feed for
Washington. March 10.— Following will not fail to show their apprecia- meat to be all the animals will readily
consume in addition to the portion of
Mrs. Sarah Jane Peffer, wife of extion of the treat.
becomes languid, irritableand debay or straw and grain. In the case of
Peflfer, of KanSpoudent, through loss of nerve vigor.
There is no great secret of success the profitable quantity to feed for milk
sas. died here at
Life seems n mockery. The courage,
in swine raising—a good, warm, dry,
tin* residence of
production there seems to be a wide
force, vigor and action which characher daughter, well ventilatedhoghouseand pure wa- differenceof opinion. It may be that
terize full-blooded
men, are lacking.
ter
for
all
seasons,
a
good
pasture
for
Mrs. N. J. AIclltwenty-live or thirty pounds per day of
henny. M r
spring,summer and fall and a variety pulp will Induce as large a flow of milk

LYNCH,

|

$135 up.

|

i

AND EXAMINE OUR

COMF.

J

‘

A

MAN

!

Estey and Lakeside Organs.
Probably you want a Sewing Machine.

!

s

Peffer.

We have

the largest assortment in

Prices $10.00 and

up.

.

who was

of feed for winter, with thrifty, strong
pigs, and success is yours.
We must keep the fattening pigs
of paralysis in
January, from warm. If they are kept in a cold pen
which site was or allowed to run out in cold weather,
unable to recov- at least 25 per cent more food will bo
er. Ex-Senator required to produce a given gain.
Peffer.
A.
The squealing pig, with staring coat

Western Michigan.

70 years old. suffered an attack

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Complete line of Musical Instrumentsand Musical Merchandise.

W.

ALBERT

H.

MEYER

209 River Street Holland. Mich.

SEND

rOlt

CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Read the

»

.

OTTAWA COUNTY TIMES

This Year.

Senator

MRS.

PEFFER.

W.

A.

and humped back, who crowds and

Peffer. Jr., and pushes in the steamy nest for a warm
Mrs. Mcllhenny were at the bedside
place, is surely losing money for his
when death occurred. She leaves a
husband and five children. Tin* body carelessowner.
It does not injure a well nurtured,
will Im* taken to Kansas for interment.
mature sow to give birth to two litters
Kobb«r* Ix»ot IndlmiB Hank.
of pigs each year.
Washington, Ind., March (».— The
Two hundred pounds is a good marFirst National bank of Montgomery,
ket weight, and do not have the pigs
eight miles east of this city, was
too fat.
robbed, the vault blown open by dyn: mite, and $10,000 in cash and bonds
Tine of Sowlair Tobacco.
stolen. Citizensheard live distinct
There
seems to he a general rule for
explosions, but feared to attack the
robbers, who hud approached under sowing tobacco seed in each state with
guard. The robbers escaped on a reference to the frosts which are likely
handcar. The' loss is covered by in- to occur in the spring. O. C. Buttersurance.
wick, an authority in tobacco culture,
furnishes the general rule that seed
Wh* Indicted With Alex. Sullivan.
Chicago. March 7.— In the criminal beds should be planted from six weeks
court yesterday George P. Murray to two months— according to the variepleaded guilty to the charge of con- ty of the seed— before the latest date at
spiracy to keep a fugitive from jus- which killing frost has occurred in the
tice out of the state and was fined locality. This is for the domestic seed.
$500 and costs. Murray was indicted For Cuban and Sumatra seed a later
with Alexander Sullivan and others
date should be selected. Imported Cufor conspiringto conceal ex-Bailiff
James J. Lynch, under indictment for ban seed should lie planted a month
later and imported Sumatra six weeks
jury bribing.
Inter than acclimated seed. Very vigSeven Miner* Are Safe.
orous varieties of tobacco will grow
Telluride, Colo., March 8.— News
large enough to transplantin six
from the Ingram basin was received
yesterday. The, seven miners for weeks. Other varietieswill take from
whose safety much alarm has been eight to ton weeks from the time of
sowing the seed.
felt are alive and well.

us eighty pounds per day when the rest
of the feed is dry. the notion being
that the lesser quantity gives tho cow
all the succulent food and change of
diet which she really requires for the
have kindled the lightofhope in many
best production. Where the pulp must
a man's face. They bring vigor to the
weak and ambition to the despondent.
be hauled a long distance and tin* cost
They permanentlycheck the weakof transportation is therefore great it
ening drains, feed the nerves, enrich
would undoubtedlybe unwise to feed
the blood and make men over generIt In larger amounts than would give
ally.
the necessary succulence to the ration,
*10° per box : G boxes $1.00. With a
and twenty-five pounds is probably
»o.UU order we issue a written guaransufficient for this purpose. But where
tf* to refund the money if uo cure lie
effected. Book ftee. Pi: At. Medici.nk
the dairy is situated adjacentto the
Co.. Cleveland.Ohio.
sugar factory it might pay to feed the
pulp in much larger quantities.”
Sold by Heber Walsh, Druggist, Holland.

Thing* That Are Told.
The blossomingof peach and plum

DR. A. C. V. R.

trees can be retarded by spraying with

whitewash.
Sod culture in orchards is all nonsense, according to Mr. J. H. Hale. He
favors cultivationand cover crops.
Professor L. 11. Bailey believes two
year trees are preferable to older ones
for setting in an orchard and cites a
case where two and six year old trees
were set in an orchard, and after a
very few years the young trees were as
large as the old ones.

Sow onion seed In flats in a hotbed
or in a greenhouseand transplant the
onions to the open ground as soon as
the latter is in working condition.
For profitable general field culture
the sweet potato requires at least four
months of warm weather, free not only
from frost, but from cold winds and
frsm cocj nights.

GILMORE
DENTIST.
Plate, Crown and Bridge Work
of all kinds.

Gold and Plastic Fillings.

Over Ed. Vaupell’s Harness Shop.
HOLLAND.
Docs your Stomach trftuble you? Are your
Bowels regular! A re you Billions?

SY-RE-CO
—

2nc per bottle at

HIIIIousdcss,
Headache.
Heber Walsh's Drug Store.

To ward oil La Grippe take a dose of Dr
Miles' Restorative Nervine on going to bed.

Eyes
Examined
Free.

Buy

F. M. C. Coffees.

Buy

F. M. C.

Coff«e».

.,

David Hutchins expects to move his
Senator W. D. Kelly of Mulkecon Is
family to Holland, where he has em- aimln a candidate for Uu& oiBpa.
ployment.— FennvIUe Herald.
A socialist ticket will be iB^tbe field
John Y. Hulxenga has sold 2o acres here this
V
of land In Holland township to his
DeWecrd bi others have begun work
brother, L. Hulzenga.
on a residence for J. P. Kiel*.

spring.

•

A case of smallpox is reported in the
The college and city tiiketball
family of Jack Martin at Herrington, teams will play Monday javesing.
this county.
Robins, bluebirds and tinging sparThe building of the fine new block rows are again welcome vtiitohL
BCIBNIinO OPTICIAN.
U (Asl Eighth
Holland. for S. Sprletsma, the shoe dealer, has
Eggs have taken a drop from over
been let to the Holkcboer Co.
20 cents to 12 cents per ddtea.
John Alberti and family will go to
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Tim Slagh on
Chicago,where Mr. Alberti will enSaturday— a daughter.
gage In the undertaking business with
Walter Vurink has sold a house and
his son, Jacob.
lot on West Ninth street to Millard
Chris Hanson has started an upholsHarrington.
tering business at UH East Eighth
E. C. Davidson of the Michigan

Walking

Skirts!

W, R, STEVENSON

WE HAVE THEM FOR

Street,

Riches

Misses, Ladies and Children.
.

and Co. has sold an $0 acre farm
The Hotel Macatawa will lie greatly to Rev. G. WoBtenberg.
improved by interior decorations.A
A special car will take the Century
fine lawn ami fountain will improve
Forum to Allegan April 14 to attend
.

result of

how much

estate east of the city, including the

take advantage of our lower

erty.

No

A new

gray, and

Mrs. G. J. Van Duren, East Twelfth
street, entertained

a score of friends

This

at tea Saturday afternoon.

woods, for $2,600.
line of ladies’. Misses’ and

children's walking skirts at

John Schuurman of Fillmore

to repair.

is

sell

at £1.75,

90, S3.00, S4.50

and S4.75.

something the ladies will appreciate, as the

goods have become very scarce and only a few houses

has

make them. We consider ourselves very fortunate in

a

securing them and would be very
you come

Nicholas Berkompas has been returned home after a two weeks' visit turned to the Kalamazoo asylum from
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. Doorn- which he escaped a few months ago.
l>os, 45 Orchard street, acc ompanied by
Theodore Vander Helde has taken
Miss Sarah Doornbos,who will spend
a jeosition with the W. P. Palmer
a few weeks at Holland.— Muskegon Transportationcompany as assistant

in

and look them

Mrs. John Kleft of Holland has re-

GEO. H. HUIZINGA Chronicle.

SI.

bought the so-calledCapt. Smith place

street.

ulars.

repairs too difficult for us

received a nice line

and very stylish. They come in tan, brown, blue, and

Du Mez
on the Zeeiand road.
Bros. They would he very much
Do not fail to read that ad. of Deship? Prodigality results in pov- pleased to have you come and look
them over. See their “ad" lor partic- vries. the dentist. 36 East Eighth
prices and equitable workman-

we have

the oratoricalcontest.

John Y. Huizenga has bought forty
the small things you save; there- acres of land from the Vander Haar
fore isn't it advisable for you to

—

of Children’sand Misses’ Walking Skirts, nicely made

the grounds in front of the hotel.

you make, but the aggregate of

mm** ********

During the present week

street.

I.

Are not the

*^0**^0*^

portunity to secure a well

much pleased to have

over.

This

offers a fine

op-

made, high-grade and stylish

Walking Skirt at a moderate price and you shoulk not
miss

it.

engineer.

C. D. Smith, the druggist, was ar-

Jeweler and Optician.

On Wednesday evening,April 2. a
mission entertainmentwill be given
ing liquor to a minor. He was ar- at the First Reformed church by the
raigned before Justice Van Duren, Sunday school.
waived examinationand gave bail, the
( L. King & Co. of this city and
case to come up in circuit court.
Chicago have filed articlesof associaThe prohibitionists met Monday
tion with the secretary of state, capinight and formed an organization with
tal ized at $100,000.
F. Wright as president. P. Damstra,
secretary and C. St. Clair, treasurer. The shoe stock of S. Sprletsma will
A meeting will he held Monday night he moved into the Rosbach store on
at the officeof Justice Isaac Fairbanks. River street. April 1. Work on Mr.
rested Tuesday on complaintof sell-

36 Kwt Eighth street. Holland.

LOCALISMS.
Drink F. M. C. Coffees.

Several eases of smallpox are

re-

Easter time is close at hand and
Zeeland will get a canning factory, of course you will want one of those
the required $10,000 having been raised. pretty waist patterns at John Vamlersluis'. His line of lace curtains for
The heavy rains this week quickly
spring lias arrived and ready for your
cleared the ice from this end of the
ported at Grand Haven.

bay.

41 East Eighth Street,

HOLLAND.
vi

Sprietsma’s block will begin then.

Among

the

list

of drug clerks grant-

ed an assistant pharmacist'scertificate by the state hoard, is the name
of R. M. DePree, employed at Con

inspection. Don’t fail to see his line DePree’s drug store.

Removal Sale

before buying.

Biendon and Zeeland townships have
some talk of the Grand Rap- not returned any uncollected taxes this
ed rooms on Central avenue in the
ids. Grand Haven & Muskegon electric year. Georgetown has returned $6.32
rear of Hardie's jewelry store.
railway company extending its line to county and state tax. Allendale $28.47.
Members of Hope church held a soHolland, the line to follow the old Chester $36.26, Polkton $21.18, Holland
cial at the home of Prof, and Mrs.
West Michigan railway bed from Nuni- township $182.87,Tailmadge $159.58,
J.- T. Bergen. East Twelfth street, last
ca through Crockery, Robinson, Olive Holland city $89.41 state and county,
night.
and Holland townships.
$169.40 city tax. $121.93school tax and
Examinationsof peach buds by fruit
The following federal offices are lo- $108.85 special street taxi Grand
growers shows a small percentage of
cated at Grand Haven: • Postofflce, Haven has not made a settlement yet.
buds killed.
customs house, steam lioat inspectors’
Before moving into our new brick, block, Corner of Eighth Street and College AveMonday evening the Century club
The steamer Harvey Watson is be- office, superintendentof life saving
had a pleasant meeting at the home of nue, we have decided to institute a Removal Sale and reduce our stock as much as pos-a
ing refitted and overhauled under the stations for the eastern shore of Lake
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. McLean. Maple
direction of Capt. Mitchell.
sible to facilitate the work of
During this sale
will [place our elegant
Michigan, superintendentof harbors.
street. J. C. Post gave an entertainW. H. Horning expects to build United States weather bureau. United ing talk on what he saw in Cuba, a line of Furniture before you at a
two houses on West Eighth street this States marine hospital and a waredebate on "Woman’s Suffrage." with
spring.
house for government supplies.
Prof. J. H. Kleinheksel and Dr. B. B.
Jacob Bos and Andrew Van Goor, Godfrey taking the affirmativeand Dr.
Henry Vrieling expects to build a
house on East Fourteenthstreet this while working on a scaffold at Jeni- M. J. Cook and Prof. C. J. Dregman,
summer.
son Park Monday, sustaining frac tures the negativeside; a duet by Miss
A fine residence is being built by of the ankle by the breaking of the Amy Dosker and Master Fred BrownJ. C. Post on Maple street south of structure, dropping them about twenty ing and a trio by Misses Nelln
can afford to divide our profits with you, rather than go to the trouble and ex/
feet. They were brought here to the Pfanstieh!and Anna Sprletsmaand
Fourteenth.
office of Dr. Fisher who reduced the Mrs. H. W. Hardie, were on the pro- pense of moving our big stock, and we will do this.
will offer you goods at a
While crossing the hay a few evenM. N’otier. the undertaker, has open-

There

OF

is

FINE FURNITURE.
moving.

we

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE!

We

We

ings ago. Dell Souter broke through

fractures.

The

gram. followed by refreshments.

price that

is

satisfactory, and

boom at

remember that this reduction does not apply to any par-

Macatawa
At a special meeting ot the classes ticular line of goods, but to all— every article in
Park is fairly on. The park company
a cold hath.
of Holland, held at Zeeland a few days
has put up several cottages and also t;
Isn't there something in the following list
Seven new members were received at
ago. the call of Rev. S. Vander Werf
three-storybuilding which will be used
a special meeting of the consistory of
of Gibbsville, Wis.. to the First Re- right ?
as a boardinghouse. Several owners
the Third Reformed church Monday
formed church here was approved.
of lots have built handsome cottages.
evening.
Rev. John Vander Meulen of LuenThe cottage owned by Miss Van Regezer applied to be released from his
F. Reeverts senior at the theological
enmorter near theflife saving station
pastoral relation,j his was granted
seminary,will he called by the First
is being changed into a two-story
and lie was recommended to the widGerman Reformed church at Alexan- building.
ow’s
fund and to the disabled minisder. Iowa.
Fred \V. Jackson of Morris, ill., has ters' fund, from which lie will receive
Friends of Christopher Luther, who
bought the so-called Metz farm.
$200 and $150 respectively. R. Bouwis serving seven years for arson, will
miles north of this city, it consists of stra, junior at the Western Theologmake a strong effort to secure a new
54 acres with buildings,and the price ical Seminary, was recommendedto
trial for him.
was $2,000. Mr. Jackson will put up the hoard for support.
Frank E. Doesberg has bought the a boarding house and as it is on the
Holland can pride itself on having
house and lot owned by C. Meertens, shore of Lake Michigan it ought to
southwest corner of Central avenue make an attractive place for summer as complete and up to date carpet
store as any city in Western Michiand Fourteenth street, tor $1,000.
boarders.
This Sale
1st and will
gan can boast of. If anybody has any
F. X. Knobel. consul to China from
John F. Zalsman is now daily turndoubt about tbis they want to visit the
the Netherlands, was here Saturday on ing out bicycles of his own manufaclarge store of .las. A. Brouwck and
his way home for a year. While here ture. The steel tubing is bought in
they will soon lie convinced. Mr.
he was the guest of Dr. G. .J. Kollen.
lengths, cut up for the frames, and the
the ice. but managed to get out with

building

our stock.
that you can use

if

we make the price

Dining Tables, Center Tables,
ROCKERS, COUCHES, IRON BEDS,

Wall Paper, Lace Curtains, Rugs, Carpets, Etc.

'

Began February

Brouwer lias filled

Continue until Further Notice,

his shelves with

George Trenck was found guilty in brazing,soldering,enameling, decorat- carpets, mattings, rugs and linoleums
Justice Van Duron's court Wednesday ing and other processes are all gone until they almost groan. It is a sight
on the c harge of drunkenness and sen- through in his shop on River street worth anybody’s time to go and see.
He turns out a fine looking wheel, The patterns and colorings this year
tenced to 20 days in jail.
built for service and made in two
are beautiful,and the the prices they
Saugatuck people will run the steamgrades. Mr. Zalsman will build any
are being offered, puts everybody in
er A liber between Saugatuck and South
pattern that a customer wants. He
position to have a nice covered floor. Annual Meeting of the Stoekholdersiof
Haven to connect with the Williams
has named his wheels "The Holland.”
the Holland Sugar Company.
Inspection is invited and a surprise is
line to Chicago. They consider that
Miss Alice Michmershuizen royally assured.
the Graham & Morton Co. lias not
The regular annual meeting of the
entertained a large number of friends
treated them fairly.
The Soo City is now undergoing stockholders of the Holland Sugar Co.,
The funeral of C. P. Becker, who last Friday evening at her home on some radical changes and in all the for the election of directors and the
died at. Sebewa. Ionia county, last South College avenue. Many games improvements mean about $2,000 lay transaction of such other busiuess as
week, took place Tuesday afternoon were played and dainty refreshments out. Thirteenstate rooms have been may properly come befora it, will be
from the home of his daughter. Mrs. were served. Those present were added, twelve of these are on the held at its office, city of Holland, on
Peter Burgh. 1G8 East Eleventh street. Misses Margaret and Sarah Kotvis of texas. The Soo City will hereafter Tuesday, the 25th day of March, 1902,
HOLLAND.
Grand Rapids; Margaret DeRoo, Min- have round deck for pilot and cabin, at 12:30 o'clock p. m. of said day.
Our thanks are due George Han- nie DeBruyn, Minnie Riksen. Kate
For convenience and to accommodate
giving a round extension to the smokcock & Son. florists at Grand Rapids,
Prices per Thousand Feet for No. 1 Logs:
Prakken. Anna and Bertha Dalman, ing room similar to the steamersMil- the large number of stockholders, the
for a box of fine carnations. This firm
meeting
will be adjourned to meet in
Jennie Kiompers.Lizzie Winters, Ger- waukee and Chicago. The mahogany
the Lyceum Opera House in this city at Elm ................ $12.00 Soft Maple ........... $8.00
has established a reputation for ex- tie Pessink and Masters Harry Boone,
finish of the vessel has been gone over one o'clock of said day.
cellent service.‘Read their card in this
Basswood .. $11.00 to 13.00 Hard Maple .......... 8.00
John Kooiker, George Huizenga, James by a complete scrapingand a new
J. C. POST, Vice President.
issue.
Ash ......... 10.00 to 12.00 Beech ...................
7 00
Wayer, John Van Zomeren, Will De- finish added. The stairway aft has
F. C. Hall, Secretary.
Merchantsand others who have been Klein. Bert and Henry Naberhuis, Mar- been extended, giving it a much more
Oak ........ 10.00 to 16.001
placing advertising matter upon the tin Van Dyk, Peter Vanderberg,John
attractive and convenientgrade. A
The stock books of the Holland Sugar
government piers and docks will be re- Vis, John Kruizinga, Dick Homkes and new stairway has also been erected in Co. will be closed from March 22nd to
Largest stock of No. 1 Merchantable and No. 2
quested to remove them. An officialis John Van Persen. All went home
27th, and during that time no stock can
the forward part for reaching the
be
transferred
on
the
books.
visiting all the cities along the shore pleased with an evening delightfully
texas and hurricane decks— Benton
Holland Sugar Co.
to see that it is done.
spent.
Harbor
F. C. Hall, Sec’y.
IN THE CITY.
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the New Orleans limes Democrat, "In
cotton gins, cotton mills and In plants
where cotton seed are put through manufacturing processes of extracting nails
and other weighty substances that may
Hud lodgment In these luflautmaldc
products.Gravity is the natural force
used. Nalls and rocks and materials of

(op the oddity of the eountcnnnccIt

Chitdi

g

READERS' DEBT TO MACHINERY,

this kind are heavier tlmii cot ton and
its byproducts, and they have a tenHral Literuture Made Available at
dency to force their way to the bottom
' KeMNonably Iwtw Pricea.
of the heap. Hy allowing these prod(livou conlonlnuMit with Htumlard auucts to pass over a rolling^cltarrangethors, scarcel.vany out* those days
ment these heavier niatcrlals Altered
nci'd he prvvotitodfrom ownine hooks.
toward the bottom and are finally exHis (took*, too. may ho priutod on
tracted, so Unit when the cotton or cotgood papor in clear type, not inrreton seed passes through the grind in the
quonlly from plates made from now
various manufacturingprocesses there
f onls. If he so please, his hooks may
Is little danger from Arc so far as these
he hound in cloth and lilted (tut with
things are concerned.
Kill tops. Yet the cost need not la*

lihei

ARDEN

ai

(lunntlt

!

'*.(

of r.rrcro. In a

remarkably increased. Furthermore,
f
and1
much fun tuny he obtained hy plaeing
this head on a handkerchiefwhich
rests on a tumbler; for, If one of the
four corners of the handkerchiefbe
then gently pulled,the head will wag
most comically to one side, and as it THE EFFECT OF CLOSE GRAZING.
has no neck the effect produced is most
The early clover is injured when

ludicrous.
Polly’s Lchhoii.
A Little Helper.
Polly was sittingin tlie orchard under the old apple tree. Its pink and "My father says I'm a great helper,"
Siiid littleMiss Dorothy Gay.
white blossoms were sending her their
"There'sjust only us and our Bridget,
sweetest fragrance and tlie little hobSo 1 have to work ev'ry day.
o-llnk, as lie flew about, snug his sweet<hi Monday I help do the washing
est sang to her.
J
By wiping tlie plates dry and bright,
But for all this, Polly was uot •'“P- 1 riirTtiV*siiay
py. She knew that very soon her mamBy folding the towels just right;
ma would call her to get ready for On Wodnesdiiy I help do the mending
By threadingthe needlesup, fast,
school.
"Oh,
why
did anyone ever think of Ami ThursdayI help clean the silver
GOOD SUBJECT FOR ••COPY.”
having schools!" exclaimed she at last. By counting it over at last;
And Friday I help with (lie sweeping
Sir Thomas Li|it«n Tells of Enterprise “I wisli I were that pretty littleIsih-oHy dusting as hard as 1 can,
of American Rcimrters,
link, with nothing to do hut sing and
Ami Sat'day I 'most do the baking
The American^ reporter got a good be happy all tlie day long.”
By buttering every pan;
deal of "copy”’” out of Sir Thomas UpJust then a slight noise attracted And Sunday— well, Sunday, my father
ton. and Sir Thomas retaliated recently Polly's attention, and looking around
Says he doesn’t aetu’ly know
But he'd break right down in his sermon
at his "welcome” banquet in London by she saw a beautiful fairy.
telling some stories at that gentle"Do not fear, little girl: your fairy At meeting if I didn’t go!"

rotation of crops, no part of the soil
intended for the plow should he pastured. Don't pasture stalks, as It
tramps In the wheat. Don’t pasture
young clover, for it needs u good
growth to insure it against freezing
out. Don’t pasture what is to be
broken in the spring, as it has a tendcattle are permitted on the field. ency to make clods, and twentieth cenThere is a temptationto allow cows tury farming is not to he done among
clods. Soil, climate and market must
to use the clover Acid some, hut any
determine what your rotation Is to he
gain by so doing is always at the expense of loss In sonic other manne? and when it is once established treat
It with respect.— A. N. Springer,In
Cattle do much harm by trampling,
Tlie Bpltomist.
for which reason not even the pasture
should be used until the grass has
made considerable growth. Close COMMON SENSE POULTRY KEEPING.
grazing should never he allowed.

I have used an incubatorfor the
past three years witli splendidsue*
There is hut little doubt hut tliat . (:•.;. I keep about 100 fowls raise
with potatoes or other starchy foods about oOU each season and breed them
hooks on which the puhlishcrsalso
there is a gain in cooking thorn over lor fancy, for eggs and for pleasure.
spared the cost of copy right (the volfeeding them raw, and among the I sell eggs tor hatching and make
umes IsMng reprints), sold at retail for
starch foods wo also include corn and some money. I hatch ail my chicks
$1.25 to $1.50 each.
wheat, ami that grain has been esti- in the incubator and raise them in a
A long succession of puhlishcrs has
mated at from ten to twenty pei cent. brooder and have never had the slightmade the way easy for them. Most
If not over ten per cent, it will scarce- est trouble in raising them. I feed
of ilicsc have failed at one lime or anly pay to take the trouble of cooking rolled oats, egg bread, millet seed and
mamma heard your wish and has sent —Youth's Companion.
other, and have gone out of business. man's expense.
unless it can lie done without using a general variety of anythingthey will
As soon as lie got to the quarantine me to tell you that It is granted,” she
Somethingover half a dozen still carry
Ilnu* in Cold Htnruuc
Dogs are now being shipped from extra fuel, or there are a large num- cat. Give plenty of green food, such
on tlie business on a large scale, and station outside New York harbor he said kindly.
Tnen, before Polly had time to think, Russia to Hie antarctic regions in a ber to cook for. A gain of twenty as chopped lettuce, green wheat, etc.
seem to he making it go. One of these was bombarded with (fhestionsas to
I have no particularrules to follow.
whether
In1
would
challenge
again
and
tlie
fairy had gone, and she found her- cold-storageship. They are worth $150 per cent, in feeding value would
recentlytold how he could supply dealeach and must bo kept In a cold at- come nearer leaving a profit to pay There are a few simple, natural laws
ers with volumes at 17 and 115 cents to what type of boat would l^c built, and self changed Into a pretty bob-o-littk.
who tin' designer ami constructorwould
She flew into the air and down Into mosphere. This was made necessary lor the labor but that must depend to understandand apply and tlie rest
retail at 25 and 50 cents apiece.
greatly upon the amount of grain and is easy. Tlie first of those is to keep
"It cannot 1m said." he explained, lie. Tills, as Sir Thomas somewhat the meadow among the sweet clover, because the dogs are used to a very
plaintively
remarked,
was
not
encourmingling
with
the
rest
of
her
kind,
allow temperature, and the heat of the the kinds, mixed with the potatoes. the chicks comfortable.Don’t let
"that the changes of the last tifteen
aging
to
a
man
who
believed
that
his
ways
giving
forth
the
richest
music.
tropes through which they will have For hoots, turnips and pumpkins, we them cry. keep them in pursuit of
years are to Is* traced to marked reThe days came and went, hut tlie to pass would enervate tlieui and unlit do not think it pays to cook them, as something,keep them busy and let
ductions in any single Item of cost in present yacht was the best afloat. On
they are too watery when boiled.
them work, idleness breeds disease.
Oinking a hook. K very thing has boon it being pointed out tliat the question little bob o link never sighed to return them for the hard work which is
I sometimes watch the chicks for
was
a
little
premature
the
American
to
her
former
life.
The
beautiful
planned
for
them.
These
dogs
arc
reduced. I'niicr is much cheaper,
hours,
note their every move, listen to
PROFIT
IN
SHEEP.
though for the quarter and half-dollar reporter, in the bulk, asked whether it spring changed into summer; the clo- wonderfullywell trained, and are
the shuffling of their little feet aa they
was
true that in the event of Shamrock ver blossoms disappeared;the little strong and willing to drag heavy
While
some
breeders
of
sheep
are
hooks the paper still costs to
scratch in the chaff or sand to the
cents a iwund. For 10-ccnt hooks the II. winning the cup, both Mr. Watson boh-o-link sings her sweet songs no sledges over the snow and ice. Their worrying over wool and its price year
mingled chirp of happiness as they
and
Sir
Thomas
Intended
to
get
marafter
year,
declaring
that
there
"is
no
more.
diet is dried Ash.
paper costs only alsmt $1.85 a hundred
money
in sheep," ether breeders are bury themselvesin the chaff and now
ried. The owner of the Shamrock made
She
lias changed her beautiful black
pounds. Typesetting is less expensive,
Before God Learned How.
a jocular answer, and was rewarded glossy dress into one of a dusky russet
making more money from sheep than and then find a morsel of food. I
though only a part of our work is done
Small Georgie was looking at a book
ever before. One farmer in New York sometimes take a piece of meat and
next morning hy a column and a half color.
by machines. Printing costs less than
containing pictures of various animals.
derived over $1,000 from 100 ewes by cut it up in small hits and tlr.ow it
in a New York paper headed in big
She
lias no time now to think of anyit used to, chiefly by reason of the Im"Mamma,
who
made
camels?” he selling "hot house" lambs, according to them, a little at a time, and how I
type, "Upton’s Views on Matrimony." thing but eating. She perches herself
provements in presses. There have
asked.
to report, using tlie improved breeds. do laugh to see them rush, run and
Sir Thomas got the most wonderful upon tlie weeds where before she
been marked changes In the cost of
"God. my dear,” replied tin* mother.
While this may not be accomplished fall over each other, tumble in downy
presents from American admirers in lighted tinkling forth her sweetest
binding, and this is due to the intro"Many years ago people used them in- by ail who venture into the keeping heaps, then scatter and chase each
the way of "mascots;” dogs of all sizes notes, only to devour their seeds.
duction of machines.
stead of horses.”
of sheep, yet it should not Ir* over- other again. This is a splendid tonic
and descriptions by dozens, and other
Then, becoming tired of the homely
"Printed sheets are folded by ma"That must have been before God looked that wool is only one product for both the chicks and myself.
live stock ranging from black eats to fare around the home, which a short
chines. sewn by machines and maI keep breeding stock in a scratchwhite rabbits, from turtle doves to time since she thought so beautiful and learned how to make horses,” com trom sheep. Lamb and mutton bring
chines are used to round the hacks.
mented
the little fellow.
ing
shed house and in feeding and
better prices than •wool, and some of
green hens;
as the donors called where she had been so happy, she flew
The cloth is put on the wards by mararing
for them make use of a little
the
mutton
breeds
of
sheep
contain
them, Irish pheasants. These, with away in search of a better living. This
Jotiali** Own DiHcovery.
chines and machines are employed to
common sense and keep them busy.
giant spiders and some other curious she found among the reeds along the
Teacher- Johnnie, can you toll me individual members of the flocks that
cut the boards to shape. The other
weigh over 300 pounds each, on the 1 don’t allow them to be idle a minute.
natural history specimens, says the Delaware.
who tirst discovered whalebone?
important item is the hulk of the trade.
hoof. Tho lambs from such large Give them plenty of good food such as
London Chronicle, made up a menag- As site whs banquetingamong tlie Johnnie (promptly)— Yes’in. Jonah.
"Everythingis done on a large scale.
sh'»ep grow very rapidly, and reach wheat, corn. oats, a little meat or
erie which anybody might lie proud of reeds one day she heard the loud reWe do not make the plates for a book
tl.o market weeks ahead of scrub green bone, good sharp grit, pure
as good-will offerings,but which was, port of a gun, and looked up in time
WHITE ANIMALS.
unless we think it will sell well; and
.mbs, thus bringing high prices, be- water and all the green stuff they will
at the same time, rather embarrassing to sec four or live of her companions
we never print anything less than a to a man who does not keep a zoologiFuel* About Polar Hears, Arctic Foxet, '.ause they get into market before cat. Keep them at work but don’t
full bleeding to the ground. She was
year or two years’ supply of a lunik on
PtarmuKiin, Blue llurcn.
.stuff them. Let them always be
.’orapetition is strong.
cal gulden.
thoroughly frightened and did not
our list. That may lie anywhere from
hungry enough to work with a vim.
A polar bear would not have a chance
know what to do or where to go.
Give them plenty o! sunshine and a
1,000 to 5.000 copies.
THE BALANCED RATION.
in stalking seals if it were of a darker
Hard to IMcaoe Sumo Folks.
Just then Polly rubbed her sleepy
"Finally” said the publisher, accord“Look at that.” said an ill-natured eyes and found tliat her mamma was color. The only black spot about it is
There has been too much insistence good dust hath. Keep the house clean,
ing to the New York Post, "the reprint passenger, pointing to a large map on
the tip of its nose. The sailors who upon all the niceties of fixing up a 1 mean clean enough for a man to'
culling: "Get up, Polly, tlie sun is shinlive in. Don’t crowtj your chickens
publishers have brought the business the wall of the railway station."Isn't
ing brightly and the little birds are tirst landed on various unknown arctic ration that would have just the prodown to a hard mercantile basis. As that an abominable fraud?”
shores and hays stated that the bears portion of the various elementsrecom- into a close, filthy, dark room that
singing their sweet morning songs.”
against the old-time profit of 100 per
"What’s the mutter with it?" asked Oh, how happy Polly was to find it used to take them for seals, and begin mended by the tallies prepared by our you would be unwilling to sleep in.
cent and more, we tire content with his mild companion.
to stalk them at a considerable dis- scientists. Not that I would try to Don't use tonic, medicines,etc., exhad all been a dream.
cept in acute cases. Don’t doctor
one of 20 to 40 per cent on an output
"l/Mtk how it is distorted,”said the
"1 do not think 1 should care *9
Think and study nature. — A.
of a millionand more a year.”
other. "There Is n map of a railway change places with a boh-o-llnk.or
system from Chicago to New York. It even grow to he an ignorant woman known photographby Gambler Bolton curate experimentalwork. But they derson. in New England Homestead.
WILLIE’S LESSON IN CHESS.
is made to appear as following a with nothing to think of hut eating and shows the old polar hoar at the Zoo, can serve only as a sort of guide, and
THE FARMER’S HORSE.
PutcrfiimiliaHHus a Sorry Experience straight line between these two cities, sleeping,” she said as she trudged •and wrigglingalong in that position the experience of many feeders shows
that
different
proportions
often
are
until
they
came
up
to
an
ice
hummock,
and
yet
on
tlie
map
it
appears
to
pass
in Teaching Him.
cheerily to school that bright spring
There are certain characteristics
when they would get up, poor over to just as profitablein the feeding. This tliat belong to all good horses— farm
Paterfamilias,with a laudable desire through every large town within 500 morning— Farmer’s Union.
see if the "seals” were alarmed,and was shown at the Pan-Amertcan dairy
to keep Willie at home at night, of- miles of that line.
horses and all others. Constitution,
Principle nf Magic Square*.
wriggle on again. The sailors added tests, and it has been shown at many
"Just
notice
that
towns
like
Cincinfered to teach him to play chess. The
easiness of keeping, gentleness of disMagic squares of odd numbers In that they could always see Hie black other times. The matter has been position,action, etc. The farmer and
boy was delighted and the giinic be- nati and Cleveland are so misplaced as
which tlie liguresadded in perpendicu- nose when tlie bear got near, ami vow- further complicatedby me effort to his horse are co-laborers,and unless
to
appear
only
a
few
miles
apart,
and
guii.
give variety to the feed. The result
"Put the little ones, pawns, all along Nashville, Tcnn., is pulled 500 miles lar, horizontal or diagonal rows make ed that tlie bear put his paw over his
they can work together, each doing
of it all is that many pretty intellithe same sum are found in books of muzzle to hide it.
liis part faithfullyand willingly,and
tin* front and the big ones behind, as from its real location. I wonder they
The arctic foxes, the “blue” hare, the gent farmers regard tlie whole mat- each enjoying, or at least having no
have not transported New Orleans a puzzles, but the principles on which
1 show you.”
they arc based is never given.
ptarmigan,typer, and ermine all un- ter as too complicated for them, and aversion to, the company of the other,
"i think that is cowardly. The big thousand miles northeast, so as to
There
is
a
principle,
and
it
is
apdergo the seasonable change to white (hey pay no heed to anything said some of the profit and much of the
ones ought to lie in front. Ma bring it on the line of their railway
plicablewithout limit, from one square by an identicalprocess.The hair or about balancing rations.
fraud.
pleasure that ought to result from the
says —
An experienceddairy teacher tells
"Congress ought to take hold of this to any odd number of squares indefi- feathers,as the case may he, lose color
labor will he lost. Action, too. is a
"Oh, hut that is the rule. Now, see
the farmers that he has learned to
fake,” he continued, “and punish heav- nitely. For illustration,twenty-five and turn pure white hy what may alvery important quality for the farm
-no. put that rook in the corner.”
most he described as au instantaneous make half of tho grain rations for cows horse, as well as for tne roadster, in
ily every railroad that issues a distort"Itook— what's a rook.”
process. In the foxes and birds the from bran or oats. He regards one of fact, no horse has any business to lie
ed map.”— Chicago Inter Ocean.
"It is a kind of a bird.”
these as essential to best results They
white comes in patches; but the speed
alive unless he has reasonably good
"Well, that ain’t a bird. It looks like
8
1
IS
17
give the mineral elements in liberal
Measured by Music.
of color change is remarkable. There
action. A farmer can Co a much beta castle.”
quantities,and they furnish something
A
learned scientist lias recently
are many stories of people whose hair
ter job of work with the rapid, steady
•Tall it a castle, then— and put the
shown how the velocity of the wind
has turned white from shock "in a the chemist does not value as highly as walking team than with the slow,
knight next — ”
16
do the cows. Half the ration should he
S
/i
1
2$
single night.” Judging by the birds
poking, wavering gaited sluggards. A
"Why is that called a knight? It can Ik* reckoned hy noting the musical
bran or oats. That is a simple propo
pitch of the sound given out when the
ami foxes, those storiesmust be true.
better furrow is turned in plowing,
looks like a horse's head.”
sition, easy to start with. He uses
wind blows across a stretched wire.
No one ever sees tlie process of fadmore clods are broken in harrowing,
"And then the bishop.” went on patersilage with enough corn in it to furnish
6
13
20
The principal elements on which the
ing going on. The feather or patch of
more weeds are killed in cultivating
familias. ignoring the question, "so
the fat forming elements freely, so
calculation is based are the diameter
with the rapid walker. In addition to
fur which was brown or smoky-gray
And then — ”
he does not need cornmeal in the grain
this the time saved is a great item.
suddenly Whitens. Yet no one has ac"Why is the bishop’s head split in of the wire and the temperature of tlie
ration. What. then, shall the other
air. The length of the wire is imma19
The fast walking team can rest one
10
12
tually seen the color going. The ex21
5
two. pop?”
half of the grain ration be? Make it
terial, so long as it is not changed.
day in the week and yei do more work
planation usually given is that it takes
“Oh, that is his hat—
cardinal’s
whatever is rich in proteine, is conEvery variation in tlie wind’s velocity
tlian the slow team, and do it hotter.
place hy night. There seems no “halfvenient. reasonablycheap and satishat.”
In seasons of pressing work and unis faithfullyrepresented by the rising
way”
tint
between
the
white
and
the
9
18
2*
11
"Rut 1 thought he was a bishop!”
factory in its effects upon the pioduet.
certain weather the fast walkers are
or falling of the pitch of the note sung
originalcolor.— Spectator.
"A cardinal is also a bishop. Now
There are gluten and dried brewer’s
of immensely more value than the
hy the wire.
don't talk so much. Willie. Then you
grain and buckwheat middlings and
Didn't
Relate
Any
More.
-low ones. All these characteristics
squares are given and the sum of each
many other materials. Such a ration
put the king and queen — "
Electricity Fells Trees,
"Miss Vara Aim*.” said Mr. Golightly,
belong, as 1 have said, to all horses.
of its rows of figures perpendicularly,
balances itself pretty well, without
"The queen is bigger than the king,
Trees are now felled in some places
who wanted to relate another personal
When we undertake to point out the
horizontallyor diagonally is 05.
close figuring, or so tho cow thinks.—
pop!”
^by electricity. A platinum wire, heated
reminiscence, "were you much imqualitiesof the farm horse in particuNo
w
for
in? rule. A wa ys w
e your
David, in Farm and Fireside.
"Well, so she
-who said she white-hothy the current, is used,
lar we find it very hard to do. for the
numbers consecutively,diagonally,up- pressed with that tale I told you rewasn’t?”si**' paterfamilias, witli a
stretched between two poles, as a saw.
cently concerning tin* way I detached
simple reason that the farm horse is.
ward.
to
tlie
right.
If
that
direction
FOLLOW ROTATION.
(nice of impatience in his tones. "And
There is less work than with a saw, carries you outside of the squares, myself from the main body of the
and must lie a general purpose horse.
A
proper
rotation
is
of
prime
import
tiicu another bishop- so.”
no sawdust is produced and tlie charBritish army and threw myself directThe draught horse, tlie roadster,the
ance, but one cannot have its good
•‘Why are there two bishops, pop?” ring of the surface of division tends to then go to tlie opposite end of the row
saddle horse— each is fitted for one
ly in front of the long knives of tlie
at
which
you
stand.
If
you
reach
a
results and continually break in upon
"P.eeauBC (lie rules say so. Now I
particular place. But one horse canprevent decay. In some eases the time
square that is occupied, or the upper Afghans?”
its prescribed lines. Many make no
shall move tirst.”
not fill two places and fill both as
required to fell a tree by this method
"Yes,
indeed,"
said
Miss
Paraftiiie.
effort to pursue u well defined policy:
"What— after all that trouble are von is only one-eighth of that necessary for right hand corner, then drop to the
veil as the horse that has beet, bred
square
below
the
last one used, and "I mid mamma what a wonderful deed Others follow a rotation after a fashgoing to move them again?”
for one place and fills tiftit one The
sawing.
of
bravery
it was."
proceed as before. Begin with 1 in
ion, but violate its rules upon very
"Say, Willie, I believe my head is
iarm horse is not a dual purpose horse,
"You didn’t either,” cut in her bright
the upper center square. Now try it.
slight pretexts. If rotation is good
A Sharp Kctort.
aching. 1 shall show you tin* rest
but a plural purpose horse. He must
little brother."You told mamma that
for part of a field, it is good for ail
some other time,” said paterfamilias, "Friend Charles,” asked a Quaker,
For BiiHy Hunda.
•winged with pain, a coward’s fears of it, and the part interfered with is do not two kinds of work, but a great
according to the New York Times, as "why does thee use thy buffalo-robe According to a Chinese legend, says
take flight,’and ‘fools rush in where always the poorest part of the field, many kinds of work on the* farm
with the hair side out?”
he swept the men into the Imix.
the CincinnatiCommercialTribune, wise men fear to tread.’ "—Indianapoheavy work and light work, quick
the very part needing systematic care.
"That is the way the buffalo wore there lived in Canton 200 years before
work and slow work — and in a great
lis
__
Practical farmers have found that a
FIRES CAUSED BY NAILS.
it.” was the reply.
Christ an artist named Lim-Kuomany cases must serve as riding and
careful rotation not only increases
On the Bargain Counter.
"But,” retorted the Quaker, "tlie buf- Pouug, who won an immortal reputadriving horse, too. Therefore, it is
Particularly Guarded Auainat by the
A well-known society woman was the quantity and improves the quality
falo wore it with the hair side toward tion owing to the fact that he was able
hard to determine what is the best
Firms that Handle Cotton.
of
all
crops
grown,
but
gradually
imtaking a drive in the park, says the
us.”— Lippihcott’s.
to
fashion
out
of
a
bean
pod
a
boat,
type
for a farm horse. Every farmer
"Speaking of insurance matters,” said
New York Times. The coachman was proves the texture and the fertility of must decide for himself accordingto
complete with rudder, sails, mast and
a cotton mill foreman, "I suppose the
the soil. In the »ace of these well
PhysicalTest.
his circumstances—
relative
all other necessary appurtenances. too lively In his use of the whip, and
plain, old-fashioned nail has caused
known facts farmers will break their
Now Boarder—Do yon know that our Moreover,on the exterior of the boat nearly ran into another vehicle.
amount
of heavy and light work that,
more fires in the big establishments landladyis taking a course in phys"James,” said tlie lady, after they rotation, when with a little effort it he has to do, the nature of the land
were engraved various maxims hy
where machinery is used in many ami ical culture?
had
returned home, "you were very might have been kept intact. Perhaps that he farms, etc.; and in case he
Confucius. For tills masterpiece, it is
complicated ways than any other little
careless
to-day. What was your head a clay point of three or four acres is
Star Boarder— Yes; 1 presume she
wants to do his farming with breeding
said, the Emperor Tsi-Fou paid him
thing in existence.The only thing needpoorly seeded to clover. Clearly the
given you for if not to use?”
thinks it lias at last come to a tost of
mares lie must take into account
1.000 taels.
ed is for it to come in contact with
"Pardon, mem,” replied James. "If right thing to do would be to re-seed the kind of horse he wants to raise.
supremacy between herself and the
In
these
days
pretty
baskets
are
tome other hard materialwith sufli- butter she serves.—Ohio State Journal.
in the spring when seeding tne wheat
made out of hazelnuts and chestnuts, I had any head I’d uot be workiu’ for land. But no. this man plows it for On large farms, where the services of
cicnt force to cause a spark and heat
thirty-live dollars a month!”
several teams are required, some
and heads of peacocks and parrots are
generation. Nails have really produced
corn. What has he done? He has
He Was Not Cold.
heavy and some light hor.es may be
deftly fashioned from the stones of
a heavy per cent of the cotton tires of
deprived
the
soil
of
the
renovating
Cloud-Covered Mountain.
Kind Lady— Here are some left-over
used to advantage. But the small farapricots, it is with orange peel, howthe country. During recent years, on flannelcakes you can have.
Mount Rcwenzori,in equatorial Af- crop, and has subjected it to the
mer who can keep but one or at most
ever,
tliat
the
most
attractive,
though
ac' (Uiit of steps taken by the owners
Hobo— T’anks, madam, hut I ain’t at
rica, is about 20.000 feet high, lias hard task of growing two consecunot the most durable, work can he twenty miles of glaciersand is nearly tive crops, a task hard even for the two teams, ami especially one who
.Mid conductors at the larger cotton and all chilly.— Ohio State Journal.
greater than HI to TtO centH a (took.
Twenty years ago hardly I tetter hooks,

COOKING FOOD FOR STOCK.
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byproduct plants at the instance of inalways cloud covered.
With a few skillful incisionsof the
It is every woman’s complainttliat
surance men, the nail has not been such
Coat of Ocean Cablea.
as soon as cullers come and Hie con- pen-knife, the eye, nose and lips of a
a prolific producer of tires.
The
cost
of u cable from San Franman
or
woman
cun
he
cut
out
of
such
versation
begins,
her
husband
feels
it
"A way lias been found, for instance,'*
peel, and by placing a suitable cap on cisco to Honolulu is put at $3,000,000.
continued the foreman, according to is his duty to shake down the stove

'.'arms hilly land, will find it best, I
best soil. Nor is this all. The next
think, to keep light horses.— C. E.
time in the rotation that this field is
seeded to clover,it will be found still Lewis before the West Virginia Live
Stock Breeders’ Association.
less able U> grow a good crop without

r.

'

have done. Sinners are they— ainnwd
all.”

And suppose God should deign to an*
swer. He might say: “Yes, hut did not
my only Hon die for their ransom? Did
he not pay the price? Not one drop of
blood was retained iu hi* arteries; not
one nerve of his that was not wrung in
torture. He tmik iu his own laxly and

ilmage^

soul all the suffering that those sinuera

iefmnn.
to have
if

made them

m

©

deserve. They pleaded that

sacrifice;

they took the full pardon that I promised
to all who, through my Hon, caruoiltyapplied for it. and it |iassed out of my
mind that they were offendera. I forgot
all about it. Yes. 1 forgot alt about it
•Their sins and their iniquities do I re*
member no more.’” A sin forgetting
God! That is clear beyond and far almve
a sin pardoning God. How often we hear
it said, “I can forgive, but I cannot forget.” That ia equal to saying, “I verbally admit it ia all right, but I will keep
the old grudge good.” There is something in the demeanorthat seema to say:
“I would not do you harm. Indeed 1
wish you well, but that unfortunate afGate for Pasture Fence.
fair ran never pass out of my mind.”
It 1* always desirable to have some
There may no hard words pas* between
them, but until death breaks in the same •ort of a gate iu the pasture field fence,
coolnessremains. But G<n! lets onr par- but It Is not always easy to build oue
doned offenses go into oblivion. He nev- that Is at once stock-proofand easy to
er throws them up to us again. He feela operate when necessary. The arrangeas kindly toward us as though we had ment as shown in the illustration is not
Im*cu siwtlessaud positively angelic all la reality a gate, but a passageway, so
aluug.
placed that the st<M:k cannot get
A Lost Hheep Found.
through, but through which a person
Many years ago a family consisting of
may readilypass. No explanation of
the husband and wife and little girl of
two years lived far out iu a cabin on a the plan is needed, for It is plainly
western prairie. The husband took n •bown by the illustration.This fence

perpetually miserable

they would have consentedto be miser-

able. But they have had enough divine

'4
world can be Aade in it. the best products secured and the stable smells aud
tastes wholly eliminated.

Baked Apple DumpUuita.

philosophy to cast off the annoyances,
Take one-liulfpint of raised bread
and they have kept themselves in the
dough, roll into it one large spoonful of
sunlight of God’s favor and nave realFurnien* at i'olleue.
butter; roll out, then fold it and set it
lied that these oppositions and hinA number of agriculturalcolleges re- aside to lighten. When well raised, didrances are a part of a mighty discipline
port that many of the students taking vide into six parts; roll them out thin.
by which they an* to lie prepared for
the short winter course are men who Have ready six good-sizedtart apples usefulneasand heaven. The secret of it
are operating farms, many of them pared and cored, the holes filledin with
(Co|>j-rl|ht,
Loala Kluptcb, 1M2.)
al) is they have, by the help of the Etermen who own the farms they work. sugar and butter. Close the dough over
tSOKUM the lettiT to the Hebrew* nal God, learned how to forget.
This indicatesthat farmers are begin- the apples and put them in a deep dish;
Dr. Talmage taken a text and ilCancellag Yoar Debts.
laatrated how nil offender* may be
ning to renllxe that they must keep up let them stand an hour, then sprinkle
Another practical thought: When onr
MUaoipated;text, Hebrew* viii.,12, faults an* n*|M*nted of let them go out
with the modern methods. It is frank- sugar between the dumplings,will*
MTMr aina and their iniquitieswill 1 n- of mind. If God forgets them, we have
ly admIMed that some of the more ad- small pieces of butter, and any kind of
Miber no niore."
a right to forget them. Haring once
vanced methods in some lines cannot spice you like; pour a teacupful of waThe national flower of the Kpyptians is repented of our infelicitiesand misdebe adapted to all eases, hut there is not ter over them, and liakc tbree-quartera
the heliotrope, of the Aasyriana in the meanors, then* is no need of our repentn farmer iu the country but who would of an hour. Sauce may be used, but
water lily, of the ilindtNi* is the mari* ing them again. Sup|K>se 1 owe you a
give considerableif he had some knowl••M,
Chinese is the ehrysanihe- large sum of money, and you are perIs not necessary.
Vve have no nationalflower, hut suaded I am incapacitated to pay and you
edge of agriculturalchemistry. Furthere la hardly any flower more anpires- give me acquittalfrom that obligation.
ChocolateCream.
ther, it is hardly probable that any intlee to many of us than the forget menot. You say: "I cancel that debt. All is
Soak one-half box gelatine in onetelligent man could attend one of the
We all like to be remetubered.and one right now. Start again,” And the next
colleges for this short course and not fourth a pim of cold water for two
•f our misfortunes is that there are so day I come in and say: “You know alsiut
learn enough on general lines to pay hours. 1'ut one pint of milk on the fire,
naay things we cannot remeinl»er. Mne- that big debt I owe you. I have come
him well for the expense. Oue of the aud add one ounce grated chocolate
oniea, or the art of assistine memory, in to get you to let me off. 1 feel so bad
best fruit growers iu New York State, thoroughly dissolved in oue tablespoon
la an important art. It was first sup- about it 1 cannot rest. Do let nu* off.”
few cuttle to market. Before be started may In* arranged so as to provide a
feeted by Simonides of Ceos ">00 years You reply with a little impatience: i
a man who has Unde n comfortable ful boiling water mixed with two tablehis little child asked him to buy for her double gate by hinging the open portion
before Christ. I’ersons who had hut did let you off. Don't bother yourself
sum for bis work during tbe last dozen spoonfuls sugar. Stir into the hot milk
a doll, and he promised, lie could aflittle power to rwall events or put ftels
and bother me with any more of that dis- ter the sab* of the cattle purchase house*
years, is taking the short course at until smooth. Beat the yolks of tlin*e
and names and dates in proper pnxrs- cussion.” The followingday I come in
hold necessities and certainly would not
Cornell College. He agreed that he eggs with one-fourth cup sugar; add tc
aiona have through this art had thi-ir and say: “My dear sir, ntiout that debt
forget the doll he had promised.In the
knew considerableabout fruit growing, tlie gelatine, and stir iu the milk. Cook
memory re-enforcedto an almost in- —I can never get over the fact that I
village to which he went he sold the catbut said that he was not so strong on three minutes longer,stirring. constantcredible extent. A good memory is an owe you that money. It is something
tle and obtained the groceries for hia
agriculturalchemistry as he should he ly. On taking from the tire add oue
Invaluablepossession,lly all means cul- that weighs on my mind like a millstone.
household aud the doll for his little darltivate it. 1 had an aged friend who, de- Do forgive me that debt.” Tins time
and wanted more knowledge in this di- tea spoon ful vanilla and a pinch of salt.
ing. He started home along the dismal
Strain and turn into molds. Servo with
tained all night at a miserabledepot in you clear lose your patience and say:
rectionthat he might know better now
road at nightfall.As he went along on
a custard or cream and sugar.
waiting for a rail train fast in the snow- “You are a nuisance. What do you mean
to use commercialfertilizers.He tighorseback a thunderstorm broke, and in
banks, entertaineda group of some ten by this rcityration of that affair? I am
ured that he would he reimbursedfor
the most lonely part of the road and in
or fifteen clergymen, likewise detained almost sorry 1 forgave you that debt. Do
Mock Codfinh HuIIm.
the heaviestpart of the storm he heard
his expense iu a single purchase of feron their way home from a meeting of you doubt my veracity or do you not unSix medium-sizedpotatoes washed,
a child's cry. Bobbers had Itct-n known
tilizer,for the knowledge gained would
presbytery,by first with a piece of chalk
peeled and boiled for ten minutes in
derstand the plain language in which 1 lo do some bad work along that road, and
enable him to buy more intelligently.
drawing out on the black and sooty walls
salted water. Drain and grate them
told you that debt was canceled?” Well, it was known that this herdsman had
•f the depot the charactersof Walter
my friends, there are many Christians money with him, the price of the cattle
while hot and stir in two heaping table1/
Scott’s "Marmion” and then reciting guilty of worse folly than that., While
Winter Hotter Makiui;.
sold. The herdsman first thought it was
spoonfuls of butter; mix thoroughly.
from memory the whole of that poem of it is right that they repent of new sins
Cream for churning must at all times
u strutegciu to have him halt and In* deSeason with salt, cayenne pepper to•ome eighty pages in fine print. My old and of recent sins, what is the use of
STOCK PitOOF PASSAGEWAY.
be kept above the freezing point oi
scaled of his treasures,but the child's
taste, and add a teaspoonful of grated
friend,tiinmgh great age. lost his membotheringyourselfand insulting (bid by cry became more keen and rending, and In the foreground so that when dosed there is difficulty getting tlie butter.
onion and a saltspoonfulof mace. Beat
ory, and when I asked him if this story
asking him to forgive sins that long ago so he dismountiMland felt around in the the post will come In sliugly against For small churnings, where tlie milk
of the railroad depot was true he said.
two egg yolks light and stir well into it
were forgiven? God h/is forgotten them. darkness and all iu vain until he thought
the fence post, and be held in place by is kept in pans, the method of a New
*‘I do not remembernow, but it was just
with two heaping tnhlespoonfuls of
Why do you not forget them? No; you of a hollow that he rememberednear the
like me. Let me see.” said he to me.
a wire loop dropped over Imtli posts; York State prize butter maker is a good cracker crumbs. Fry brown in small
drag the load on with you, and 3(’m times road where the child might be, and for
“Have 1 ever seen you before?” "Yes,” a year, if you pray every day, you ask
then the gate in the backgroundshould oue to follow. Have a few extra pans
halls in boiling fat without crowding
1 said: “you were my guest last night, God to recall occurrences which he iias that he started and, sure enough, found a also be placed on hinges, so that when and in each put a half pint of boiling
little one fagged out and drenched of the
them in the basket, drain on kitchen
and 1 was with you an hour ago.” What not only forgiven, but forgotten.
storm and almost dead. He wrapped it closed it will lap over against the fence water; then strain tbe milk into this paper and serve very hot on a platter;
an awful contrastin that man between
Quit tins folly, I do not ask you less
about two feet, and be held in plac e by pan, and so on with the other pans. garnish with parsley.
the greatest memory I ever knew and to realize the turpitude of sin. but 1 ask up as well as he could and mounted his
horse and resumed his journey home. a staple and hook.
These pans of milk should have the
no memory at all!
yon to a higher faith iu the promise of Coming iu sight of his cabin, he saw it
cream removed iu ten or twelve hours
Ckimliiu-ss in Cooking.
The Art of Forgetting*
God ami the full deliveranceof his mer- all lighted up and supposed his wife had
Dehorn iitK Cows and CuIvck.
and when a churningis ready set the
Says a Chinese writer of the eightBnt right along with fids art of recol- cy. He does not give a receipt for part kindled all these lights so as to guide
There has always been more or less | quantity over a boiler of hot water and
eenth century: “Don’t cut • bamboo
lection. which 1 cannot to highly eulo- payment or so much received on account,
her husband through the darkness. But argument over the question of dehorn• stir it occasionally. Keep it over the
gise, is one quite as important,and yet but receipt in full, God having for
shoots (the Chinese equivalent of asno. The house was full of excitement, ing, and while it may be admitted that
1 never heard it applauded. 1 menu the Christ’s sake decreed “your sins and
hot water until it tests 75 or 80 degrees parngus) with an oniony knife. A good
and the neighbors were gathered aud
the process is painful,and, in the case by the thermometer. One of the other
art of forgetting.There is a splendid your iniquities will I rememberno more.”
cook frequently wipes his knife, freMood around the wife of the house, who
faculty in that direction that we all need As far ns possible let the disagreeables
was insensibleas from some great ca- of an adult animal, causes a shock to troublesin winter butter making comis quently changes his cloth, frequently
to cultivate. We might through that of life drop. We have enough things in lamity. On inquiry the returned hus- the nervous system, it is not at all like- from trying to churn the product of
scrap's his board and frequentlywashprocess be ten times happier and more the present, ami there will be enough in
band found that the little child of that ly that the young calf suffers more cows that are near ealvlng,and this is es his hands. If smoke or ashes from
nscfnl than we now nre. We have been the future, to disturb us without runnipg
cabin was gone. She had wandered out than momentary pain, and the process particularlyhard to overcome, indeed,
his pipe, perspirationdrops from his
-told that forgetfulness is a weakness and a sjiecialtrain into the great Goneby to
to meet her father and get the presenthe certainlydoes not Injure the animal in
j unless a decided change can be made
ought to 1m- avoided by all possible fetch us as special freight things left
head, insects from the wall or smut
had promised, and the child was lost, toy way. The process of preventing j In the feed given the animal it will be
MBS. So far from a weakness, my behind.
from the saucepangets mixed up with
Tl^he UthawnroM
tl,e bona on the jonng
tMt ascribesit to God. It is the very
1 useless to expect anythingbut trouble
the food, though he were a very clicf
ket the child he hod found in the Be dd, c,lr ,, t0 take tlle anImal vben „ lg
Allow Other* to Forget.
top of omui|M>tence that God is able
1 In churning. An increase in the bran
among
chefs, yet would men hold their
and.
lo. it was Ins own child, and the lost _ _
.
.
‘
Not only forget your pardoned transto obliterate a part of his own memory.
gressions.but allow others to forget oue of the prairie home, and the cabin t^rf* <H’ four " e(*ka olt*’ aU(* after '°* portion of the ration aud the addition noses and decline.”
If We repent of sin and rightly seek the
quaked with the shout over the lost one ca“D6 the embryo horn with the linger, of some green food will likely improve
divine forgiveness, the record of the mis- them. The chief stock on hand of some found! How suggestiveof the fact that rub the spot for a minute or two, or
Crcumed Duten.
the consistency of the milk.
behavior is not only crossed off the books, people is to recount iu prayer meetings
once we were lost iu the open fields or , until it (jets quite red, with a stick of
Remove the stones from one ]K»und of
and
pulpits
what
big
scoundrels
they
but God actually lets it pass out of memamong the mountaincrags, God’s wan- caustic potash, which may be bought
dates, fill with fondant of different colTwo Farm Conveniences.
ory. “Their sins and their iniquitieswill once were. They not only will not forget their forgiven deficits,but they seem dering children, aud he found us, dying at any drug store. The potash should
A handy way to carry swill is to take ors. and roll them in granulated sugar.
I remember no more.” To remember mi
But no, enough an old walking cultivator, take the For coloring tlie fondant, divide it into
more is to forget, and yon cannot make to be determined that the church and mantle of his love and fetched us home,
anything else out of it. God’s power of the world shall not forget them. If you
so that It will run, for it will take off beams off and fasten a couple of books four parts while it is still warm, add a
gladness aud cougratulatioubidding us
forgettingis so great that if two men want to declare thgt you have been the
the hair wherever it touches it. Wrap
on the tongue near few drops of coqhiueal to one part to
welcome.
chief
of
sinners
mid
extol
the
grace
that
appeal to him and the one man, after a
The commander of all the hosts of the end held in the hand with a doth,
the rear end. and color it pink, add a little strong coffee
could
save
such
a
wretch
as
you
were,
life all right, gets the sins of his heart
to prevent burning the band. The
heaven
turned
aside
from
his
glorious
take a small barrel to he second part, add to the third part
pardoned and the other man, after a life do so, but do not go into particulars. Do
and victoriousmarch through the cen- work is quickly done, and if thoroughly
not
tell how many times you got drunk or
and bore a couple a few drops of pistachio coloring to
of abomination, gets pardoned God returies of heaven and said, “I will go and done, the horns will not grow. It is
to
what
bad
places
you
went
or
how
of holes in its rim give it a delicategreen tint, and leave
members no more against one than
recover that lost world and that race of generally considered that the age
against the other. The entire past of many free rides you had in the prison
in which to hook tbe fourth part white. Work the fondwhom Adam was the progenitor, and let named— about a month— is nearer the
both the moralist, with his imperfections, van before you were converted. Lump
on
the hooks. Fas- ant and coloring well together,so that
all who will accompany me.” And
and the profligate,with his debaucheries,it. brother; give it to us in bulk. If you
SWILL L'AHHIEK. ten the barrel, and all may be evenly shaded.
right time than earlier, and the work
through the night they came, but I do
la at much obliterated in the one case ns have any scars got in honorable warfare,
not see that the angelic escort came any should never he attempted with potash | one can either push or pull to where it
show
them,
but
if
you
have
scars
got
in
Beef Omelet.
In the other. Forgotten forever and forfarther than the clouds, bnt their most after the calf is six or eight weeks old is wanted.
ignoble
warfare
do
not
display
them.
I
Chop one pound of raw beef very
ever. "Their sins and their iniquities
A very bandy fodder cutter and corn fine: roll three crackers to a dust and
know you will quote the Bible reference illustriousleader came all the way down, or after the button has assumed much
will I remember no more."
and by the time, his errand is done our prominence.
topper can be made by using a light, mix with them one-half a teaspoonful
This sublime attribute of forgetfulness to the horrible pit from which you were little world, our wandering and lost
stout bench or cutting box. Take two of baking jiowder. Add two wellA PrniniHinirPlum.
on the part of God you and T need, in digged. Yes, be thankful for that rescue, world, our world fleecy with the light,
our finite way. to imitate. You will do but do not make displaysof the mud of will be found in the bosom of the Great
Many plum growers are disappointed old plow lays and
beaten eggs and mix all together thorthat horrible pit or splash it over other
well to cast out of your recollections all
that no varietiesof hybrid plums are have them sharpoughly with a seasoning of salt, peppeople.
Sometimes
1 have felt in Chris- Shepherd, and then all heaven will take
wrongs done you. During the course of
on the market this year that originated ened aud made to
per and powdered herbs; put a lump
tian
me
:igs discomfitedand unfit for up the cantata and sing. “The lost sheep
onll-’s life he is sure to be misrepresentthe grounds of act on the same
of butter in a baking dish, let it melt
Christia i service because I had done found!” “Their sins and .their iniquities
ed, to be lied about, to be injured. There
will 1 remember no more.”
Luther Burbank, principleas a pair
and then put in tlie mixture: let it
are those who keep these tilingsfresh by none ot timse things which seemed to
be, iu i • i .stintationof many, necessary
of California, of shears. One can
hake one-half an hour. Turn out on a
frequent rehearsal. If things have aproDUEK
n
rm:.
for Christian usefulness, for I never
that icince of hy- be fastened to tbe
peared in print, they keep them in their
very
hot platter, fold over as you would
swore a word or ever got drunk or went (
scrapbook, for they cut these precious
bridizers. There lever and one to the bench or box. The an omelet, and jMJur any kind of a meat
shows only one plow lay. sauce around it.
paragraphs out ol newspapers or books to compromising places or was guilty <-f
is. however, a va- i illustration
and at leisure times look them oyer, or assault and battery or ever uttered a
riety that is ex- and it is possible to do fairly good work
Prune Scuffle.
they have them tied up in bundles or slanderous word or ever did any one a
tremely promis- i with one lay.
hurt, although 1 knew my heart was sinSoak three-quarters of a pound of
thrust in pigeonholes, and they frequentThere
is
a
noble
forgetfulness—
that
ing, a seedling—
ful enough, and 1 said to myself. “There
Cow Peas for the Orchard.
prunes in water to cover them over
ly regal-- themselvesand their friends by
which does not remember injuries.—
as yet tin named—
an inspectionof these flings,these sar- is no use of my trying to do any good,
j \Vliiiethe usual plan of intelligent or- night, cook until soft iu the water they
new
from Golden, one
for I never went through those depraved Simmons.
casms. these falsehoods, these cruelties.
! ehardists is the best under normal conwere soaked in. drain, take out the
Worship.— It is the feeling of love for of the best of the hybrid plums. It is ditions—that of the shallow cultivation
Have no such scrapbook. Keep nothing experiences.” But afterward I saw constones and press through a puree sieve;
solation in the thought that no one gainin your possessionthat is disagreeable.
the whole sum of things. The feeling said that Mr. Burbank is experiment- ! between the trees during the summer—
add half a cupful of granulated sugar
ed
any
ordination
by
the
laying
on
of
Tear up the falsehoodsand the slanders
that tits itself to ancient prayers and ing with crosses which will produce there are times and certain conditions aud tlie whites of three eggs beaten
the hands of dissoluteness and infamy.
and the hypercriticisms.
words of praise spoken by tongues that varieties suited for the far North. Two, where the eowpeas would be of the to a stiff froth; bake in a pudding dish
And though mi ordinarymoral life, endHow to Be Happy.
have long been but dust or ashes. The at least, of the hybrids from this greatest value. Take, for example, soil twenty, minutes. Serve iu the dish in
Imitate the Lord in my t.-xt and for- ing in a Christian life, may not be ns
feeling that breaks forth in song or source, tbe Golden and tbe Wickson, badly run down; here eowpeas,sown which it is baked, cold, with cream.
get, actually forget, sublimelyforget. dramatic a story to tell about, let us be
have proved valuable iu any section late in May or early in June, would be
There is no happinessfor you in any oili- gratefulto God rather than worry about poetry in praise of the beauty of the
it
if
we
have
never
plunged
into
outwhere the plum can be grown success- more valuable to the soil than summer
world
or
tbe
goodness
of
God.
It
is
Hot Milk.
er plan or procedure. You see all around
Another very importantadjunct to
you in the church and out of the church ward abominations. It may be appro- the sense that leads to self-sacrifice, fully, and if this list can be extended, cultivation,for they would add muchdispositionsacerb, malign, cynical, pes- priate in a meeting of reformed drunk- the wish to give up nil to God that his plum growing will again become one
needed nitrogen to it aud conserve tlie coffee is hoi milk. This must lie quite
simistic. Do yfm know how these men ards .»r reformed debauchees to quote for divine purposes may be fulfilled.No of the’ profitablebranches of fruit culmoisture iu tin* soil quite as well as the fresh* and wanned iu a perfectlyclean
those
not
reformed
how
desperate
and
and women got that disposition?It was
ture.
perfect
image
of
God
is needed for real
summer cultivation. Then, if the tops saucepan, and not allowed to hoi! up,
by the embalmment of things panther- nasty you once were, but do not drive a
scavenger's
cart into assemblages of peo- aud true worship.— Uev. Dr. Utter,
Wi»y
u
11 ori»e Eats Often.
were cut in tlie fall, early, the stubble Inn taken from the tire just at the
iue and viperous.They have spent much
ple the most of whom have always been Unitarian, Denver, Colo.
The horse can conveniently eat for aud roots turned under and the ground boiling point. The kind of sugar used
of their time in callingthe roll of all
decent and respectable.But I have been
the rats that have nibbledat their repuFree Ourselves.— We can no more twenty hours out. of the twenty-four. sown to a cover crop, the result would will also make a differencein the taste
tation. Their soul is a cage of vultures. sometimes in great evangelicalmeetings free ourselves from sin than we can A horse which is in good health has a | be seen tbe following season. It is true of tlie coffee. Home people use moist
Everything in them is sour or imhitter- where people went into particulars about forgive ourselves. The direct action of good appetite at all times and is able that it might be necessary to cut the sugar of various kinds, hut lump or
ed. The milk of human kindness has the sins that they once committed, so (iod upon the mind cannot be denied to stand plenty of work and is rarely eowpeas green, in order to get in the easier sugar is much better.
been curdled. They do not believe in much so that I felt like puttingmy hand
on the sick list. To be a good feeder, cover crop early enough, but even then
Boiled Sweetbread*.
anybody or anything. If they see two on my pocketbook or calling for the po- by the devout believer. Its recognition
especiallyon a journey, is a great rec- the growth during the hot weather will
Let tlie sweetbreadsstand in cold
people whispering,they think it is about lice lest these reformed men might fall is not superstition,but faith. If there
themselves.If they see two people from grace and go at their old business is declared that there is at its heart a ommendation In the opinion of every hate done the soil an immense amount water one hour, then transfer to boillaughing, they think it is about them- of theft or drunkenness or cutthrontery. very great mystery,we can only au- good judge of horseflesh. The reason of good.
ing water into which has been put one
selves. Where there is one sweet pippin If your sins have been forgiven and swer that our Lord admits the fact, of a horse being such a constant eater
spoon salt, and one tablespoonlemon
Sprcadinu Manure in Winter.
in their orchard there are fifty erabap- your life purified, forget the wayward- and neither do we deny it, but remem- is that its stomach is really small in
The AgriculturalDepartment reports juice or vinegar. Boil twenty minutes,
ples. They have never been able to for- ness of the past, and allow others to for- her nature lias its secrets, as well as proportion to the size of its body, and
remove, and plunge in cold water to
get. They do not want to forget. They get it.
grace. What we do not know is very ; therefore it requires feeding often, not that its experimentswith fodder beets stiffen. When cold, wipe, and rub *:ilt
never will forget. Their wretchedness is
A Sin- Forgetting God.
followed by wheat in plowing under
much greater than all that we do know. ' less than four times a day, two of
supreme, for no one can be happy if he
But what I most want in the light of
manure as soon as spread, or spreading and pepper on it. Wrap in one thickWe
who
are
confused
by
the
problem
j which should be early in the morning
ness of wrapping paper, and broil ten
carries perpetuallyin mind the mean this text to impress is that we have a sin
it over the surface of the ground and
things that have been done him. On the forgetting God. Suppose that on the last of how a soul is born cannot explain ‘ nnd at nlKht* wll51e hay should iu the
minutes. Butter and serve.
letting it lie two months during the
other hand, you can find here and there day— called the last day because the sun how a great thought is born, from ! stall be always within its reach.— Lonwinter, the former method proved a
Cbicketi Souffle.
a man or woman (for there are not many will never again rise upon our earth, the whence comes it. what is its genesis— don Tit-Bits.
saver of plant food. We never doubted
Make one cup of cream sauce and seaof them) whose disposition is genial and earth itseff being flung into fiery demoli- these tilingswe cannot understand.
Sanitary Cow Stables.
that it would he so on certain soils, and son with parsely chopped tine and a litsummery. Why? Have they always tion-supposing that on that last day a But “why should it be wiUi thee a
As soon as the stables are cleaned do not feel sure that it would prove so tle onion juice. Stir into this one-half
been treated well? Oh. no. Hard things group of infernal spirits should somehow
thing impossible that Gud should raisu
sprinkle a quail of dust behind each on all. But we think the lesser labor
have been said against them. They have get near enough the gate of heaven and
cup of chopped chicken and one-half
been charged with officiousness,and their challenge our entrance and say: “How the dead?” What we know of the orig* cow, then add the absorbent, aud if of drawing out in winter, and the gain
cup of chopped mushrooms. When it is
In
of
all
life
renders
it
only
more
reagenerosities have been set down to a de- canst thou, the just Lord, let those souls
the owner will prevent the wet places by having so much work done before hot add the beaten yolks of two eggs.
sire for display, and they have many n into the realm of supernal gladness? sonable to expect that when begotten
about the stable and attend to keeping the spring plantin'' begins, more than
Cook one minute and put away to cool
time been the subject of tittle tattle,and Why, they said a great many things they in the soul the process will not b«
tbe bedding dry there is no reason why equals tlie loss where tbe winter maWhen cool stir iu the whites of the eggs
they have had enough small assaults like never ought to have said, and they did wholly comprehensible.— Kev. Dr. G.
the stable should not be so sanitary nure is not washed away by spring
well beaten. Balm twenty minutes iu
fnata and enough great attackslike lions a great many things they ought never to C. Lorimer, Baptist, New York City.
that the finest and best milk hi the thaws or rains.
a buttered dish.
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